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This dissertation examines the significance of money in literature and culture in the two

decades following the 1917 Russian Revolution.  Specifically, it considers monetary

instability of this period together with the widespread questioning of structures of

representation in Russia at the time.  The dissertation argues that money operated in early

Soviet literature and culture as a figure through which to explore changing structures of

meaning—to examine signs, texts, and subjects during an era in which the nature of ll

three were rapidly changing.

The first chapter focuses on economic policy papers and literary engagements

with money during the years 1917-23.  The chapter argues that the repercussions of

money’s constantly shifting, and often contradictory, status in these early post-
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Revolutionary years reached far beyond the economic realm, to effect structures of

representation and thus understandings of selfhood as well.  This development will be

traced through close readings of two stories of the early 1920s, Mikhail Bulgakov’s

Diaboliad and Isaak Babel’s “Guy de Maupassant.”

The second chapter focuses on the years 1922-24 and examines the simultaneous

concern in Russia during these years with literary realism, linguistic transparency, and the

fixing of monetary value through the adoption of a gold standard.  By examining the

economic policies of the Finance Minister Grigorii Sokol’nikov together with the tropes

of money in the work of Milkhail Zoshchenko and Vladimir Maiakovskii, the chapter

argues that these texts’ developing doubts about the legitimacy of realistic representation

are inseparable from questions about the relationship of abstract sign and material

“guarantee” raised by the new monetary system’s promised but not realized convertibility

of paper money into real gold.

The third chapter concentrates on the attempt, following 1928, to reformulate the

content of money in the Soviet Union in the face of realizations that its form would

inevitably mimic that operative in capitalist states.  In addition to economic arguments of

Evgenii Preobrazhenskii and Genrikh Kozlov, the chapter examines the contested

division of money between form and content in literary works including Nikolai

Liashko’s “Rubles,” Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov’s The Golden Calf, and Veniamin

Kaverin’s Fulfillment of Desires.
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Introduction

In the years following the 1917 Revolution, Soviet Russia confronted widespread

economic devastation.  A result of both World War I and years of civil war, this

devastation included not only damage to the country’s industrial infrastructure, but also

the eradication of a single and stable currency within it.  This latter development led to a

dramatic series of upheavals.  Over 2,000 different currencies circulated throughout the

territories of the former Russian Empire from October 1917 until 1919.  From 1919 to

1921, the number of currencies increased to at least 10,000, while money’s function

within the larger economy was mostly eliminated.  While a series of monetary reforms

conducted between 1922-24 introduced a period of relative stabilization in monetary and

financial affairs, the government’s intrusion into price formation and its plans for

industrialization impaired this stabilization after 1926.  Finally, the economic course

pursued from 1928-1933 in connection to the First Five-Year Plan—a project initiated by

Stalin aiming to rapidly increase Soviet industrial output—unleashed a new financial

crisis and simultaneously initiated a series of debates concerning the relationship of

monetary form and content.

While the historical facts surrounding these events have been widely researched,

their broader cultural repercussions have garnered almost no attention.  This oversight is

striking, particularly as discussions of money’s form and function were widespread in

Russia at the time.  These discussions stretched beyond economic and political debates,

to find their way into literary narratives, artistic exchanges, museum exhibitions, and all

forms of popular commentary.  Perhaps more than at any other historical juncture, post-
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Revolutionary Russia understood money for what it is: a sign, a stand-in for objects of

value that gains meaning only through a larger structure of substitution and equivalence.

Indeed, beyond the monetary fluctuations described above, questions of the legitimacy of

existing sign systems (both verbal and visual) circulated widely in Russia in the years

after 1917.  With the disintegration of pre-Revolutionary structures of meaning, political

and cultural thinkers alike were consumed with the project of creating new “languages”

of cultural significance.

My study investigates these efforts by examining discussions of monetary value

and form as their root structure, as the place where debates about the relationship

between symbolic and material value (and hence, representation and identity) coalesced.

While my primary focus in doing so will be works of literature, I will also examine

economic and political arguments, paying particular attention to the ways these diverse

texts often address similar questions, employ identical tropes, and both respond to and set

the ground for each other.

In considering economic, political, and literary responses to post-Revolutionary

monetary instability, my analysis is guided by three overarching questions: 1) what was

the role of money understood to be in the massive project of cultural reinvention that

followed the 1917 Revolution, and how did visions of this role parallel or diverge from

one another in different cultural spheres?; 2) how did politicians, writers and artists

respond during this period to the widespread perception that money was, by its very

nature, an arbitrary signifier of value—particularly given the growing realization that

money was a necessary element in constructing the new Soviet State?; and 3) how can
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these responses be understood within the broader questioning of representation and

identity so prevalent in Russian society at the time?

Literature on the Topic

The above questions have been all but ignored in existing scholarship on post-

Revolutionary culture.  Approaches to issues of money and representation in early Soviet

culture have for the most part followed rigid disciplinary lines: economists have

examined monetary developments, while cultural projects have been explored by scholars

in literature, art history, and other humanities fields.  My dissertation demonstrates that

approaching literary and cultural texts through their economic—specifically

“monetary”—content, and examining economic texts as themselves a form of narrative,

opens new ways of seeing and understanding early Soviet culture.

A number of studies on early Soviet culture published since the collapse of the

Soviet Union at the end of the 1980s are pertinent to my analysis. Richard Stites’ 1989

Utopian Vision and Experimental Life in the Russian Revolution argues that

developments across Soviet culture in its first decade (including clothes, living

arrangements, architecture, science fiction, and the visual arts) represented an attempt to

materialize utopian visions as they were collected in the popular consciousness in the

years prior to and through the Revolution.  Eric Naiman’s 1997 Sex in Public: the

Incarnation of Early Soviet Ideology provocatively studies cultural constructions of a

female “ideal” during the New Economic Politics (NEP) of 1921-28 (which allowed

partial restoration of private trade) as an effect of these economic developments.  It

should be noted, however, that Naiman’s engagement with economic questions remains
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largely at an abstract level.  Russia in the Era of NEP: Explorations in Soviet Society and

Culture (1991) is a comprehensive collection of essays on politics, literature, and popular

culture during the years of NEP.  David Woodruff’s 1999 Money Unmade productively

concludes that Soviet monetary policies should be considered as a specific form and

strategy of nation building.

A few monographic studies address the role of money in individual writers’ and

artists’ works.  Mikhail Iampol’skii and Aleksandr Zholkovskii’s 1994 study of Isaak

Babel’, for instance, addresses the role of money in several Babel’ stories, but fails to

consider the specific historical circumstances in which these were written.  T.J. Clark’s

extensive chapter on the artists El Lissitsky and Kazimir Malevich in his 1999 study

Farewell to an Idea discusses monetary questions within the broader context of the

semiotic instability of the early post-Revolutionary years, but does so only in passing.  In

short, while numerous important studies have explored early Soviet developments in

monetary politics and cultural representation, none has extensively examined the ways

these two worked together—that is, asked how monetary instability came to permeate

literary and artistic production or how economic policy itself came to be seen as part of a

massive project of cultural reformulation.

Methodology

My analysis is predicated on the contention that money is a semiotic form, a structure of

representation, and as such a tool for producing meaning.  While this proposition has

been obliquely addressed by Karl Marx and the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, it

has been more directly pursued by such contemporary literary scholars as Jean-Joseph
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Goux and Marc Shell.  All of these thinkers are central to my argument; in addition, the

work of French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan and sociologist Pierre Bourdieu will

provide important insights for my analysis.  A synopsis of the relevance of each of these

figures for my study follows.

In Volume I of Capital, Marx makes the crucial distinction between the use value

and exchange value of commodities: while the former consists of the material properties

of an object and its value for actual use, the latter is the abstract, immaterial significance

of this object as a commodity within the capitalist system of circulation and exchange.  In

his analysis of how exchange value emerges through the comparison, exchange, and

abstract equation of qualitatively different things, Marx writes that “exchange value

cannot be anything other than the mode of expression, the ‘form of appearance,’ of a

content distinguishable from it” (127).  Shortly thereafter, he argues that “the exchange

relation of commodities is characterized precisely by its abstraction from their use value”

(127).  The disconnect between use and exchange values is at the center of Marx’s

examination of the commodity form: the latter supplants the former when an object is

traded as a commodity, and is both divorced from and indifferent to the specific material

qualities of the object with which it is associated.  The object’s unique qualities as an

object of use, essentially, are overwhelmed by its valuation as an abstract quantity within

a system of exchange.  As Marx writes of two such dissimilar things as corn and iron,

“[w]hatever their exchange relation may be, it can always be represented by an equation

in which a given quantity of corn is equated to some quantity of iron: [. . . a]s use-values,
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commodities differ above all in quality, while as exchange-values they can only differ in

quantity, and therefore do not contain an atom of use-value” (128-29).

Both the content and rhetoric of Marx’s argument suggest that an object’s

assumption of the commodity form can be characterized as above all a signifying process.

Exchange value is a form of language that “expresses,” or, one could say, speaks through,

commodities.  It is a form that signifies content, even as, as Marx says, this content is

“distinguishable from it.”  Marx’s analysis suggests that at the center of capitalist

economics is a structure of false representation.  Money, as an object whose use value is

in fact indistinguishable from and fully created by its exchange value, is the embodiment

of this structure: it takes such false representation as its essential truth.  As a token of

exchange value tout court, it can be understood as a sign rooted in, and emblematic of,

exchange value’s complete disinterest in the specific qualities and values of the objects it

represents.1

Ferdinand de Saussure’s analysis of the linguistic sign bears close parallels to

Marx’s analysis of the commodity.  In the chapter of his Course in General Linguistics

devoted to “Linguistic Value,” Saussure centers his discussion on an extended analogy

between language and money.  He argues that all values, linguistic and otherwise, can be

established through a twofold relationship: one, to a “dissimilar thing that can be

exchanged for the thing of which the value is to be determined,” and, two, to “similar

                                                  
1 For just as any other commodity, money is constituted by the progression from a substance valued for its
corporeal, sensory qualities (for instance, decorative gold), to an object which still sustains these qualities
but is understood above all as a token of exchange (this same gold in the form of a coin), to, finally, an
abstract and nearly dematerialized sign of pure exchange value (the paper note).  (Marx, it should be noted,
did not experience the full autonomy of paper money; when he was writing, paper was still exchangeable
for gold.)
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things that can be compared with the thing of which the value is to be determined” (115).

While highlighting certain words in his analysis, such as “exchange” and “comparison,”

Saussure demonstrates that values are not stable, nor are they intrinsic to the thing to be

evaluated.

To lay out his argument more explicitly, Saussure focuses his analysis on a five-

franc coin the value of which can be determined only if one knows: “(1) that it can be

exchanged for a fixed quantity of a different thing, e.g. bread; and (2) that it can be

compared with a similar value of the same system, e.g. a one-franc piece, or with coins of

another system (a dollar, etc.)” (115).  Similarly, a word can be exchanged for an idea

that is dissimilar, since it is a “thing” of a different order, or it can be compared to a

similar thing—another word, for instance.  Words, then, are material entities that are

subject to just the same kind of abstracting, differential valuation that Marx described in

regards to commodities.

In a subsequent section of this same chapter, under the subtitle “Linguistic Value

from a Material Point of View,” Saussure continues with his analogy between money and

language.  He writes,

All our conventional values have the characteristic of not being confused with the
tangible element which supports them.  For instance, it is not the metal in a piece
of money that faces its value.  A coin nominally worth five francs may contain
less than half its worth of silver.  Its value will vary according to the amount
stamped upon it and according to its use inside or outside a political boundary.
This is even truer of the linguistic signifier, which is not phonic but incorporeal—
constituted not by its material substance but by the differences that separate its
sound-image from all others (118-119).
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For my present purposes, Saussure’s analysis of language seems to blend seamlessly with

Marx’s analysis of money and the commodity: word and coin are both currencies whose

values—and meanings—are conventional, depending not on the particular materiality of

products or sounds, nor on the specific labor of their production, but on the differential

structures of the market—that is, the sociopolitical field—in which they circulate.

Indeed, both Marx and Saussure emphasize many times that values cannot be generated

without exchange, and thus are always products of social interaction.  “A community is

necessary in order to establish values,” writes Saussure, as “values have no other

rationale than usage and general agreement.”

Saussure’s language demonstrates that it is virtually impossible to discuss the

structure of language without turning to the vocabulary of economics.  Marx’s study of

money and the commodity demonstrates that the converse is equally true, even if Marx

states this less explicitly and more metaphorically.  While both thinkers refer in some

way to the parallels between linguistic and economic systems, neither of them is

concerned seriously with the actual relations of one of these to the other; what, for

instance, happens to language when money changes its form?  While it would be difficult

to argue that such a development radically changes linguistic structures, my concern here

will be with the operation of language, the way its signs and structures are understood,

manipulated, received, and valued by its users.  The analysis of relations between

literature and economics in this light has been most effectively pursued by literary

scholars Jean-Joseph Goux and Marc Shell, both of whom will also be of importance for

my subsequent argument.
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Goux’s work on the significance of monetary economics for cultural production,

which is grounded in both Marxist and Lacanian theory, demonstrate correspondences

between “the mode of economic exchange and the mode of signifying exchange” (1990,

96).  Specifically, Goux argues that changes in monetary forms have directly effected the

use of language and representation more generally.  Thus, for instance, Goux’s study of

André Gide’s 1924 novel The Counterfeiters opens with following questions:

Was it purely by chance that the crisis of realism in the novel and in painting
coincided with the end of gold money? [. . .] Can we not see in this double crisis
of money and language the collapse of guarantees and frames of reference, a
rupture between sign and thing, undermining representation and ushering in the
age of the floating signifier? (3)

In pursuing these questions, Goux suggests that it was not an accident that Saussure’s

Course in General Linguistics was published in 1916, following the cessation of gold’s

circulation as legal currency in France.  Goux emphasizes Saussure’s focus on what he

terms horizontal relations between monetary and linguistic signs (how money is

exchanged for money, or words for words), and illustrates that Saussure has little interest

in vertical relations, say between money and bread, or word and idea.  Saussure, Goux

argues, thus neglects the roots of value by suggesting that neither idea nor concept can be

a guarantee for linguistic meaning.  Goux contends that Saussure’s theory of language

assumed this form because he was working in a social field “newly dominated by algebra

and the bank,” in which paper money was prevalent and “a complete autonomy of the

pure symbolic” had become possible (138-139).  Exploring the implications of such

autonomy, Goux argues that modern societies are permeated by a “nominalist anxiety”
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that the word is just a token, worth nothing.  One can contrast this to Marx, who

developed his economic theory when gold was still in circulation and paper money was

immediately convertible into metal; thus writing at a time when an incontrovertible link

still existed between money’s intrinsic and nominal value, Marx’s analysis is committed

precisely to establishing the detrimental effects of the separation of these two in the

conversion of objects into commodities.

Similar to the work of Goux, Marc Shell’s influential studies trace dialogues

between money and language by studying money's material forms and institutions

together with developments in philosophy, law, and literature.  Perhaps the primary

observation guiding Shell’s work is that “money, which refers to a system of tropes, is

also an ‘internal’ participant in the logical or semiological organization of language,

which itself refers to a system of tropes” (3).  By this assertion, Shell means that

developments in monetary form have accompanied new structures of economic

symbolization, providing language itself with new forms of generating meaning.  Thus,

independent of the content of a text—of whether its discussion is focused on economics

or not—money as a form of economic symbolization always “speaks” through language.

Although Shell does not develop a distinctive “theory” of the intersections between

literature and economics (his studies consist of close textual analysis of literature and

philosophy), his approach offers a productive method for reading literature for its

“monetary” content and form.

Marx, Saussure, Goux and Shell analyze money as a symbolic, representational

system—and as such, central not only to economic and social organization, but to that of
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subjectivity itself.  The constitution of subjectivity as a symbolic process was the primary

focus of the French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, whose work will also inform my

analysis in the following chapters.  Lacan, whose thought advanced Freudian

psychoanalysis by reformulating this theoretical approach through the lens of Saussurean

linguistics, argued that our being-in-the-world is above all a symbolic process, grounded

in language and involving the negotiation of specific cultural codes.  Our understanding

of ourselves and the world around us, he argues, is formed only through and within these

codes, which together constitute what is termed a symbolic order.  Because the

representational processes constituting such an order function through differential

relations within a conventionalized structure (as Saussure argued was true of the

linguistic sign), subjectivity itself is thus necessarily divided—“an abstract equivalence

[constituted] by the co-operation of others”—and grounded in lack (1977, 5).

It is the need for this cooperation, according to Lacan, that comprises us as

subjects; our sense of an “I” depends on the recognition of a “me.”  He writes:

What I seek in speech is the response of the other.  What constitutes me
as subject is my question.  In order to be recognized by the other, I utter
what was only in view of what will be (1977, 86).

Sustaining the subject in this constant anticipation of “what will be” is an illusion of the

completeness of the symbolic order in which it takes place, a belief in this order’s

underlying substance and veracity.  Lacan terms this relation—that of the ego to its

images—the imaginary.  The notion of symbolic closure and completion undergirding the

imaginary is, precisely, imagined—a kind of impossible necessity, predicated on a
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repression of the horrifying void (the lack around which the symbolic order is structured)

and overwhelming fullness (the leftover of all symbolization) that together constitute

what Lacan calls the real.

Lacan’s relevance for the present study is rooted in his redirection of Saussure’s

analysis of linguistic value to address questions of the interrelationship of subjectivity

and symbolic processes.  Though monetary considerations are largely absent from

Lacan’s thought, two central contentions of this dissertation are that money is an

especially important component of any symbolic order, and, accordingly, that dramatic

fluctuations in monetary value and form can play a significant role in shifting

conceptions of the self and its place in a broader culture.  Because money functions as the

primary token of value in societies in which it is used, it is also, arguably, the one object

in which questions of the relationship between signifier and signified—and hence self

and other—are more resonant than in any other.

These questions relate also to the thought of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu,

whose theory of habitus can be illuminating for considering the operation of money in

early Soviet culture.  Bourdieu understands the habitus as a set of habituated practices

that predisposes people’s social behavior.  These predispositions are culturally imposed:

they are produced, and reproduced, by social groups and cultures to which people belong

(such as those of class, ethnicity, gender, etc.) and become inextricable parts of a person’s

very being, incorporated into the body as a kind of second nature.

 In his seminal study Language and Symbolic Power, Bourdieu is particularly

interested in the idea of the linguistic habitus—comprised of certain linguistic markers
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such as dialect or style of speaking—and its operation within what he describes as the

social market place.  People’s interaction with money can be considered through the

notion of habitus as well.  Money, just as language, is an inseparable element of everyday

life: the way money looks and operates produces specific norms of behavior which,

accepted and understood by social groups as natural, become an inseparable part of

individuals’ identities.  Thus, if the normative operation of money changes, or is

disrupted—as was the case during and after the Russian Revolution—the embodied

habitus is disrupted as well.  In an era of dramatic social upheaval,  practices associated

with money are exposed as historically and socially constructed rather than natural,  a

process that can disturb individuals’ sense of self.

The theories of Marx, Saussure, Goux and Shell, as well as those of Lacan and

Bourdieu, are important for my study because their hypotheses so closely parallel—if an

often indirect fashion—those of the early Soviet economic and cultural texts I am

considering.  As outlined above, money was rigorously examined in the first decade after

the Revolution as both economic form and—perhaps above all—symbolic force.  This is

evident in the central place of money as both explicit subject and structuring trope in

many literary works of the period, in linguistic and visual strategies for new currency

designs, and in the ongoing discussions of the role to be played by money in both

economic and cultural development of the new state.

Chapter Outline

My dissertation proceeds chronologically and consists of three chapters.  Each of these

focuses on a specific “monetary moment” in the decade and a half following the 1917
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Revolution and is divided into two parts: first, an examination of the historical facts and

arguments constituting the “monetary moment” in question; and second, a focused study

of the significance of money in specific works of literature written simultaneously to each

of these.

The first chapter examines economic policy papers and literary engagements with

money during the years 1917-23, during which money was eliminated as a primary

medium of exchange throughout the territories of the former Russian Empire and yet

flourished in literally thousands of unofficial forms and structures.  The chapter argues

that the repercussions of money’s constantly shifting, and often contradictory, status in

these early post-Revolutionary years reached far beyond the economic realm, to effect

structures of representation and thus understandings of selfhood as well.  This

development will be traced through close readings of two stories of the early 1920s,

Mikhail Bulgakov’s Diaboliad and Isaak Babel’s “Guy de Maupassant.”

The dissertation’s second chapter focuses on the years 1922-24 and examines the

simultaneous concern in Russia during these years with literary realism, linguistic

transparency, and the fixing of monetary value through the adoption of a gold standard.

Advocates of the gold standard argued that a new Soviet currency could only function if

rooted in the real material value of gold, and thus occasioned a series of debates about

the relationship of money as abstract sign to the material objects whose value it is taken

to embody.  These debates betray an uncertainty in Russian culture of the period about

the nature of representation, and specifically about the relationship of signs to the things

they are taken to signify.  Following my examination of economic arguments with a

study of literary works by Mikhail Zoshchenko and Vladimir Maiakovskii, I argue that
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this uncertainty, and the importance of money within it, is evident in these writers’

frequent resort to monetary metaphors in connection with ruminations on the possibility

of linguistic transparency.

The third chapter concentrates on the attempt, following 1928, to reformulate the

content of money in the Soviet Union in the face of realizations that its form would

inevitably mimic that operative in capitalist states.  For if one would not have noticed any

differences between Soviet money and its capitalist counterpart in these years—at least

not on an everyday basis—many Soviet economists continued to insist that money in

socialist society was unique, and accommodated only with difficulty into the new social

order.  In addition to economic debates, my argument examines the contested division of

money between form and content in literary works including Nikolai Liashko’s “Rubles,”

Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov’s The Golden Calf, and Veniamin Kaverin’s Fulfillment of

Desires.

The dual premises that economic policy is built from linguistic tropes and

literature is concerned with economies of value are essential to this dissertation.  In

examining the radical shifts in Russian monetary policies between 1917-1935 together

with a range of literary works from these same years, the following chapters illustrate the

inseparability of these two cultural spheres from one another in the nascent Soviet state:

both were concerned with the definition of value in emerging socialist culture.  Beyond

this, the dissertation proposes that thinking money and literature through one another

offers invaluable insights not just into the early Soviet context, but for cultural analysis

across the board.
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Chapter One
Transcending Money, Dissolving the Self

Part One: War Communism and the End of Money

Part one of this chapter outlines the main trajectory of economic, and particularly

monetary, developments in Russia in the first three years after the 1917 Revolution.  This

period, which due to the government’s simultaneous concerns of fighting a civil war and

building a society according to communist ideals, is known as War Communism, saw the

simultaneous abolition, proliferation, and attempted redefinition of money as a general

equivalent of value throughout the territories of the former Russian Empire.  Prominent

economists projected, and the broader public came to expect, the imminent obsolescence

of money as a measure of value in the nascent Soviet state.  Money, however, was never

in fact fully abolished; instead, the War Communism period was characterized by a

constantly fluctuating series of propositions about what money was and how value could

be measured, each of these presented as a final and inevitable product of the Revolution.

Money’s concomitant elimination and multiplication, accompanied by constant

claims of newfound economic certainty belied by evident instability, resulted in an

overall crisis of value, both financial and symbolic, throughout the new Republic.

Following my discussion of these developments in this first section, I will examine in
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detail two stories of the early 1920s, Mikhail Bulgakov’s Diaboliad and Isaak Babel’s

“Guy de Maupassant,” considering the central role of money (or its absence) in each

through the lens of this tumultuous historical context in which both texts were written.

The Economic Conditions of War Communism

The new Bolshevik government announced a series of economic decrees and sanctions

immediately following the Russian Revolution of 1917.  The most significant among

these were the Land Decree and the Decrees on the Nationalization of Industry and

Banks.  The Land Decree, announced on November 8, 1917, nationalized privately

owned land and distributed it among the peasantry.  Although by this point in the wake of

the Revolution much of this land had already been spontaneously appropriated by

peasants, the Land Decree officially legalized its use and, for the first time in Russian

history, allowed peasant agricultural workers to be the central decision-makers with

regards to the land they were working, independent of landlords or the state.

The Land Decree certainly predisposed many, particularly poor, peasants towards

collaboration with the new government.  At the same time, a majority of the old, rich

peasantry was not ready for the new economy and refused to comply with coercive

methods of food requisition.  The Communist party did not have much choice but to

impose such forced requisition on the countryside, as it had somehow to provide the rest

of the country, and especially supporters of the Revolution, with food.  Forced requisition

of agricultural goods—rather than its equitable exchange for industrial products—became

one of the most pronounced features of War Communism; it came to define the contested
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relationship between the Soviet government and the peasantry for the decade and a half

following the 1917 Revolution.

According to Marx, the advent of socialism and communism could occur only in

economically advanced industrial nations.  The Bolshevik government was well aware

that Russia was economically far behind many other industrial countries and thus had to

act quickly to foster the economic development necessary to sustain revolutionary

momentum.  Within a matter of months of the Revolution, key national industries and

institutions, such as banking, transportation and oil, were nationalized.  The appropriation

of other heavy industries and smaller factories took place progressively in the next three

years: from July of 1918 to early 1919, the number of nationalized enterprises increased

from 341 to 1,000, and to 6, 908 by 1920, constituting roughly 66 percent of the country's

total industry (Malle, 62). With the nationalization of private banks, which was

announced on December 14, 1917, the whole network of private banking, including

reserves, was united as the People’s Bank of the Russian Federation.  This institution

took control over the entire financial apparatus of the new state.

The Bolsheviks’ lack of experience in economic management, as well as the

absence of any strongly developed plan for how to foster post-Revolutionary economic

progress and structure the monetary system, were important factors in breakdown of the

Russian economy between 1917 and 1921.  The other, and perhaps most significant,

reason, was war.  Had the seizure of power taken place in a peaceful setting, Russia’s

economic development undoubtedly would have taken a different course.  The

Revolution, however, happened during World War I, and the new Soviet government
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inherited an economy already considerably weakened by this conflict.  While the Brest-

Litovsk agreement between Russia and Germany in early 1918 ensured Russia’s

withdrawal from the war, a few months later the young Soviet Republic found itself

locked in a new, civil, war with the White Russian army that lasted from 1918 to 1920.

The Bolsheviks themselves, as Sheila Fitzpatrick has argued, considered the civil war to

be a class war: “Russian proletariat against Russian bourgeoisie; international revolution .

. . against international capitalism” (1994, 70). While the enemies of the Revolution were,

at least partly, supported by foreign powers, the Bolshevik government had no access to

foreign aid.  Despite the Bolsheviks’ eventual triumph in 1920, the civil war left the

country entirely devastated.  Industrial production came almost to a standstill.

Inflation and the End of Money

Since the government needed money to finance the civil war, it resorted to a relentless

printing of paper banknotes in order to support the Red Army and counteract the forces of

the enemy, and particularly its foreign sources of income.  According to Paul Gregory

and Robert Stuart, in November 1917 the amount of money in circulation in the

territories of the former Russian Empire was twenty billion rubles; by July 1, 1921 this

amount had increased to 2.5 trillion rubles.  Prices during this same period grew rapidly,

increasing by 8,000 percent and growing faster than money could be printed (47-48).2

                                                  
2 It is important to note that inflation started in Russia already during WWI.  The tsarist regime, as well as
the provisional government in power between February and October of 1917, used the unguaranteed
issuance of money as a means of financing the war.  Consequently, as William Chamberlin argues, the
financial apparatus inherited by the communist government in 1917 was in very poor condition.  The
disintegration of the state’s financial system after the Revolution cannot be blamed entirely on the new
government (2: 103).
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Many Soviet economists, however, did not regard this inflation as a sign of economic

deterioration.  One of the leading economists of the time, Evgenii Preobrazhenskii,

suggested in his extensive 1920 study Bumazhnye den’gi v epochu proletarskoi diktatury

(Paper Money During the Period of Proletarian Dictatorship) that it was a necessary

stage in monetary development during the transition to socialism and communism, which

would ultimately lead to money’s disappearance.  Any society attempting to build a new

social order, Preobrazhenskii argued, will have to go through such a stage of inflation.

The degree to which Preobrazhenskii celebrates the inflation is evident in the dedication

of his 1920 volume to the “printing-press of the People’s Commissariat of Finance,”

which the author describes as “that machine-gun which attacked the bourgeois economic

regime in its rear—its monetary system—by converting the bourgeois economic laws of

monetary circulation into a means of destruction of that same regime and into a source of

financing for the revolution.”3

During this continuous and accelerating devaluation of Soviet currency, the

nation’s economic transactions started to take place largely outside of monetary

circulation.  This development resulted in a widespread belief that money was on the

verge of disappearance.  While researchers of Soviet economics agree that the

elimination of money as a central form of economic organization during the War

Communism period was a sign of economic chaos, such a state of monetary affairs was

                                                  
3 The belief that inflation was somehow historically necessary for the successful transition to a socialist,
and then communist, economy, allowed many Russian observers to see their situation in a favorable light in
comparison to the German hyperinflation of the early 1920s.  For whereas their own inflationary economy
was thus seen as a necessary and natural occurrence, the German situation was understood as a crisis point
of a dying capitalist system.  While Russian newspapers repeatedly published cartoons critical of the
German context, no such views were offered on Russia itself.  See, for instance, Izvestiia, 26 Sept. 1923: 3.
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quickly appropriated in the Bolshevik consciousness as a sign that communist society,

was imminent, for according to Marx, in such a society money would be superfluous.4  In

1919, Lenin wrote that “the Workers’ Communist Party is striving towards the measures

which would widen the areas of moneyless economy and prepare the ground for the

elimination of money altogether” (28: 441).  The widely read 1919 volume The ABC of

Communism, by Preobrazhenskii and Nikolai Bukharin, declared that from the outset of

the Revolution, money had begun to lose its significance and that “communist society

will know nothing of money” (334-345).  In the midst of this widespread belief that

money’s demise was imminent, the government undertook fundamental steps such as

eliminating the People’s Commissariat of Finances and People’s Bank (the former State

Bank of the Russian Empire, which was one of the first institutions to be nationalized

after the Revolution) in January 1920, as their services were thought to be on the verge of

obsolescence.

The extent to which money retreated from the country's economic life during the

years of War Communism is indeed unprecedented in modern history.  Barter exchange

and the abolishment of salaries at industrial factories, as well as the elimination of

payment for many state services, became the defining features of the economy in these

years.  Free goods and services included cafeterias for workers, clothes, postal services,

telephone and telegraph, housing, public transportation, medicine, newspapers and books,

and even the production, distribution and presentation of movies.  Such developments

                                                  
4 Sheila Fitzpatrick thus argues that the disappearance of money as a sign of Soviet Russia’s progression to
communism was simply a Bolshevik illusion: “they [the Bolsheviks] confused rampant inflation and
currency devaluation with the withering away of money under communism” (1994, 84).
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were certainly enough for people to start believing that they had lived through the last

days of money's existence and that the economy of exchange was soon to be entirely

replaced by the economy of use.  As the Bolshevik economist Yurii Larin wrote in1920

in the newspaper Economic Life:

Money, as a sole measure of value, does not exist.  Money as a means of
circulation can already be gotten rid of to a considerable extent.  Money as a
means of payment will come to an end when the Soviet State frees the worker
from the necessity of running to the Sukharevka (the black market).  Both these
developments may be foreseen and will be realized in practice within the next
years.  And then money will lose its significance as treasure and remain what it
really is: colored paper (2).

Strikingly, Larin does not argue that money will entirely disappear; he rather

states that it will “remain . . . a colored paper,” suggesting that even if fully devalued,

money will still be present in some form within the society.  Even if the economist used

this phrase just for rhetorical purposes, his description of money as simply colored paper

finds a certain validity with regard to the monetary situation in Russia at the time.  At the

same time as money continued to be devalued, the number of circulating currencies in the

territories of the former Russian Empire continued to grow.  The main reason for this

growth was that barter exchange and free services were not fully sufficient for the

acquisition of necessary goods, and money as a means of exchange still continued to be

needed.  Because of the disrupted transportation network, money officially issued by the

government could not be delivered to many places, and the territories occupied by the

White Army did not receive any centrally issued money at all.  The result of such

disparate financial practices was that various provinces—Soviet as well as non-
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Soviet—started issuing their own money.  The catalogue Perechen’ denezhznykh znakov

vypushchennykh i kursirovavshikh na territorii byvshei Rossiiskoi imperii v gody voiny i

revolutsii (1914-1923) (List of Paper Money Issued and Circulated on the Former

Territory of Russian Empire During the Years of War and Revolution (1914-1923), which

was put together by L. Iol’son and N. Kardakov in 1923 in Berlin, shows that most large

cities had their own money issued by municipal authorities.

By the beginning of 1919 there appear to have been about two thousand kinds of

circulating banknotes on the territory of the former Russian Empire.5  Between 1918 and

1921, this number increased by ten or possibly even twenty thousand, and even such

small-scale institutions as factories and prison camps had their own forms of currency.

Many such locally issued banknotes did not look like money at all. They were printed on

simple paper without any watermarks or other security symbols and carried only the most

basic information, such as the numerical nomination and the place that issued them.

These banknotes—to use Larin’s expression—were not much more than colored paper,

even if they still fulfilled some basic monetary function, mostly as a means of simple

exchange.6

While before the Revolution, money circulated in Russia as a stable, ubiquitous

and commonly understood sign—not only because of its clear value and purpose, but also

because of its familiar visual design, which, one can argue, was known by virtually

                                                  
5 Iol’son’s and Kardakov’s catalogues cite an extensive number of banknotes that circulated on the
territories of the former Russian Empire.
6 Besides these locally issued banknotes, foreign currency—especially American dollars, Japanese yen, and
British pounds—circulated widely on the territories of the former Russian Empire.  Finally, the territories
occupied by the White Guard had their own money as well; these territories even experienced a repeated
change of currency with each change of political authority.
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everyone—such stability, ubiquity, and ease of comprehension radically disintegrated in

the War Communism years.  The consequences of this disintegration were perhaps best

understood by Nestor Makhno, an anarchist philosopher and opponent of any form of

state, who lived in the Ukraine during the civil war following the Revolution.7  After

declaring an anarchist regime in Ekaterinoslav, a town in south central Ukraine, Makhno

issued his own money.  Although this act in itself was common during War Communism,

the text on Makhno’s money appears to be unique, as it announces that nobody will be

prosecuted for forging it.  Such a statement clearly stands in pointed opposition to the

ubiquitous declaration on paper banknotes that forgery will be prosecuted.  But Makhno’s

currency suggests even more: it claims the end of forgery and counterfeiting as such, and

by doing so, also undermines the concepts of the true and the original.

But it was not just money designed by oppositional figures that betrayed the

semiotic instability that permeated the country during the War Communism years;

officially issued notes also incorporated such self-conflicting elements.  Although the

government of the new Republic planned to execute a monetary reform in 1918 in order

to withdraw competing banknotes from circulation and replace them with a new, uniform

currency with appropriate Soviet symbols, the breakout of the civil war hindered these

plans, leading to the use of templates from the just-defeated tsarist regime.  These

templates were used for newly issued banknotes that thus featured exactly the same

design as had currency issued by the now-defunct Russian Empire, the only difference

being the printed date.  Another series of banknotes, issue simultaneously, was similar to

                                                  
7 A good discussion of Makhno’s views and policies is to be found in Chamberlin (2: 232-239).
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the currency of the Provisional Government in Power between February and October

1917.  The first truly “Revolutionary” money, featuring uniquely Soviet symbols, was

only issued in 1919, at a moment when inflation was rampant.  Consequently, this first

Soviet money never gained any economic significance.  Rather, it operated as a primarily

rhetorical text, the main goal of which was to announce the birth of the new State.  How

much value could such a message carry, however, if it was printed on money that had no

value at all?

New Monetary Forms

The saturation of the Soviet Republic with devalued and diverse currencies disturbed

attempts by the government to unite the country. At the same time it also revealed the

urgent need for some kind of mediating entity for economic progress.  In 1919-1920,

many economic experts started to think of possible substitutions for money—other, non-

monetary forms of expressing value.  Many original proposals were offered at the time,

most of them suggesting a unit of value that would measure labor and the cost of products

in a “natural” way.  These proposals shared the goal of finding an objectively determined

value fundamentally different from the contingent value of currencies on the capitalist

market.

Aleksandr Bogdanov’s Short Course in Economic Science was one of the most

commonly studied attempts to find such a new unit of value, despite the fact that it was

written before the Revolution and heavily criticized by Lenin.  Bogdanov tried to

quantify the labor theory of value by measuring the physiological expenditure of energy
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in the act of production.  One economist’s proposals based on Bogdanov’s ideas

suggested a unit of value for such measurement called the ened, which would be equal to

“the total energy expenditure of the complex labor and thermo-mechanical energy

necessary to obtain an output” (Malle, 191).  Another attempt to realize the direct

measurement of labor as a unit of value was made by members of the National

Committee of People’s Economy, called “abolitionists” because they firmly believed in

the abolition of the monetary system.  These “abolitionists” proposed a unit called the

tred (trudovaia edinitsa), which would be rooted in the measurement of “a normal day of

simple labor, of an intensity normal for the given type of work” (Malle, 192).

Despite the proliferation, intensity, and originality of such attempts to devise a

new, non-monetary unit of value, a satisfactory new way to measure labor and products

was never devised.  Traditional monetary and price mechanisms, even in the period of

their near dissolution, remained the sole option for measuring economic value in the

nascent Soviet state.  With the country’s transition to the gold standard beginning in

1922, the Bolsheviks’ fantasies of a moneyless economy were officially put to an end.
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Part Two: General Equivalents and the (In)Stability of the Sign

This section examines the cultural repercussions of Soviet efforts to eliminate money as a

general equivalent of value during the War Communism period.  The desire to eliminate

general equivalents within post-Revolutionary Russia will first be assessed in terms of its

underlying cultural history.  Following this analysis, I will explore the repercussions and

complexities of this desire as it played out in Russia during the years of War Communism

by focusing on two representative stories of the period, Mikhail Bulgakov’s novella

Diaboliad and Isaak Babel’s short story “Guy de Maupassant.”  My study of these two

works of fiction is particularly indebted to Jean-Joseph Goux’s argument, in his

important study Symbolic Economies After Marx and Freud, that the eradication of

general equivalents has commonly been seen in utopian thought as a way to eradicate the

alienating mediation of symbolic “third terms,” and even the symbolic itself, in Lacan’s

sense.  Babel’s and Bulgakov’s texts, I propose, evince concerns about just such a project

in early post-Revolutionary Russia.  Both stories present the eradication of money as a

general equivalent, not as an end to alienation and a passage to unmediated truth, but

rather as a source of symbolic chaos, madness, and even death.

Utopias and General Equivalents

The desire to abolish money is characteristic not only of “scientific” communism but of

the utopian imagination more generally.  One of the best-known examples of this is in

Thomas More’s seminal 1516 work Utopia, which presents one of the earliest and most

influential utopian visions of the modern period.  Money as a universal equivalent and
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means of circulation and exchange is absent from the social and economic organization

of the island of Utopia, as More describes it.  Goods are rather acquired through a

perfectly organized system of distribution; gold is used primarily to hire foreign warriors

to fight off Utopia’s enemies, or as a material to build chains for slaves and prisoners, or

for the construction of chamber pots.8  The narrator of Utopia reports that silver and gold

on the island “get no more respect from anyone than their intrinsic value

deserves—which is obviously far less than that of iron.  Without iron human life is

simply impossible, . . . but we could easily do without silver and gold” (86).

Beyond just a desire to move beyond the false valuation of essentially useless

things, Goux argues that the need to abolish money in utopian society is rooted in a

deeper wish to realize a truly unmediated and unalienated world of subjects and objects

alike—in Lacan’s terms, to move beyond the symbolic and imaginary to the real.  As

Goux writes:

[W]hat does utopia seek?  To overthrow the tyranny of the symbolic.
From Thomas More to Karl Marx to Bakunin, there is a repeated gesture in
(revolutionary) Western thought: it is the critique of the symbolizing third entity,
such as money, the concept, the state, God.

The principles of the utopian republic, the communist society . . . are
determined very precisely by their reaction to a tyrant, that is, to frozen mediation,
the third entity in the relation, which alienates subjects as it dominates relations
and exchanges to the point of despotism” (1990, 163).

In other words, Goux argues that the desire to abolish all general equivalents is

foundational to utopian projects, including that of Soviet communism.  What the utopian

imagination however fails to recognize, or come to terms with, is the necessary
                                                  
8 As if consciously invoking More’s Utopia (which might, in fact, be the case) Lenin declared in a speech
introducing the New Economic Politics in 1921 that in the future gold will be used for such simple
purposes as building urinals (32: 138).
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consequences of such a move.  For as Slavoj Zizek has written, the only alternative to the

symbolic, and hence imaginary, is the undifferentiated asymbolia of the real—which

leads, he argues, to “pure autism, . . . psychic suicide, surrender to the death drive [and]

even to the total destruction of the symbolic universe” (75).  Utopia is not just a “non-

place,” as its Greek etymology suggests, but a non-signifying non-place, in which

meaningful thoughts and utterances become equally impossible.

Goux, working through both Marx and Lacan, suggests that money, by

functioning as a symbolizing third entity and mediating body, structures social and

economic relations without being an intrinsic part of them.  Not just money, however, but

all representation is constituted by such a mediating instance.  In his analysis of More’s

Utopia, Goux shows that the island lacks common representation: churches there have no

images of God, but are rather sanctuaries empty of any representation.  The absence of

God’s image does not mean that there is no religious belief.  Quite the opposite, the lack

of images within religious spaces is assumed to promote subjective visions and

imaginations of the deity, and thus to be the very realization of religious freedom.  Hence,

utopian society welcomes a symbolic fluctuation of the sign: it cannot control, or even

see, what such a subjective vision of God might be.  Common, socially established signs,

Goux argues, function as a general equivalent because they substitute for individual

experience and imagination and are thus inevitably alienating.  If utopia means individual

freedom it has to abolish common signs.

This elimination of imagery does not, however, mean that utopia need not have

any common representation.  While it allows for subjective visions of God, More’s
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utopian island does include social representations based on uniformity and identity.

Social and private spaces, cities and villages, customs and institutions, language and even

clothes are uniform throughout the entire island, and the fluctuating subjective sign has

no space within it.  More’s text suggests that subjective visions in Utopia simply do not

divert from a predetermined idea of social organization: citizens of Utopia are in full

harmony with the society’s representational structures and alienation is completely

absent. The elimination of universal equivalents in Utopia is thus somehow associated

with the elimination of difference as such.

A paradox thus lies at the heart of More’s Utopia: general equivalents need to be

eradicated because they do not allow for individual differentiation (as in church spaces),

but their eradication itself means also an eradication of difference (in the society more

generally).  This is an unresolved contradiction in More’s text, Goux claims: the

elimination of general equivalents is seen to foster both sameness and difference, to be

something to be both cherished and worked against.  The “totalitarian madness,” as Goux

calls it, of thinking beyond the symbolic—or of what Lacan would describe as the

encounter with the real—is in fact inseparable from utopian thought.  Beyond More’s

Utopia, twentieth-century fictional representations of dystopian societies such as Mikhail

Zamiatin’s We (1920) and George Orwell’s 1984 (1949) display a similar conflicted

desire for absolute closure, for the escape of signification as a differential and contingent

structure.

 With their utopian aspirations and absence of concrete historical models, Soviet

Revolutianaries’ perception of Russian society during the period of War Communism
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bears a striking resemblance to More’s 16th century vision. Indeed, the Bolsheviks turned

their attention in these years to the elimination of not just money, but many other kinds of

“third entities” as well.  In his 1917 text State and Revolution, for instance, Lenin argued

that the old form of government will be annulled and the administration of the state will

become a duty of all citizens on a rotating basis, thus eliminating government as separate

entity and establishing an absolute equivalence between state and subject.9  Though

Lenin’s book was written before the War Communism period, it was widely read and

quoted during just these years.  Richard Stites has written of a “war on signs” permeating

the culture of War Communism, encompassing the destruction of icons and images of

tsars, names and emblems, and monuments and palaces, among other things.  As Stites

demonstrates, this war was to a large degree successful, leading to the elimination of

many of the signs that had dominated and organized the social spaces of pre-

Revolutionary Russia (64-67).

Just as in More’s Utopia, this war on signs lead to uniformity and the elimination

of difference.  And just as More describes, such uniformity became a prominent marker

of social transformation towards the new society then being build.  One of the most

striking examples of this falls in the linguistic realm: Esperanto, the artificially generated

language, became a communist hope for a proletarian lingua franca.  In 1919, for

instance, W. Kerzhentsev argued that an international proletarian language which would

allow for cultural exchange between workers across the globe was urgently needed.  In

the same year, the newspaper Izvestiia reported that the People’s Commissariat of
                                                  
9 For a discussion of various forms of government in the immediate post-Revolutionary period, see Sheila
Fitzpatrick, (1994, 84).
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Enlightenment was considering the introduction of Esperanto lessons throughout the

Soviet schools.10  In early Soviet journals for Esperanto enthusiasts, the language was

even compared to money as a means of international communication: while currency

serves as the “language” of capitalists, Esperanto was seen as that of the proletariat.11

While recognizing that language as a representational system cannot be absolutely

abolished, all of these early discussions of Esperanto envision a single communicative

system that eliminates any need for translation and differentiation.  As such, they can be

understood as representative of the desire to move beyond language itself, or at least the

historical contingencies and contextually determined relationships of which natural

languages are built.  As Eric Naiman has written in reference to Soviet linguistic debates

of the 1920s, “[t]he utopian enterprise is doomed by the necessity of being expressed and

limited through the nonutopian, historically determined communicative instrument of

language.  The perfect utopia . . . [is] a utopia immune to linguistically transmitted

diseases” (13).

Mikhail Bulgakov’s Diaboliad: Dissolution of the Symbolic

Written in 1923 and published the following year, Mikhail Bulgakov’s novella Diaboliad

(D’iavoliada) is set in 1921, at the end of the period of War Communism.  The story

presents extraordinary events in the life of Varfolomei Korotkov, a head clerk

(deloproizvoditel’) at the Main Central Base for Match Materials, known in Russian as

                                                  
10 Izvestiia 9 March 1919: 1.
11 “A kakaia mne pol’za ot esperanto?”  Sovetskii Esperantist 3-4 (1925): 6-8. Ulrich Lins’ analysis of
Esperanto movements in Russia and Germany describes the particularly fervent belief in the first half-
decade after the Russian Revolution in Esperanto as a means of defeating the bourgeoisie (134-155).
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Spimat, following the Revolution.  In the first pages of the novella, Korotkov’s previous

boss is replaced by a new one, Kal’soner.  Shortly after starting his new position,

Kal'soner dismisses Korotkov from his job.  The rest of the novella consists of

Korotkov’s search for Kal’soner through various streets and buildings in order to

convince him that his dismissal was a mistake.  Korotkov, however, never achieves his

goal; he is defeated, and the story ends with his death.

The main impedance to Korotkov’s efforts is the complete instability of the world

in which he pursues his search: spaces, figures, numbers and words exist in a constant

state of flux.  Kal’soner’s appearance, for instance, is constantly changing; public

transportation diverts from its usual routes; the proportions of offices are experienced as

supernatural; even the letters of Korotkov’s own name cannot be made clearly audible,

making him incapable of confirming his own identity.  The positions of the characters

within the narrative are subverted from time to time as well: although it is Korotkov who

intends to capture Kal’soner, the chase between both men is presented as a circular

motion in which Korotkov himself occasionally seems to run away from Kal’soner.

This state of continual transformation in Diaboliad has been understood by

scholars as either a representation of the madness of the modern, bureaucratized city,12 or

a metaphoric description of Russian instability during the War Communism years.13  The

fantastical is therefore inseparable from the mundane, dream is fused with reality,

carnival is the very realization of everyday life.  However, the chaos in which Korotkov

finds himself throughout most of the narrative is not an ever-present state.  Indeed, the
                                                  
12 See, for instance, Edythe C. Haber (175-188).
13 See, for instance, Andrei Drawicz (77-81).
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opening paragraph of Diaboliad reports that Korotkov enjoyed his first eleven months at

his match factory job—before Kal’soner became his boss—as a time of unusual stability

and normalcy, even though this interval was during the same tumultuous historical

period.  This beginning suggests that Korotkov is fully ignorant of, or rather immune to,

the great social upheavals that surround him, and wants to remain in his secretary

position “until the end of life on the earthly sphere”(“do okonchaniia zhizni na zemnom

share”), a possibility to which no evident challenge is presented.  Yet, despite the sense

of security that permeates the novella’s opening, a specific event dramatically changes

the course of Korotkov’s life, even before Kal’soner becomes his boss.

This event, as the fragment that divides Korotkov’s quiescent world from the

dizzying motion the rest of Bulgakov’s story describes, is an aborted monetary

transaction.14  As Bulgakov’s narrator recounts, on September 20, 1921, Spimat

employees waiting to receive money for the previous month’s work were greeted by the

factory’s empty-handed accountant, who declared not only that there was no money to be

distributed, but that none would be available in the future either.15  Three days after this

announcement, Korotkov and others receive their salary in kind: the factory’s own

product, boxes of matches, is distributed to the workers as a means of payment.16

Similarly, Korotkov’s housemate, who the reader is made to assume works at a business

                                                  
14 The constant movement and rapid scene changes in Bulgakov’s novella are even frequently considered as
cinematic borrowings, especially from early silent chase movies.  See, for instance, Ellendea Proffer (108).
15 Marietta Chudakova notes that this date coincides exactly with that of Bulgakov’s arrival to Moscow,
which occurred  between September 23 and 26 (245).
16 Edythe C. Haber notes that the incident was apparently described by Bulgakov himself as a real one,
which he experienced  while working at Lito, the literary section of the Subdepartment of the Arts within
the People’s Commissariat for Enlightenment (175).
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that has to do with wine, is reported to receive that same day 46 bottles of wine instead of

money.

These incidents are not incidental, but structure the rest of the novella’s narrative

and set in motion the fantastical events in which Korotkov partakes in subsequent pages.

While money otherwise does not play any significant, or even minor, role within

“Diaboliad” (indeed, it could not, as the story itself declares at its outset that money was

simply not there any more), it is precisely money’s absence, I want to argue here, that

causes the deterioration of Korotkov’s previously stable environment.

The disruption of everyday life would be a natural repercussion of the sudden

elimination of money as a general equivalent and means of circulation and exchange.

But while the disappearance of money in Russia during the War Communism period

resulted in widespread poverty, economic stagnation and the intensification of class

struggle, none of these in fact play a role in Bulgakov’s novella.  Instead, Diaboliad

concentrates on symbolic chaos, the fluctuation and instability of Korotkov’s perception

of his environment and his inability to understand the meaning of signs, be they linguistic

or visual, bodily or spatial.  The novella's structure thus suggests that the elimination of

money as a general equivalent of value is connected to the instability of signs and

representations more generally, or, more precisely, to the disruption of individual

perceptions of these.

The impairment of Korotkov’s perception as a result of money’s absence takes

place indirectly but quite literally in the first pages of the novella: as noted above, soon

after being notified that there is no longer any money, Korotkov receives his pay in the
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form of match boxes.  Trying to test at home how his new matches work, he slightly

injures one of his eyes and thus covers this with a black bandage.  The injury severely

limits Korotkov’s vision, causing his misreading of a purchase order given him by

Kal’soner and thus leading to his eventual dismissal from work.  The transition from the

economy of exchange to the economy of use—an ultimate goal of communism—quite

literally blinds Korotkov, disrupting his ability to read and comprehend previously

understood signs.

Following Goux, one could say in regard to Korotkov’s misreading of Kal’soner’s

text that common representation (the way Kal’soner expected his purchase order to be

read) gives way to individual representation (they way Korotkov ultimately reads it).  The

shared semantic has become a set of individual representations. The result of such

liberation from common signs differs profoundly from that of More’s Utopia, however.

Instead of the visual transparency that permeates More’s utopian island, Korotkov’s

world is thrown into a state of opacity and symbolic disarray.  In fact, the trope of

impaired vision is repeated at several crucial moments of the story.  When Korotkov first

encounters Kal’soner, soon after receiving his pay of only matches, the latter says:

“Voobshche u vas tut mnogo interesnogo, naprimer eti podbitye glaza na kazhdom

shagu” (10) (“In general, you have a lot of interesting things happening here—these

black eyes you encounter at every turn.”).17  And when Korotkov dies at the end of the

novella, his death is presented as an evaporation of vision altogether: “Zatem krovianoe

                                                  
17 This and subsequent translations of Bulgakov’s text are my own.
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solntse lopnulo u nego v golove, i bol’she on rovno nichego ne videl.”  (“Then the bloody

sun burst in his head, and afterwards he could not see any more.”)

The impaired vision and dissolution of symbolic systems that follows the

disappearance of money in Diaboliad starts with the most basic symbolic unit—the letter.

During his attempts to catch his new boss, Korotkov tries to confirm his identity to a

“lustrous (liustrinovyi) old man in dark blue glasses” who possesses a long list of names

and seems to know of all kinds of events in Korotkov’s life, but whose role in the

narrative is otherwise not further elaborated or explained.  During their conversation, this

“lustrous” man refers to Korotkov as “Kolobkov” and seems to be incapable of

understanding the difference between this and the protagonist's actual name.  When

Bulgakov’s protagonist tries to assert that his true name is Korotkov, the old man’s

response is “that’s what I’m saying—Kolobkov.”  The difference in letters between

names—“r” and “t” in Korotkov and “l” and “b” in Kolobkov—is not audible to this

mysterious man.  The spelling of a name no longer identifies a person, but calls identity

itself into question.18

Similarly, at moments of great insecurity, Korotkov tries to calm himself down by

repeating what year, date and day of the week it is, as if to confirm the coherent order in

which he lives.  But in doing so, he twice stumbles while confirming the date.  In one

                                                  
18 The novella’s wordplay can be interpreted even further.  The segments within the names that are
confused are “rot” in Korotkov and “lob” in Kolobkov.  These are in fact individual words in Russian,
meaning mouth and forehead, respectively.  The inability to differentiate between these two can thus be
read as a mark of defacement, or even effacement , as distinctive features of the face bleed together and
become indistinguishable.
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such instance, while recounting the days of the week, he confuses the beginning letters of

Sunday and Wednesday:

Dvadtsat’ pervyi god.  Iskhodiashchii nomer 0,15, mesto dlia podpisi tire
Varfolomei Korotkov.  Eto znachit ia.  Vtornik, sreda, chetverg, piatnitsa,
subbota, voskreseni’e, ponedel’nik.  I ponedel’nik na pe, i piatnitsa na pe, i
voskresen’e… vskrsss… na es, kak i sreda (25).

The year is 1921.  The beginning number is 0,15, the place for signature dash
Varfolomei Korotkov.  It means that is me.  Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday.  Monday starts with a “em”, and Friday starts
with a “an ef”; and Sunday … snddd… --with a “d,” just as “Wednesday.”19

Just what Korotkov is referring to in this stream-of-consciousness monologue is unclear.

What the fragment suggests, however, is that the recounting of various names, numbers,

and symbols reassures Korotkov about his reality and sense of self—running through the

days of the week provides a symbolic scaffolding in which to understand who he himself

is.  But in Korotkov’s “decoding” of the opening letters of the weekdays in a false

manner (for Sunday and Wednesday [voskresen’ie and sreda] do not start with the same

letter), this scaffolding itself proves to be false, flawed.  In its connection to the

declaration “it means that is me,” furthermore, it suggests that Korotkov’s own self-

understanding is similarly precarious.

Korotkov’s attempts to identify the beginning letters of the days of the week

parallels the lustrous man’s inability to differentiate between Korotkov and Kolobkov.

And just as the lustrous man’s confusion suggests an instability, or unfixity, of

Bulgakov’s protagonist’s identity, so Korotkov’s own confusion, as I have argued,
                                                  
19 Bulgakov’s play with letters cannot be translated appropriately into English.  While Korotkov correctly
identifies the beginning letters of Monday and Friday—“p” for both—he gets rather confused with the rest.
Sunday in Russian starts with a “v,” while “s” is the second and the fifth consonant of the word.
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betrays a fractured sense of self.  In both instances, Bulgakov’s story suggests that the

coherence of individual subjects is contingent on the signifying structures within which

subjectivity is realized: not just that of language as an abstract system, but, in Korotkov’s

case, of the calendar as a means of understanding time—or, it can be extrapolated, of

money as a means of figuring value.  As Korotkov says in the middle of the novel, again

connecting the definition of his own self (or rather, lack thereof) to social structures of

order and designation: “Menia nel’zia arrestovat’… potomu chto ia neizvestno kto.

Konechno.  Ni arrestovat’, ni zhenit’ menia nel’zia.  “You cannot arrest me… because it

is unclear who I am.  Exactly.  You can neither arrest nor marry me” (37).

In fact, next to the alphabetic chaos described above, the destabilized body can be

considered a central effect of the symbolic disruption caused by the dissolution of the

monetary economy in Diaboliad.  This is most evident in the moments of Kal’soner’s

doubling during Korotkov’s attempts to catch him.  At a certain point in this process

Korotkov finds himself in the immediate proximity of Kal’soner and starts speaking to

him, but realizes at that very moment that his new boss has acquired a “long Assyrian-

corrugated beard coming down to his chest” (“assiriisko-gofrirovannaia boroda”).  The

excessive beard is particularly striking, as Kal’soner’s face was earlier described as

“shaven to the point of blueness.”  While Korotkov’s first thought on this later encounter

is that Kal’soner’s beard grew while he was in the elevator, his second thought is that the

beard is false.

As soon as Kal’soner pronounces his first words during his conversation with

Korotkov, the latter realizes that his boss’s voice has also transformed, into a “tender
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tenor” and is just as counterfeit as his beard (“golos tozhe privaznoi”).  From that moment

on, Kal’soner appears in front of Korotkov alternatively with and without this beard and

speaks both in his original and “falsified” voice.20  The changes in his appearance, which

follow no clear logic, result in Korotkov’s being incapable of understanding which

Kal’soner is original and which is counterfeit, until this question becomes fully obsolete

to Korotkov’s pursuit.  What is left is a structural game of difference alone, of pure

signifiers without any fixed material “guarantee.”   The abolition of money as universal

equivalent in Bulgakov’s Diaboliad not only produces an inability to differentiate

between true and false, but renders this very question irrelevant.21

Beyond just his strange beard and voice, Kal’soner’s appearance throughout

Diaboliad (primarily as seen through Korotkov’s eyes) exemplifies the eradication of

differentiable figures and spaces in the novella.  His appearance is given as a strangely

abstract composition of geometrical figures:

Kvadratnoe tulovishche sidelo na iskrevlionnykh nogakh, prichiom levaia byla
khromaia.  No primechatel’nee vsego byla golova.  Ona predstavliala soboiu
tochnuiu gigantskuiu model’ iaitsa, nasazhennogo na sheiu gorizontal’no i ostrym
kontsom vpered.  Lysoi ona byla takzhe kak i iaitso . . . (9).

His square-looking body was sitting on crooked legs, But most striking was his
head.  It looked exactly like a giant model of an egg put horizontally on the neck
with a sharp end facing the front.  This head was as bald as an egg.

                                                  
20 There is an indication within the narrative that there are, in fact, two Kal’soners—twin borthers—as one
of the novella’s chapter s is entitled “How the Twins Destroyed the Head Clerk.”  But even if this suggests
some rational explanation for the phantasmagoric events of the novella, Korotkov remains fundamentally
incapable of understanding Kal’soner’s changing appearance.
21 More on money and philosophical ideas of truth can be found in Marc Shell’s discussion of Heidegger
and Lessing (1982, 156-177).
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The combination of a square with an oval serves as a description of Kal’soner’s

appearance throughout the entire narrative, and designations such as “kvadratnyi” (“the

square one”), “kvadratnoe telo” (“the square body”), and “kvadratnaia spina” (“the

square back) often substitute for Kal’soner’s proper name, functioning as a synechdoche

in place of Kal’soner’s very being.

Analogously, abstract forms replace the definitive appearance of spatial contours.

Another character, Panteleimon, appears at one point in the “black square of the door” (“v

chiornom kvadrate dveri”); at another moment, Korotkov, trying to find an exit from a

“half-dark space,” pushes on a “white stain” (“beloe piatno”) which leads him out to a

stairway.  Signs and structures—linguistic, visual, and spatial—that had previously

provided Korotkov with a clear symbolic order and thus served to guide his everyday life,

have nearly entirely dissolved, to be replaced by abstract, non-figurative forms in which

the protagonist can find his way only by accident.

The one element that seems immune to the chaos of signs, spaces and structures

in Diaboliad is time—at least objective, “real” time.  For though Korotkov appears

incapable of properly stating the days of the week, Bulgakov’s omnipotent narrator

obsessively evokes the notion of time at the beginning of almost every one of the

novella’s sections, telling the reader exactly what time or part of the day it is as Korotkov

undertakes his activities, and frequently mentions the ringing bells of the clock.
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Diaboliad thus establishes an opposition between real and symbolic time, calling

attention to the semiotic structuring of even the basic duration of life itself.22

Historically, time and money have been linked together in many ways—most

notably, time has frequently been understood to be the most objective and just

measurement of value.23  But the connections between the two goes beyond an equation

of monetary value.  Walter Benjamin, for instance, wrote in 1926 in regard to the German

hyperinflation of the early 1920s:

Beyond doubt: a secret connection exists between the measure of goods and
measure of life, which is to say, between money and time.  When [an inflated]
currency is in use, a few million units of which are insignificant, life will have to
be counted in seconds, rather than years, if it is to appear a respectable sum.  And
it will be frittered away like a bundle of bank notes” (1979, 87).

While Benjamin’s thought cannot serve as a precise description of Bulgakov’s reality,

many parallels exist.  Arguably, the disappearance of a stable currency and elimination of

money as a general equivalent in Diaboliad renders time the sole remaining unit of

measure in the novella; Korotkov’s life is measured, if not in seconds, then in minutes,

hours and a few days before it is “frittered away” at story’s end.  Just as Benjamin

describes, the experience of time changes with the progression of the story: Korotkov
                                                  
22 A similar interplay between time and money can be observed in Fritz Lang’s 1922 movie Doktor Mabuse
der Spieler.  Set in the Weimar Republic during the country’s hyperinflation, the first scenes of the film
present Dr. Mabuse’s currency speculations in a world that, like that of Diaboliad, has lost any sense of
stability.  This social destabilization is most clearly exemplified in the person of Dr. Mabuse himself,
whose appearance constantly changes and whose identity no one is able to grasp.  One of Dr. Mabuse’s
central character traits, however, is punctuality: he constantly looks at his watch and becomes irritated
when things do not take place at the expected time.
23 Time as a measurement of value became something of an obsession for the prominent cultural figure
Platon Kerzhentsev, who, together with Vsevolod Meierkhold and Aleksey Gastev, founded the League of
Time.  Lenin himself, as well as Lev Trotskii, became an honorary officer of the League.  The organization
aimed to promote, in Susan Buck-Morss’s words, “temporal efficiency among the general population” and
its members  “carried ‘chronocards’  in order to monitor incidences of time-wasting due to tardiness,
wasted motion, lengthy speeches . . .” (110).
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confuses the spelling of the days of the week, events seemingly occur quicker and

quicker with each successive page.  And strikingly, one of the last direct references to

time in Diaboliad concerns the destruction of a clock: as the novella’s carnevalesque

atmosphere reaches its peak near the story’s close, Kal’soner suddenly encounters

Korotkov by emerging from a cuckoo-clock, to which Korotkov responds by destroying

the timepiece in an attempt to attack Kal’soner.  Thus fusing subject and symbolic system

(for Kal’soner appears as himself the cuckoo announcing the hours and minutes by which

time is socially understood), this passage suggests the simultaneous eradication of both:

Korotkov’s attack on the clock—on the “symbolizing” of time as hours, minutes, and

seconds—is intended to destroy the person of Kal’soner himself.  Just as Benjamin

argues that an inflated currency speeds up time, Bulgakov’s novella suggests that a

destruction of currency will ultimately lead to the dissolution of cultural time as a

coherent symbolic system.

As a phantasmagorical reflection on the period of War Communism, Bulgakov’s

novella represents a view directly contrary to the official line.  The eradication, or at least

disruption, of the symbolic brought about by the elimination of money as a general

equivalent, as suggested by Goux, does take place in the reality of Diaboliad.  What the

attempt at such a move leads to, however, is not a society in which subjects and objects

are experienced without mediation, as what they “truly are,” but rather one in which

subjects and objects alike are on the verge of disappearance.  A direct thread is

established in Diaboliad: the elimination of money leads to the loss of a stable symbolic
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order, the destabilization of individual subjects’ identities, and as a result—as the reader

sees in Korotkov’s fate—even death.

Isaak Babel’s “Guy de Maupassant:” Translation and Economic Exchange

Isaak Babel’s story “Guy de Maupassant” was written between 1920 and 1922, and is set

in the winter of 1916.  It is a short account told in the first person of a young, nameless

narrator who comes without passport or money to St. Petersburg and finds shelter in the

house of Kazantsev, a teacher of Russian.  Living in a “commune” with similarly situated

young people, he earns just enough money to survive by writing for the “accidents

column” at different newspapers.  After several months of this, he gets a job as a

translator of the collected works of the 19th century French writer Guy de Maupassant:

Raissa Benderskaia, the wife of a rich Jewish publisher who has started translating twenty

nine volumes of Maupassant, is in need of assistance.  As the narrator recounts,

Benderskaia’s translated prose is “tediously correct, lifeless”; he thus changes her

translation and proceeds to work together with her, improving his financial situation

considerably.

These few developments comprise the basic trajectory of the story, which

culminates with the description of an evening spent by the narrator and Benderskaia

translating Maupassant’s story “L’Aveu” (“The Confession”). Their task is to translate

from French into Russian the sexual encounter between Maupassant’s characters Celeste

and Polite, an encounter which in “L’Aveu” serves as a substitute for monetary exchange.

In the course of the evening the two “translate ”the story into lived experience, as Raissa
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and the narrator assume Celeste and Polite’s roles by engaging in sexual relations.

Following this adventurous night, the narrator returns home and reads a biography of

Maupassant.  With that, the story ends.

Like Bulgakov’s Diaboliad, Babel’s “Guy de Maupassant” is a story in which

money and human relations are central.  But if Diaboliad is set within a culture in which

money is disappearing, Babel’s story is permeated by exchange, both monetary and

otherwise.  Money, and the trope of circulation, is to be found everywhere in Babel’s

text, from the seemingly most insignificant metaphors to the most curious of syntactic

constructions.24  While Diaboliad portrays the symbolic chaos that results from attempts

to eliminate the homogenizing force of money as a general equivalent of value, however,

Babel’s “Guy de Maupassant” presents money as, precisely, a generator of difference and

heterogeneity.

 Babel's narrator’s judgments regarding money are almost always negative.  This

negativity characterizes narrational observations from the outset.  As he first approaches

the home of Benderskaia and her husband, the narrator describes it as follows:

Oni zhili […] v dome, vystroennom iz finliandskogo granita i oblozhennom
rozovymi kolonkami, boinitsami, kamennymi gerbami.  Bankiry bez rodu i
plemeni, vykresty, razzhivshiesia na postavkakh, nastroili v Peterburge pered
voinoi mnozhestvo poshlykh, fal’shivo velichavykh etikh zamkov (218).

The house was built of Finnish granite and adorned with pink columns,
crenelations, and coats of arms carved in stone.  Noeveau-riche bankers who had
come from nowhere, converted Jews who had made huge profits on government

                                                  
24 “Guy de Maupassant” was first published in 1932 in the popular journal 30 dnei (30 Days) and is usually
anthologized as a text of that year.  However, the story was dated by the author himself as 1920-22.
Relying on the author’s own dating, I contextualize Babel’s story here as a historical product of the early
1920s rather than 1930s.  I have not been able to access Babel’s manuscript to examine any changes he
may have made in the decade between its apparent composition and first publication.
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contracts, had built many such vulgar, pretentious palaces in Petersburg just
before the war (89).25

The narrator’s description of the interior of the house proceeds in a similar manner.

Abundance of money is associated with absence of taste, originality, and sense of

tradition.  Money produces, or is equated with, empty and counterfeit signs; the house of

Benderskii is not a castle, but its false cousin. The narrator's disdain is reminiscent of his

refusal to take an office job with a stable income at the story’s outset, an existence he

sees as explicitly opposed to passion, love, and fighting for one's convictions—the beliefs

transferred to him by his ancestors.  Money, in other words, if not in itself counterfeit, is

nevertheless associated with the production of counterfeit culture.26

The contexts in which finances or financial dealings are discussed illustrates the

ambiguous role money plays in Babel’s story.  Besides emptying culture of its originality,

traditions, and truth, money, in all its different manifestations, is consistently aligned with

the act of linguistic translation.  At the beginning of the story, for example, the narrator

introduces Kazantsev thus: “He supplemented his miserable teacher’s salary by doing

translations from the Spanish” (88).  Later, when the narrator himself begins translating

Maupassant for Raissa Benderskaia, the reader learns that he (that is, the narrator)

received twenty-five rubles upon completion of his first translation, and that this payment

continued with each consecutive visit.
                                                  
25 Page numbers following all Russian citations are from the 1990 Moscow edition of Babel’s stories as
listed in my works cited; page numbers following English passages are from the 1955 Morrison translation
similarly listed.  Here, and in all subsequent quotes unless otherwise specified, emphasis is my own.
26 Mikhail Iampolskii’s analysis of the ambivalent role of money in Babel’s work in relation to the author’s
Jewishness is particularly interesting in this context.  Iampolskii argues that although money is associated
with falsity and lies in Babel, its indifference to ethnic hierarchies and origins also helps to blur boundaries
between dominant and marginal groups (Iampol’skii and Zholkovskii, 266-285).
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Money and translation turn out to be inseparable from one another on another

level as well: “The Confession,” the Maupassant story that is the subject of the narrator’s

work, is primarily about money—or perhaps better said, about the desire to save money

by replacing it with sex.  Money is thus not only a means of payment and exchange for

translation, but the very subject of the translated text.  And beyond the specificities of

both text and payment, monetary transaction and linguistic translations are repeatedly

presented in Babel’s stories as parallel structural operations.

Translation in “Guy de Maupassant” is described as a process of realizing the not-

identical.  While working on Raissa’s version of Maupassant’s story for the first time, the

narrator comments on what it means to translate. He comments first on the affective

dimension:

V perevode eio ne ostalos’ i sleda ot frazy Mopassana, svobodnoi, tekuchei, s
dlinnym dykhaniem strasti.  Benderskaia pisala utomitel’no pravil’no,
bezzhiznenno i razviazno—tak, kak pisali ran’she evrei na russkom iazyke (219-
218).

In her translation there was no trace left of Maupassant’s free, flowing style with
its deep-breathing passion.  Benderskaia’s style was tediously correct, lifeless yet
familiar, the way Jews used to write when they write in Russian (90).

Next he describes the process of translation as an exercise in painstaking sensibility that

will render a work's quality accessible to readers of another language.

[Ia] vsiu noch’ prorubal proseki v chuzhom perevode.  Rabota eta ne tak durna
kak kazhetsia.  Fraza rozhdaetsia na svet khoroshei i durnoi v odno i to zhe
vremia.  Taina zakliuchaetsia v povorote, edva oshchutimom (219).

[I] spent the night hacking out clearings in that woman’s prose.  The work is not
as bad as it sounds.  A sentence is born both good and bad at the same time.  The
whole secret lies in a hardly perceptible twist (90).
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The narrator then sums up his task by referring to the achievement of linguistic style as a

kind of battle:

Togda ia zagovoril o stile, ob armii slov, ob armii, v kotoroi dvizhutsia vse rody
oruzhiia (219).

I spoke of style then, of the army of words, an army using all types of weapons
(90).

The narrator implies in all of these passages that language—and therefore meaning—is

heterogeneous, and that the task of the translator is to reveal this heterogeneity.  What

Raissa’s translation lacks is precisely the not-correct, the not-equivalent.  The necessity

of such negative energy is visualized as a process of creating (prorubat’, “hacking out”)

holes, empty spaces in Raissa’s translation.  Yet the negation of the “tediously correct” is

paired with—or created by—an additional gesture, “the hardly perceptible twist.”  This

sense of simultaneous negation and addition, of translation as both a “hacking out” and

marshalling of excess, is repeated again in the narrator’s reference to an “army of words,”

“all types of weapons.”  Only when permeated by holes and excessive gestures, twists

and armies of words, can Raissa’s translation actually transfer the meaning of

Maupassant’s stories. For Babel, or at least for Babel’s narrator, translation is not about

finding the equivalent, but about finding, and working with, difference—the more and the

less—within the translator’s own native language.

The representation of money in “Guy de Maupassant” betrays a similar structure,

also relying on the notion of excess.  This view is most evident in the description of
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several characters’ bodies as the product of monetary exchanges.  These begin with the

narrator’s first vision of Raissa:

Den’gi oborotistykh svoikh muzhei eti zhenshchiny perelivaiut v rozovyi zhirok
and zhivote, na zatylke, na kruglykh plechakh (218).

These women recast the money earned by their resourceful husbands into a dainty
layer of pink fat on their bellies, the napes of their necks, and their round
shoulders (89).

Shortly thereafter, when he sees her husband, he remarks:

Baryshi, poluchaemye im na voennykh postavkakh, pridali emu vid oderzhimogo
(220).
The profits he was making from war contracts made him look like one possessed
(91).

Raissa’s fat and Benderskii’s possessed look appear as direct transformations of

money—transformations that hinge on excess.  Just as the narrator’s description of

translating from the French concentrates on the necessity of the additional gesture, so

here is money’s transformation rooted in that which is supplementary.

This prominence of the “supplemental” and “non-identical” is repeated on the

morphological level as well. The two verbs “perelivaiut” (recast) and “pridaiut” (make to

look) in the quotes above are analogous to the sentence at the beginning of the story

which introduces Kazantsev: “Prirabotkom k skudnomu ego zhalovoniu byli perevody s

ispanskogo” (217), (“He supplemented his miserable teacher’s salary by doing

translations from the Spanish”). The prefixes ‘pri’ and ‘pere’—meaning “in addition”

and “in between”—fill Babel’s story, referring to that which is defined by its very status

as the not-original, the not-identical, the too-much or the in-betwen.
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One of the most curious sentences in Babel’s story, occurring within Raissa and

the narrator’s translation of Maupassant’s “The Confession,”operates on precisely this

ground.  After two years of riding with Polite to the city, Maupassant’s character Celeste

counts how much money she has spent on this transportation.  Babel writes: “Za dva

goda Selesta pereplatila emu sorok vosem’ frankov.  Eto znachit, piatdesiat frankov bez

dvukh” (222). (In two years, Celeste overpaid him forty-eight franks.  That is fifty franks

without two [93]).  What deserves the reader’s immediate attention here is the verb

pereplatila.  The Russian verb used in this context would best be translated as “paid” (not

“overpaid” as in Morrison’s translation above) for Celeste in the story does not in fact

pay more than Polite asks her for.  But Babel’s use of this specific word, pereplatila, is

especially curious, for the literal translation of this would not be “overpaid,” but

rather—if one could say so in English—something like “transpaid” him.  Russian offers

many common possibilities (zaplatila, uplatila) that would communicate the simple sense

of paying, but Babel chooses an odd form of the basic verb that incorporates “pere,”

which, just as English “trans,” denotes movement from one place to another rather than a

completed action.  The stress, then, is on the process of paying, the act of transfer, the

moment when money is between Celeste and Polite.

The tropological and morphological centrality of movement, difference, and

transformation in “Guy de Maupassant” is particularly resonant in the second sentence of

the passage just discussed, “Eto znachit, piatdesiat frankov bez dvukh” (“That is fifty

franks without two”).  Unlike the rest of Babel’s paraphrase of the passage, which

remains faithful to the original text of Maupassant, this sentence is not in the original
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story.  “Fifty without two” is a tautological explanation of “forty-eight,” but by

transforming a positive number into a negative construction and presenting it not as one

unit but as the difference between two, the text presents this as a model of translation as

proposed by Babel’s narrator.  Both excessive and structured by negation, resonant with

both transformation and difference as well as sameness, the expression “fifty franks

without two” mimics the narrator’s vision of how Maupassant should read in Russian.

The figure of “fifty without two” is not the elimination of a “third entity” as discussed by

Goux in his analysis of More’s Utopia, but rather the celebration of just this.  Objects and

texts, Babel suggests, are not self-contained and immutable, but rather always open to

self-division and difference: 48 is both  48 and 50-2, and each of these speaks an equal (if

different) truth.

Successful translation is a “hardly perceptible twist”; money is recast as “pink fat”

on women’s necks; forty-eight is “fifty without two.”  Numbers and texts and objects in

Babel’s “Guy de Maupassant” exist not just as self-identical entities, but as logics of

circulation, as structures of difference and equivalence.  In this, the story recalls Marx’s

analysis of the circulation of commodities and linguistic signs in the Grundrisse:

Language does not transform ideas, so that the peculiarity of ideas is dissolved
and their social character runs alongside them as a separate entity, like prices
alongside commodities.  Ideas do not exist separately from language.  Ideas which
have first to be translated out of their mother tongue into a foreign language in
order to circulate, in order to become exchangeable, offer a somewhat better
analogy; but the analogy then lies not in the language, but in the foreign quality of
language (163).
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The price of a commodity, Marx suggests here, is like a translation of a thought from an

original into a foreign language.  Money and translation, in other words, are similar

because they both allow objects and ideas to circulate and be exchanged.  At the same

time, money and translation, while representing a product or an idea in social circulation,

always remain foreign to this entity, and in this sense neither can ever be equivalent to

what it purports to represent.

Marx intends his analysis not as an exploration of translation or the “foreign

quality” (Fremdheit) of language, but rather as an analogy between language and the

operation of the commodity.27  His insistence on this analogy, however, offers insight not

only into the operation of commodities, but also the circulation of language.  For just as

Marx argues that commodity exchange is made possible by the embodiment of products’

exchange value in money, so translation, he implies, allows the exchange of ideas by

assuming a general equivalency.  Indeed, this could be said of language itself; in Marc

Shell’s words, language can be seen as a “socially recognized universal equivalent, which

seems to homogenize everything, . . . to reduce everything to a common denominator"

(1982, 106).  Just as money homogenizes objects in exchange, in other words, so

language does the same, homogenizing ideas and thus suppressing original meanings.

In light of Marx’s analogy between economic exchange and translation, “Guy de

Maupassant” itself can be understood as a reflection on the condition of the general

equivalent in Russia at the time of the story’s composition.  The narrator’s critique of

                                                  
27 Lydia H. Liu has pointed out that this analogy runs consistently through Marx’s oeuvre; in particular, as
she writes, “his insistence on the foreignness of language is central to his working out of a meaningful
connection between linguistic estrangement (Entfremdung) and monetary alienation (Entäusserung) in
Capital” (22).
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Benderskaia’s “tediously correct” translation is nothing less than a critique of

homogenization, of the exchange between languages via a “socially recognized universal

equivalent,” as described by Shell.  What makes Babel’s story particularly striking is that

it was written at precisely that moment when money as a general equivalent was being

eliminated and monetary exchange as such was perceived to be obsolete, particularly by

Bolshevik enthusiasts.  Monetary and linguistic exchanges, as I have argued, are at the

center of “Guy de Maupassant,” but they do not serve to homogenize objects, bodies and

ideas (as for Marx), but rather to foreground difference through an insistence on lack,

excess, and movement as the most significant markers of the true and the original.

In this tale about the recognition of, and desire for, difference, one can also see a

critique of the desire for uniformity and sameness that permeates the utopian imagination

as described by Goux.  Esperanto, the great hope for a common proletarian language at

just this time, would obviously be shunned by Babel’s narrator.  For him, foreignness as

such is the very substance of identity.  As he states, the character Kazantsev was the only

happy person in his circle because he had a fatherland, Spain, that he had never seen, just

as Raissa Benderskaia’s true and only passion is the writings of Maupassant, written in a

language that is not her own.  These figures are realized as subjects through precisely

their connections to other places, other languages, other traditions.

Babel’s story does not end with the texts of Maupassant, but with the French

writer himself—or rather, his textual equivalent.  At home after his translation session

qua sexual encounter with Benderskaia, the tale’s protagonist closes the story by reading

Eduard de Menial’s biography of the author.  Significantly, the passage from de Menial’s
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biography that Babel chooses to include in his own text is one that focuses on

Maupassant as pure, abject body:

Dostignuv slavy, on pererezal sebe na sorokovum godu zhizni gorlo, istiok
kroviiu, no ostalsia zhiv.  Ego zaperli v sumasshedshii dom.  On polzal tam na
chetveren’kakh [i poedal svoi isparazhneniia].28 Posledniia nadpis’ v ego
skorbnom liste glasit: “Monsieur de Maupassant va s’animaliser” (“Gospodin
Maupassant prevratilsia v zhivotnoe) (223).

He became famous and, in his fortieth year, he cut his throat, lost a terrible
amount of blood, but remained alive.  They clapped him into a madhouse.  He
crawled around on all fours there devouring his own excrement. The last notation
in the hospital report reads: “Monsieur de Maupassant va s’animaliser” (95). (the
last emphasis is the translator’s)

Babel presents the fragment from de Menial’s biography as if it were a quote from

Maupassant’s real life.  However, Aleksandr Zholkovskii has shown that although Babel

does indeed follow de Menial’s text very closely, Maupassant’s biographer in fact says

nothing about the author “crawling on all fours” or “devouring his own excrement”

(Iampol’skii and Zholkovskii, 65-67).  Why does Babel add these moments to

Maupassant’s life within his “documentary” quote?  The answer, I think, is to be found in

the image of circulation these additions create.  For if Babel’s story is dominated by

circulation and exchange as forces of difference and heterogeneity, the circulatory system

with which it ends—Maupassant’s body as a closed circuit leading from mouth to anus

and back again—is a sealed and homogenous cycle that is simultaneously one of pre-

symbolic madness.

                                                  
28 The phrase “devouring his own excrement” is absent in many Russian publications of Babel’s work,
including the 1990 edition I am using here.  It was present, however, in the story’s first publication in 1932,
and has returned in the newest Russian edition of the author’s collected works.  English translations known
to me do include the phrase.
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Maupassant has escaped from signifying systems altogether in this final scene,

having “made himself an animal” and thus implicitly regressed to a pre-symbolic state.29

If Maupassant is thus a fully unalienated subject—he gains sustenance, literally, from his

own bodily production, as if parodying Marx’s notion of pure use value—his escape from

any form of general equivalent is connected to madness and even death, to a world of

undifferentiated matter in which the social, and the body itself, ceases to be: immediately

following the passage above, Babel writes that “He [Maupassant] died at the age of forty-

two” (95).  This final sequence can thus be understood as a phantasmagoric exclamation

to the story it closes.  For if the bulk of “Guy de Maupassant,” as I have argued, is a

celebration of general equivalents, both monetary and linguistic, as forms through which

subjects, and specifically bodies, are realized, this final sequence presents the escape

from such general equivalents as a dissolution of both the body and subjectivity alike.

Conclusion

Russia during the years of War Communism, from 1918 to 1921, saw perhaps the most

radical series of monetary upheavals experienced by a modern European state.  Money

                                                  
29 Maupassant’s body can be contrasted with that of Raissa’s husband Benderskii as described at the
beginning of Babel’s story.  As Babel writes (in a passage already discussed in the body of my text):
“These women recast the money earned by their resourceful  husbands into a dainty layer of pink fat on
their bellies, the napes of their necks, and their round shoulders.” Beyond the women’s bellies and necks
that are the product of their husband’s earnings, the narrator here curiously refers to Raissa’s husband as
oborotistyi, which Morrison translates as “resourceful” but which derives from the word oborot, meaning
“circulation.” In Russian this word is most commonly used in such economic phrases as denezhnyi oborot
or denezhnoe obrashchenie (monetary circulation); in fact, Babel even constructs his sentence so that
“money,” “circulatory,” and “husbands” stand next to each other , suggesting a reading of the sentence as
“the circulatory money of their husbands.”  While Benderskii’s body is however positioned as “circulatory”
within larger economic structures, Maupassant’s body is a self-eclosed system of production and
consumption.
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proliferated, was eliminated, was printed with both old templates and new forms, and

even begged for its own counterfeiting.   Simultaneously, attempts were made to

understand just  what money was and how value might be measured in a “post-monetary”

form.  All of these debates and historical developments overlapped, and frequently

contradicted, one another.  The development of monetary politics and practice in the

nascent Soviet state was not a linear and orderly progression, but rather a contested and

haphazard process in which value itself was called into question.

At the root of all of these developments was  a desire to eliminate money as a

general equivalent of value in the new state.  As Jean-Joseph Goux has argued, the desire

to eliminate general equivalents is central to the utopian imaginary more generally—as he

demonstrates by looking back to Thomas More’s seminal Utopia—but is founded on a

central paradox: the elimination of general equivalents is seen as a means to eliminate

false mediation and thus allow for genuine differentiation and individuation of people and

things, but leads, in its opposition to representation as such, to a culture of absolute non-

differentiation, and thus, in Goux’s words, “Totalitarian madness.”

As my analysis of works by Mikhail Bulgakov and Isaak Babel has demonstrated,

Russian culture of the War Communism years was faced with precisely the paradoxes

and tensions Goux describes, and these are inseparable from the chaotic monetary

practices  of the period.  Bulgakov’s novella Diaboliad and Babel’s short story “Guy de

Maupassant” are symptomatic texts in this respect, as money, while dominant in neither

story, plays an essential role in the reflections on symbolic practices and subjectivity that

are central to each.  While Diaboliad portrays a subject and culture thrown into symbolic
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disarray by the shift to a non-monetary economy, Babel weaves a complex story around

multiple monetary, bodily, and linguistic transactions that stresses the constitution of

identity itself through the general equivalents that make such exchange possible.  In both

texts, the attempt to move beyond money—and thus beyond differential

representation—is equated with madness and ultimately death, recalling almost precisely

the terms of Goux’s discussion.

Following the dramatic monetary events of 1918-21, the Soviet state began a

series of reforms in 1922 aiming to stabilize the country’s currency.  These were centered

around the adoption of a gold standard, though banknotes were never made directly

exchangeable for gold itself.  Concomitant with these reforms and the vigorous debates

they elicited, literature of the period frequently addressed the unfulfilled promise of

realistic representation and linguistic transparency, often employing the trope of money

to do so.  These developments, the following chapter will argue, are inseparable from one

another—the notions of the convertibility of money and convertibility of language were

two sides of the same coin, each equally rooted in a single essential question: how can

one thing be seen as a semiotic equivalent of any other?
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Chapter Two
Golden Money, Transparent Words

Part One: The Monetary Reform of 1922-24 and Its Objects

As discussed in chapter one, the years of War Communism, 1918-1921, saw a radical

rethinking of monetary politics and forms across the territories of the former Russian

Empire.  Many of these were rooted in the desire to eradicate money as a general

equivalent of value in the new Soviet state, a project that by 1922 had become recognized

as untenable.  Hence, in October of that year, as part of a new economic reform program

that sought to stabilize monetary value, Soviet society was introduced to the chervonets, a

new currency issued by the national government.  The text on the one-chervonets

banknote read as follows:

One CHERVONETS contains 1 zolotnik and 78.24 parts of PURE GOLD.30  The
banknote is subject to exchange for GOLD.  The beginning of exchange is subject
to a special governmental approval.  The banknotes are guaranteed, in full
amount, by GOLD, precious metal, stable foreign currency and other assets of the
STATE BANK.  The banknotes are accepted according to their nominal cost as a
payment of state duty which is collected, according to law, in GOLD (Fig. 1).

The reverse side of the banknote was unusually minimal, showing just a simple

decorative pattern and the designated value; otherwise there were no text or images.
                                                  
30 “Zolotnik,” according to The Oxford Russian Dictionary, is an “old Russian measure of weight,
equivalent to 4.26 grams.”
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The reference to gold on the chervonets’ face distinguishes this banknote from all

previously issued post-Revolutionary money.  The text on it sounds profoundly different

from the rather abstract proposition “guaranteed by all property of the state” which was

usually the lone guarantor of value printed on money issued after 1917, at the moment

when “all property of the state” was of a decidedly minimal value.  The chervonets’

reference to gold, its straightforward assertion that the banknote “contains,” (or, directly

translated, “holds in itself” [soderzhit]) a definite amount of this precious metal, made the

new currency notes similar to the money issued in the years prior to World War I, since

the text on earlier notes also referred to gold as the guarantor of their value.31  For

instance, the text on the 500 ruble banknote from 1912 reads “The State Bank exchanges

banknotes for gold coins without limitations” (Fig. 2).  In a certain way, this last sentence

can be considered an invitation to exchange, as the owner of the banknote could really go

to a bank and receive gold coins in exchange for his or her paper notes.  The text on the

newly issued 1922 chervonets, however, appears to be rather ambiguous in this regard as

it makes the actual exchange, the transformation of the banknote as sign into real gold,

contingent on the “special governmental approval” mentioned concisely on the banknote.

Because of this contingency, the detailed factual information of the rest of the text seems

excessive and almost compensatory: a symbolic, rather than practical, statement.

What can be seen, rather than read, on this chervonets?  Next to its excess of

text—which, indeed, appears much longer than that of almost every other banknote in

                                                  
31 The origin of the word “chervonets” goes back to the expression “chervonnoe zoloto”—“blackened
gold.”  In 1922, the name was borrowed from a pre-Revolutionary gold currency, although the amount of
gold contained in the pre-Revolutionary chervonets is different from its post-Revolutionary offspring
(Mel’nikova, 241).
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Russian history32—the bill persistently draws attention to the word gold: several times

within the text on its face, the words “gold” and “pure gold,” as well as “chervonets” are

printed in all capital letters.  They protrude from the rest of the text as if to escape from

its abundance of words, to somehow signify outside of its syntactical and governmental

rules and establish their essential sameness.33

The following pages explore the impulses behind such banknote composition by

focusing on debates surrounding the monetary reform of 1922-24.  The departure from

the circulation of gold and notes directly exchangeable for gold brought about by the

1922-24 reforms laid bare the essential contingency of money’s function as a signifier of

value and spurred heated debates about what the roots of monetary value in fact were.

These debates, this section seeks to illustrate, were not just economic, but semiotic in

nature: the question of money’s meaning encompassed broader questions of signification

more generally.  Accordingly, this first section will establish a framework for section

two, which examines the problems of realistic representation—focusing in particular on

the work of Mikhail Zoshchenko—in the time of inconvertible paper currency.

The History of the Reform

The delay of the expected international Revolution and difficult economic conditions

caused by the Civil War made it impossible for the government to continue with the

                                                  
32 I state this after having reviewed both the collection of Russian banknotes at the State Historical Museum
in Moscow and the extensive illustrations of Russian money in two catalogues: Alla Mel’nikova’s Den’gi
Rossii and Sergei Dubinin’s Vsio o den’gakh Rossii.
33 Another word printed in capital letters on the banknote is “State Bank” (gosudarstvennyi bank).  We can
read this too as a visual device intended to appeal to memories of pre-Revolutionary money, which was
issued by banks rather than the state itself.
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economic course taken during the War Communism years.  In the spring of 1921, the

party leadership announced that the partial restoration of private trade was inevitable for

the successful building of socialism.  Lenin argued that Russia could not be industrialized

and modernized without the help of private trade; it seriously needed the “services of

capitalism” because the proletariat gained power in “one of the most undeveloped

countries” (32: x).  The New Economic Policy (NEP) that resulted from this position, and

was implemented between 1921-1928, permitted private business on a small scale,

established market relations between the country and city, and relieved peasants from

violent grain inquisitions by replacing these with a fixed tax in kind.  Simultaneously,

NEP allowed the Soviet government to retain all political power, as well as control over

big industry and financial institutions.34

The reconstruction of the Soviet economy and industrialization of the country

through the “services of capitalism” demanded a return to a stable, and internationally

recognized, currency.  The first step towards monetary stabilization was taken in 1922,

when the People’s Commissariat of Finances (Narkomfin) introduced the chervonets.

This new currency was issued by the State Bank after the government’s successful efforts

to increase the state gold reserves, which had been considerably devastated through the

years of World War I, the Revolution and the civil war.  Gold thus became the basis of

the chervonets’ value, and, although no exchange of paper banknotes for gold was

expected immediately, the issuance of the banknotes was strictly co-ordinated with the

quantities of gold reserves in order to prevent a new cycle of inflation.  Although the
                                                  
34 For a helpful introduction to the history of NEP see Alan Ball’s Russia’s Last Capitalist: The Nepmen,
1921-1929 and Sheila Fitzpatrick’s The Russian Revolution.
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previously issued, and still highly fluctuating, Soviet sovznak was not officially

withdrawn from circulation, the stable chervonets soon ousted the earlier currency from

the market.35  The issuance of the sovznak was officially terminated in 1924.

The last step of the monetary reform consisted of the issuance of ruble-notes and

silver and copper coins. These three, together with the chervonets, became part of a

single unified monetary system: ten new rubles (which were issued as both paper notes

and silver coins) were equal to one chervonets, and copper coins functioned as small

change.  A few differences between ruble notes and chervonets notes were, however,

maintained.  They were issued by different institutions: the State Treasury

(kaznacheistvo) issued rubles and silvers coins, and the State Bank issued chervonets

banknotes; the value of ruble notes and silver coins was guaranteed by gold, but these

were never expected to be exchanged for gold, whereas such exchange was in fact

expected for the chervonets; rubles were intended for circulation within the country,

whereas he chervonets was to be an international currency.  All of these differences were

meant to preserve the chervonets from fluctuations in value: should another period of

inflation take place, it would happen at the cost of the ruble rather than the chervonets

and thus prevent the latter’s crash on the international market.

Although none of this money, neither ruble nor chervonets notes, was ever freely

exchanged for gold, several indicators suggest that the idea of free exchange was not

                                                  
35 Hopes for the chervonets’ success on the international market were so high that in 1925 Izvestiia, for
instance, reported that convertibility of the chervonets might allow it to help in “liberating” the German
Reichsmark (the value of which had fallen even more dramatically than that of the Russian ruble) from the
American dollar , which played an increasingly prominent role in the German economy of the mid-1920s.
See Vladimir Vilenskii, “Sovetskii Chervonets,” Izvestiia, 23 Sept. 1923: 1.
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entirely alien to monetary policy makers.  Gold coins with the Soviet insignia, for

instance, started to be issued in 1922.  And in July 1925, the magazine Vestnik finansov

(Financial Bulletin) reported that “starting in May of this year, a forceful minting of the

golden chervonets took place, so that at the moment when the government announces the

exchange [of chervonets for gold], the necessary number of gold coins could be thrown

out on the market” (Qtd. in Mel’nikova, 248).

However, the government’s dissatisfaction with the centrality of free-market

relations within the overall Soviet economy, as well as its plans for industrial

development and the resulting need for credit, lead to the government’s increasing

control over price formations and was followed by the State Bank’s unguaranteed

issuance of chervonets notes.36  In 1926 free export of the chervonets was forbidden and,

as result, its acceptance as a means of payment in international transactions came to a

halt.  These developments aborted any possibility of the issuance of gold coins, and the

exchange of paper into gold thus never happened.  In the years following 1926, the stable

relation between gold and paper money was fully interrupted, and the former was used as

currency only in international transactions in the form of bullion.37

Gold Ruble versus Index Ruble

The monetary reform was accompanied from the very start by intensive debates about the

origins of monetary value.  The last stable currency Russia and the Soviet Union had

                                                  
36 Economic historians consider the state’s intrusion into the formation of market prices as one of the main
causes of the chervonets’ eventual instability.  See N. Zimarina (82-89).
37 Strikingly, minting of gold coins with the tsarist insignia was also resumed in the second half of the
1920s because these coins were accepted on the international market.
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known was the ruble of the pre-war years up to 1914, during which time gold coins

circulated as the equivalents of paper banknotes.  Having no theoretical guidance for the

management of financial and monetary manners at the specific moment of a country’s

transition to socialism, leading Soviet economists had to look back to Marx’s analysis of

money in the capitalist system, as well as to the financial experiences of the pre-war years

more generally, for direction.

Grigorii Sokol’nikov, the head of the People’s Commissariat of Finances between

1922 and 1926, had only one answer to the question of whence money’s value derives:

money in its very nature is gold, and any policy concerned with the stabilization of

monetary value must respect this proposition.  Arguing for the introduction of new

currency, Sokol’nikov wrote:

We have to consider it as something indisputable that from the Marxist point of
view even our inflating currency is only a substitute for gold.  Therefore it is
indisputable that an orientation towards gold is the only basis for a correct Soviet
policy in the affairs of monetary circulation at the time of the transition to
socialism (158).

Although this quote might be seen to indicate that the Soviet State was striving towards a

policy of implementing gold itself as a currency (that is, returning to the monetary system

of the Russian Empire before 1914), Sokol’nikov argued rather for a gold standard, with

paper money guaranteed by a certain amount of gold and serving as a means of

circulation and exchange, both “at the time of the transition to socialism” and, he implies,

for the future communist state.  In response to vehement opposition to his, and his

supporters,’ proposal, Sokol’nikov insisted that the gold standard was the only solution
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for rapid economic stabilization, particularly as it would not require an immediate supply

of the quantity of gold ideally needed for circulation, thus facilitating the beginning of the

reform immensely.  By issuing the new currency only in paper, furthermore, Sokol’nikov

believed that the state would be able to build up its gold reserves rather than allowing

these to fall into private hands.

Throughout his writings and speeches of the early 1920s, the Finance Minister

argued that a directly gold-based currency was fully attuned to Marx’s theory of money.

In particular, he referred to Marx’s argument that paper money can function as gold’s

symbol and partially replace its circulation.  If paper can replace gold partially, thought

Sokol’nikov, “it can replace it also in full” (160).  Marx acknowledges such a possibility

in his analysis of money in Capital, writing that “in the course of circulation . . . the

denomination of the gold and its substance, the nominal content and the real content,

begin to move apart” (222).  This process of separation, Marx suggests, is “natural”

because money as a means of exchange fulfils merely a symbolic function for which a

“name” is just as sufficient as “substance.”  He does not, however, grant complete

autonomy to the symbol.  Just as Sokol’nikov would later argue, Marx insists that the

quantity of circulating “symbols” should never exceed the quantity of gold ideally needed

for economic balance and a successful turnover of commodities.

The significance of money’s link to material substance becomes particularly clear

for Marx in international trade: “[w]hen money leaves the domestic sphere of circulation

it looses the local functions it has acquired there, as the standard of prices, coin, and

small change, and as a symbol of value, and falls back into its original form as precious
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metal in the shape of bullion” (240).  Marx thus suggests that the materiality of gold is

required in order to ensure the symbolic operation of paper banknotes.

At the time Marx worked on his analysis of money, paper banknotes were freely

exchanged for gold coins; not only in theory, but also in practice, the operation of

“symbols” was indivisible from the operation of “substance.”  This fact is emblematic of

the essential difference between Marx and Sokol’nikov: although both argue for the

primacy and significance of concrete materiality for the production of symbolic value,

symbol and substance worked hand in hand for Marx, while Sokol’nikov’s theory of

Soviet currency remained purely theoretical, at least in the eyes of the general population

for whom the real materiality of gold remained invisible.38

The critique of Sokol’nikov’s abstract equation between gold and paper banknotes

was offered by many of the Finance Minister’s opponents, central to whom was Evgenii

Preobrazhenskii.  Preobrazhenskii, discussed already in Chapter I, proposed the

introduction of a so-called “commodity rouble” or “index rouble” (tovarnyi rubl’ or

indeksnyi rubl’) as the new form of currency.  Preobrazhenskii’s notion was based on the

theory that the value of money can be elicited immediately from the prices of

commodities without resorting to the value of gold.39  The exact determination of

currency’s value, according to this theory, is calculated through an index, that is, a

number that expresses the change in prices, as well as in the price proportions between

different commodities. Excluding any form of materiality as its guarantor of value

                                                  
38 Russian State Archive of Socio-Political History (RGASPI), Fond 670, op.1, file 30, 127.
39 Sokol’nikov identifies the work of Irving Fisher and Rudolf Hilferding as sources for Preobrazhenskii’s
thought, thus aligning this with “bourgeois political economy” opposed to the Marxist theory of value.
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external to market fluctuations, the index ruble would be an algebraic expression of

differentiations and fluctuations of this market.  In Lacan’s terms, it would be a purely

differential sign operating within a symbolic order predicated on difference and thus

absence, in which the relation between signifier and signified was arbitrary.

Understandably, then, economists’ opposition to the index ruble was stronger than

to the gold ruble, and Preobrazhenskii’s proposal was ultimately rejected.40  One of the

main criticisms of the index ruble, though only in retrospect, was offered in 1928 by the

economist Leonid Iurovskii.  Iurovskii argued that the index ruble was of a “tautological”

nature, as it confused the cause and effect of value.  If the value of the index ruble is to be

calculated on the basis of daily changes of commodity values, it cannot simultaneously

express and regulate these values as gold does, but can only register the fluctuations in

prices (133).

Preobrazhenskii’s debates with Sokol’nikov provide illuminating insight into

understandings of value in early-1920s Russia.  During a meeting at the Socialist

Academy in November 1923, for instance, Preobrazhenskii tried to prove that the

connection between gold and circulating paper money was nothing but fantasy, a

symbolic construction, a fetish without any true justification.  Criticizing Sokol’nikov for

“paying too much attention to the fact that the chervonets is written out in gold,”

                                                  
40 One other notable proposal for a currency form appropriate to the new Soviet state concerned the so-
called “bread ruble” (khlebnyi rubl’), issued in 1921 by a cooperative organization in Kiev called “Reason
and Conscience” (Razum i sovest’).  The currency consisted of paper money with the inscription “Pood [an
old Russian unit of measurement roughly equal to 35 pounds] of bread—ruble of labor” (Pud khleba –rubl’
truda), betraying a desire to establish a direct equivalence and closed circuit between labor, money, and
product of labor (bread).  Such a form of currency failed to attract serious consideration, however, as it was
not exchangeable on the international market, on which the country depended by that point.  For more
information see Iurovskii (135-136).
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Preobrazhenskii calls into question, what would happen “if the chervonets would not say

that it is guaranteed by gold, that it is equal to a certain amount of gold, if nothing of it

was there . . . and if the banks had no gold reserves . . . and there would be no formal

connection to gold . . .“41  Even without any links to gold, Preobrazhenskii concludes,

money still could fulfill the role of a stable currency, for gold itself, he claims,  is not a

true material guarantee but rather a symbolic construction.  Its value, just as that of the

index ruble, can fluctuate.

 Preobrazhenskii’s words are particularly striking because he criticizes

Sokol’nikov for taking words at face value, claiming that he pays too much attention to

the fact that chervonets, in the text on its face, is equated with gold.  The meaning of

words, just as the value of matter, is for Preobrazhenskii symbolic, not real.  If

Sokol’nikov’s convictions of money’s value residing firmly in gold can be described as a

form of Aristotelian materialism (that words, symbols, and ideas represent above all

material reality), Preobrazhenskii’s theory of the index ruble can ultimately be considered

in terms of Saussurian linguistics (that value is a product of differential relations and

depends on the coexistence of other terms within the same system42).

Material Objects of the Reform

Sokol’nikov’s and Preobrazhenskii’s analyses of value operate on a purely theoretical

level, without taking into account the significance of public perceptions of money as a

                                                  
41 RGASPI, f. 670, op.1, d. 30, 126.
42 Saussure writes, for instance, that “[I]t is not the metal in a coin which determines its value.”  The coin in
this sentence functions as an analogy for the linguistic sign: both function within horizontal systems in
which value is always differential, never essential (117).
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material object.  Nikolai Kutler, another member of the Finance Ministry and a strong

supporter of Sokol’nikov, provides an exemplary analysis in this context, connecting

theoretical positions to everyday perceptions.  Kutler argued in 1924 that paper money

was perfectly capable of replacing metal money, but that such a substitute would never be

publicly accepted.  In January 1924, regarding the minting of silver coins, Kutler wrote:

The issue of silver coins constitutes, in my opinion, the essential feature of the
reform; it adds weight to the reform, which the issue of paper money only will not
have.  We will have to instill confidence in our population that paper money and
silver coins are equal to one another.  We don’t need to persuade anybody of the
value of silver: the population might be inclined to exaggerate its value while
attaching little importance to the actual composition of silver coins.  Therefore,
issuing silver, next to the paper money, and, may be, even a free exchange of
paper money for silver, will greatly assist in the successful conduct of the reform.
Therefore, I believe the issuing of silver should not be postponed, although there
is no necessity in parallelism of paper emission and metal coins.43

Kutler’s use of the expression “adding weight” can be read here both figuratively, as

adding importance, and literally, as adding the real weight of silver coins’ materiality to

enhance the reform’s success.  Kutler’s comments imply as much by identifying two

seemingly contradictory facts about the successful issuance of paper banknotes: first, the

recognition of banknotes’ value relies on the real material body of silver coins circulating

together with them; and second, that the actual silver content of such coins is, in fact, of

no importance, as it is simply materiality as such that is crucial.

 In contrast to Sokol’nikov and Preobrazhenskii, Kutler suggests that value

depends not only on theoretical structures, but also on people’s perceptions—that the

stable value of paper banknotes depends on real materiality, but only because this
                                                  
43 Nikolai Kutler, “K voprosu provedeniia denezhnoi reformy,” Russian State Archive of Socio-Political
History (RGASPI), f. 670, op. 1, d.31, 10.
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materiality produces a symbolic effect of such stability.  While Preobrazhenskii criticizes

Sokol’nikov’s theories as based on the illusory equation of sign and substance, Kutler

suggests that it is precisely this illusion that enables public acceptance, and thus stability,

of paper banknotes.

Cultural responses to the introduction of the new currency between 1922-24

demonstrate how correct Kutler’s analysis was.  Newspapers in the mid-1920s—a period

characterized by the proliferation of printed journals filled with contentious and lively

public debates—focused so much on the material aspects of the new currency that one

could easily start to believe that the main feature of the reform was the introduction of

metal money. For instance, the journalist Magaziner (his first name was never mentioned)

published a series of photographs in different newspapers and magazines dedicated to

new money.  The titles of these photographs included: “The Mint in Leningrad, 1923-

1926;” “Storehouse of Raw Materials in the Mint, 1923-1926;” “A Worker Pours Out

Metal in Forms, 1924;” “Stamping of Coins, 1923-1926;” “Sorting of Coins, 1925;” “The

Checking of Workers at the Exit from the Mint, 1924.”  As these titles themselves

indicate, metal, not paper money, was the focus of Magaziner’s exploration of the new

currency.  In another case in point, the popular weekly Ogoniok published a short article

(accompanied by another photograph by Magaziner), discussing the fact that with the

introduction of metal coins, there was an extreme need for new purses made to

accommodate metal coins rather than paper banknotes.

Another remarkable example of public reaction to the reform is reported in the

Odessian paper Izvestiia in summer of 1924.  According to Izvestiia, a possessor of a
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newly issued silver coin, while showing his treasure in the center of the small town of

Grigoriopol’, attracted a huge crowed eager to look at it, one that exceeded, the paper

even tells, that which came to stare at a bear who walked through the streets of the town

shortly before.44  Material, mint, coin, metal, silver: these are the words dominate public

discussion of the new money.  Just as Kutler’s comment suggests, questions about the

worth of the new coins played little role in such reaction; rather, it was the sheer

materiality of these that seemed to excite Soviet citizens.  Such a discourse of materiality

can be understood as a form of imaginary construction, compensating for gold’s

invisibility and projecting belief into the value of paper banknotes alone.  Indeed, as I

will argue in the discussion of literary works in the next section, in this time of monetary

reform such compensation and projection was crucial for the operation of signs more

generally.

Returning now to the chervonets banknote with which this chapter opened, one

can argue that its distinctive design, structured around a lengthy text declaring the

anchoring of its value in gold, is symptomatic of broader uncertainties about the stability

of value in Soviet culture at the time.  The visual emphasis, and persistent repetition, of

the words “gold” and “chervonets” in this design result in these words’ separation from

the rest of the banknote text, as if to exclude them from the specificities and

governmental regulations that fill this.  Chervonets equals gold is to be the meaning of

the note—even if this was not precisely the case in the actual economic context in which

                                                  
44 The story is quoted in Mikhail Gleizer (33).
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it circulated—thus creating a closed and coherent relationship between sign and value,

signifier and signified.

The insistence on such visual devices figures even more prominently in other

banknotes, such as, for instance, a three-chervonets note issued in 1924 which represents

an image of a sower (Fig. 3).  This image originally appeared on the golden chervonets

coin issued in 1922 (dated 1923) (Fig. 4).  Although the coin itself never circulated, its

existence was well publicized through the press, and the image of a sower was widely

associated with this coin.  The reproduction of this image on the paper chervonets notes

can be understood as a transplantation of the materiality of gold from this earlier coin:

users of the latter were to see it as equated with the former.

The practice of using an identical image on gold and paper money might not

strike the informed reader as particularly innovative: in Russian history, one finds several

examples of the same images of tsars circulating between the two kinds of money.  The

example of the chervonets is more significant, however, because the image of the sower

never appeared on ruble-notes (those not intended to be exchanged for gold), but only on

the chervonets, thus preserving its aura of “golden” value, even when printed on paper.45

The design and theoretical discussion of money resulting from the currency

reform of 1922-24 betrays a fundamental insecurity about the relation of paper notes to

material value in Soviet culture during this time.  These discussions were not just

economic, but also semiotic in nature—they concentrated on the question of how

                                                  
45 It is interesting to note that between 1926 and 1937, images disappeared  entirely from Soviet money,
both chervonets and simple rubles.  Only when the image of Lenin was adopted as a universal element in
state iconography did images return to Soviet currency design.
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anything can be understood to mean anything else.  As the following section will argue,

this questioning reached far beyond simple economic debates; above all in literature of

the period, money became a central trope of symbolic instability more generally,

providing a prototypical figure through which to examine issues of representation, value,

and the (im)materiality of the sign.
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Part Two: Reading (Through) Money

Debates surrounding the monetary reform of 1922-24 focused on the economic question

of what constitutes monetary value (and specifically, what role gold plays in establishing

this), and the semiotic question of how a sign circulating without a direct material

equivalent can mean, or be worth, anything.  This section seeks to explore this second

query further by looking at the significance of money for the production and perception

of language in literary works of the mid-1920s.  By focusing on Mikhail Zoshchenko’s

short stories from 1924, with a short discussion of Vladimir Maiakovskii’s poems of the

same year, the following pages explore a phenomenon that occurred simultaneously with

the completion of the monetary reform: the widespread longing for, yet simultaneous

discrediting of, realistic forms of representation—indeed, for and of a transparency of

language itself.  Examining the trope of money in the literature of these years, I argue that

developing doubts about the legitimacy of realistic representation are inseparable from

the simultaneous questioning of the new gold standard—specifically, of the promised, but

never realized, convertibility of paper money into real gold.

Crucial for my analysis will be Jean-Joseph Goux’s work The Coiners of

Language.  In his study—which focuses primarily on André Gide’s 1924 novel The

Counterfeiters but includes examinations of works by Goethe, Zola, Musil, and Saussure,

among others—Goux demonstrates historical correspondences between forms of

circulating currencies and conceptions of language.  In particular, he argues that the end

of convertible paper currency, and its transformation into what he calls fictive money,

coincided with a crisis in realistic forms of representation in literature and painting.
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When the value of money became dematerialized and disembodied, Goux argues,

language too could no longer be seen as capable of conveying reality in an unmediated,

objective, and truthful way.  It itself had to be understood as an inconvertible structure, as

a “system of pure relations, a relational and differential system, with nothing comparable

to the guarantee of a treasury or reserve, or to a standard of measure” (18).  Goux’s

argument is of particular importance to the present analysis because realism, and its

multiple manifestations, gained increasing attention in the Soviet Union in the mid-

1920s, just at the moment when the monetary reform was completed.46  Goux’s analytical

framework, and above all the analogy between inconvertible language and inconvertible

money he presents, provides an essential matrix for examining such work.

The Gold Standard of Language

Written in 1924 and added in 1927 to his collection of Sentimental Tales, Mikhail

Zoshchenko’s story “People” is told by a first-person narrator, the writer Kolenkorov. At

the outset of the story, Kolenkorov discusses the problems of artistic production in the era

of New Economic Politics.  The literary marketplace, he declares, requires tales about

contemporary events, contemporary ideas, and significant heroes: those who write about

these subjects, he repeatedly states, enjoy fame and get paid one hundred gold rubles for

each page.  Kolenkorov complains, however, that he himself is not always able to

produce literature about such events and heroes, because he does not live in a major

capital where significant historical events generally take place.  Since he does not
                                                  
46 As Katerina Clark notes, many key works later singled out as models of socialist realism were written in
the mid-1920s (190).
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experience such events first hand, he cannot write about them: his respect for literature

prevents him from basing his work in unproven rumors.  Following the demands of the

market, however, Kolenkorov still manages to find a protagonist, Ivan Belokopytov,

whose life is of some, albeit limited, historical significance.  The story which follows

Kolenkorov’s polemical introduction is an attempt by Kolenkorov himself to recount

truthfully the events of Belokopytov’s life.47

Kolenkorov’s prologue to the story, besides expressing typical concerns of a

provincial Russian writer, establishes what could be understood, both literally and

figuratively, as a “gold standard” of literary aesthetics.  Kolenkorov says that each page

of a literary text is literally equal to one hundred gold rubles if it recounts truthfully real

and significant events of contemporary life.  In a figurative sense, Kolenkorov’s gold

standard is a particular form of literary aesthetics, rooted in absolute naturalism; he

declares himself to belong to “the only honest school of naturalists, which owns the entire

future of fine Russian literature”48 (2: 62).  Just as gold functioned historically as an ideal

measurement of value, so naturalism figures in Kolenkorov’s introduction as an ideal of

literary form, a universal equivalent by means of which other forms of literary practice

should be measured.

                                                  
47 The voice of the narrator in “People” should not be confused with the authorial voice of Zoshchenko
himself.  As the writer noted in 1928 (after numerous attacks on the Sentimental Tales), “More precisely,
with my work I parody that imaginary but authentic proletarian writer who would exist in today’s
conditions and atmosphere.  Of course, such a writer cannot exist, at least for now.  But when he appears,
society and life will be significantly improved in all respects” (Kazanskii and Tynianov, 10).  This remark
is significant because it declares Kolenkorov to be a parody (a fact already evident from the text itself); it
does not mean, however, that “People” should not be taken seriously, as the story engages prevalent
cultural paradigms of its time, even if in a parodic fashion.
48 This and following translations of Zoshchenko’s quotes are my own.
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 What precisely does the narrator mean when he discusses naturalism?  Naturalist

literature, for Kolenkorov, is above all a truthful and objective representation of real facts

and events, the matter-of-fact translation of visual observations into linguistic signs.

Kolenkorov insists that the narrator must be an eyewitness to what he describes.

Following his own axiom of linguistic truth, Kolenkorov continually interrupts his own

narrative in order to insist on the truth-value of his story, repeating time and again that he

has witnessed himself the events he describes. In contrast, he implies, literature based on

imagination, or rumors, is counterfeit—and, the reader can conclude, in no way worth

one hundred gold rubles a page.

By having his narrator engage in this exegesis, Zoshchenko in fact frames his

short story using gold as not only a metaphor, but a real object.  For in addition to

Kolenkorov’s irate personal observations about gold money and literature that open

“People,” the story closes with the figure of gold money as well.  In the very last sentence

of the text,  Kolenkorov reports that one of Belokopytov’s last possessions was sold, after

his ultimate disappearance, for the amount of twelve golden rubles.  In thus opening and

closing his story with gold coins, Zoshchenko gives the impression that they were an

important part of the Soviet everyday life from which the story draws its events.

However, as discussed earlier in this chapter, gold money was not circulating at

the time of the story’s composition in 1924: money circulated in its paper form and its

connection to gold appeared only in script on the face of the new chervonets banknotes.

The gold standard of the mid-1920s, while discussed frequently in economic writings as

the anchor of the monetary system, was a symbolic, rather than material, form of
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monetary organization.  Why, then, does gold money take such a prominent role in the

story, and especially within the context of Kolenkorov’s discussion of literary aesthetics?

I want to propose here that Kolenkorov’s discussion of gold coins at the close of his story

and in its prologue is inseparable from his avid commitment to naturalist writing.  Indeed,

Zoshchenko’s narrator seems to suggest that the appearance of gold as a real object

within his narrative somehow legitimizes naturalist writing itself—his analogy of

convertible money to convertible language implies that one necessitates and validates the

other.  Or, to use Goux’s formulation, Kolenkorov suggests that naturalism’s goal of fully

transparent and objective description is only possible in a culture in which gold visibly

organizes and anchors monetary value.49

As Kolenkorov recounts his protagonist’s story, Ivan Ivanovich Belokopytov is

the offspring of a well-to-do family who, after having spent approximately a decade

abroad, returns to Russia after the Revolution to help build the first socialist state.  An

advocate of liberal ideas, and a diligent student of foreign languages with excellent

command of Spanish and Latin, Belokopytov believes that his philological education and

linguistic skills will be of great use in Russia after the Revolution.  Just as for

Kolenkorov himself, language is Belokopytov’s main occupation and chief means of

subsistence.  Yet the linguistic paths of the two men are quite different: while

Kolenkorov brags about his rather successful, if not unproblematic, literary career,
                                                  
49 A discussion of an analogous phenomenon can be found in Walter Benn Michaels’ The Gold Standard
and the Logic of Naturalism,  in which financial practices of late 19th century capitalism are considered
together with examples of literary realism from the time.  Benn Michaels argues that the logic of the gold
standard presupposes a certain desire of representation “to make yourself equal to your face value”—or,
using Saussure’s vocabulary, to eliminate the difference between signifier and the signified and thus
eliminate representation altogether.  Zoshchenko’s narrator, clearly, is driven by just such a desire to make
things “equal to their face value,” and the evocation of gold is central to his efforts.
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Belokopytov’s reliance on his linguistic knowledge leads to financial and spiritual

bankruptcy.  Incapable of finding a job in which to employ his knowledge of Spanish and

Latin, Belokopytov’s linguistic capabilities regress from too much to none at all: at the

end of the story, he refuses to speak altogether, and communicates, when needed, mostly

through body language.

Kolenkorov’s account of Belokopytov’s life can be understood as a construction

of Kolenkorov’s alter ego because Belokopytov’s understanding and operation of

language is in fundamental contrast to Kolenkorov’s own.  The narrator’s naturalism is

precisely not Belokopytov’s gold standard of language: while Kolenkorov insists on

translating immediate reality into words and thus operating between signs and things,

Belokopytov comes across as his linguistic opposite, pursuing translations between

languages, thus operating thus only with signs outside of any connection to external

reality.50  The two men embody opposing concepts of language, convertible and

differential, just as Goux outlines in his Coiners of Language as described above.

The linguistic antagonism between Belokopytov and Kolenkorov is reiterated in

multiple ways throughout the story.  Several times, Belokopytov’s deeds and words

implicitly interrogate the value of the naturalistic representation to which Kolenkorov

entrusts such truth-telling force.  This happens, for instance, when Belokopytov, after

desperate and unsuccessful searches for a “philological” job, accepts a position in a

kooperativ (a cooperative store, many of which flourished throughout the country during

                                                  
50 The fact that Belokopytov cannot find a translation job does not necessarily correspond to Soviet reality.
Boris Eichenbaum, in his 1924 discussion of the Soviet literary context of the day complains that too many
writers were concerned with translating foreign literature (368).
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the years of New Economic Politics).  Trying to justify his descent from working as an

intellectual with specialized skills to working as a simple salesman, Belokopytov, as

narrated by Kolenkorov, states that he:

razvil im tseluiu filosofskuiu sistemu o neobkhodimosti prisposobliatsia, o prostoi
i primitivnoi zhizni i o tom, chto kazhdyi chelovek, imeiushchii pravo zhit’,
nepremenno obiazan, kak i vskiakoe zhivoe sushchestvo i kak vsiakii zver’,
meniat’ svoiu shkuru, smotria po vremeni (2: 79).

developed a whole philosophical system about a necessity for adaptation, about a
simple and primitive life, and about the fact that each person who has the right to
life is obliged, like any other living creature, any other animal, to change its skin
according to the times.

With the metaphor of “changing skin,” Belokopytov expresses his own understanding of

the “visual facts.”  Attributing a metamorphic sense (changing one’s skin) to material

circumstance (working at a job for which he hasn’t trained), he strips Kolenkorov’s visual

facts of their inherent quality of truth, suggesting that what one sees is not necessarily

what is: materiality itself is an expression of the “times,” a product of socially

conditioned symbolic machinations rather than immutable substance.  Figurative

language, which itself questions the convertibility of language by generating meaning

through precisely difference, is the most appropriate form for Belokopytov to apprehend

his situation and to represent his real facts.

Strikingly, Kolenkorov responds to Belokopytov’s metaphor with a remark that

the latter was talking “about that great scientific theory…, about so-called mimicry” (2:

80).  While Belokopytov suggests here that reality is best expressed through figurative

language, through abstraction and difference, Kolenkorov feels forced to make a reverse
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step, to de-metaphorize his protagonist’s expression by bringing it back to a scientific

practice and thus locating it within empirical material reality.51

 Another example of Belokopytov’s perspectives that specifically contrast with

Kolenkorov’s espoused order of things is to be found in the former’s practices at the

cooperative store.  It is noteworthy that the only chance Kolenkorov gives his protagonist

to survive in post-Revolutionary Russia is at the heart of the most basic commercial

activity—buying and selling products.  Kolenkorov does not allow him to work, for

instance, as an electrician, a profession of which Belokopytov has a basic knowledge, but

places him in a store to master the basic skills of economic exchange.  However, instead

of conducting “equal” exchanges according to the rules of the marketplace, Belokopytov

bases his practice in deceptions and illusions:

Ivan Ivanovich […] rasskazyval [Nine] o tom, kak on veshal segodnia maslo.  I
chto liogkii, edva ulovimyi nazhim odnogo pal’tsa na vesy chrezvychaino meniaet
ves predmeta, ostavliia koe-chto v pol’zu prikazchika (2: 81).

Ivan Ivanovich was telling Nina how he weighed butter today—that a light,
hardly perceptible push of a finger on the scale changes considerably the weight
of the object, leaving something to the profit of the salesman.

                                                  
51 Belokopytov’s abstract, rather than naturalist, comprehension of reality is contradicted here not only by
the narrator himself, but also by Belokopytov’s wife Nina.  While Nina’s behavior is generally presented as
immoral and is strongly judged by the narrator, the language of her response to Belokopytov’s
“philosophical system” is analogous to the narrator’s own: “Nina Osipovna didn’t like this kind of abstract
philosophical ideas of his.  She waved her hand in irritation, saying that she prefers not words, but real,
visible facts and money” (2: 81).  Kolenkorov’s account of Nina’s response establishes two main
oppositions, both reminiscent of the narrator’s own introductory remarks: visible facts and money are set
against language and abstract philosophical ideas.  Although gold money is not specifically mentioned in
Nina’s response, money in general is viewed here as aligned with the real and immediately visible in
opposition to the “philosophical” and abstract.  (However, in contrast to Kolenkorov’s call for a naturalist
literature, Nina dismisses words altogether as an abstraction.  Strikingly, her daily activities consist mostly
of the explicitly physical activity of dancing in front of a mirror, rather than any kind engagement with
language.)
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Belokopytov’s dishonest enterprise can be understood as a retreat from his idealist

aspirations.  Considered together with the metaphor of mimicry, his deceptive actions

betray an analogous questioning of reality and its representation.  It is not the visual

appearance of the butter, but rather its representation on the manipulated scale, that

defines the product’s weight, and thus its value: the unmediated perception of the butter

as such does not allow a true estimate of its weight.

Belokopytov demonstrates here that the relation between signifier and the

signified is contingent, and that the significance of the actual material in the final

determination of value is mutable and thus arbitrary.  If Nikolai Kutler, in his

commentary discussed earlier in this chapter, argues that material considerations are

essential to the stability of paper money, even if the relationship between paper notes and

material substance is fully arbitrary, Belokopytov demonstrates his awareness of such an

illusion through his butter-selling enterprise.  Thus while Kolenkorov believes in the

possibility of a transparent sign, Belokopytov consistently exposes such transparency as

deceptive.

The fact that Belokopytov’s linguistic labor is supplanted in “People” by

economic transactions in the cooperative store is not accidental.  It betrays the narrator’s

awareness that the two operate on similar grounds, as if Kolenkorov, by “denigrating”

Belokopytov’s intellectual understanding of basic economic activities, attempts to

demonstrate to his reader how values and objects, signs and substances, operate with one

another.  The “response” he receives from his protagonist—for the story can be read as a

back-and-forth between Koreiko and Belokopytov—is the same: that the meaning of
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signs is a matter of difference, and the objective representation of reality is itself only a

deception.

Zoshchenko himself stated in 1927 that Kolenkorov is a parody of a proletarian

writer.  What stands at the center of this parody then is such a writer’s resistance to the

changing understanding of the nature of the sign, be it linguistic or economic.  In creating

a protagonist, Belokopytov, whose understanding of representational signs is

fundamentally opposite to his own, Kolenkorov seems to demonstrate what happens if a

gold standard—of language or of economics—is rejected.  Belokopytov, by story’s end,

loses his command of language and dies.  Strikingly, his death is not described explicitly:

he simply disappears.  The only thing left behind—the only remainder of Belokopytov’s

life and body—are golden rubles that are subsequently donated to a foster home.

Hard Currency as Figure

In 1924, soon after the last steps of the monetary reform were completed, Vladimir

Maiakovskii wrote two poems: “Burzhui, proshchaisia s priatnymi den’kami, dob’iom

okonchatel’no tviordymi den’gami” (“Bourgeois, Say Goodby to Good Days, We Will

Destroy You with Hard Money”) and “Tviordye den’gi—tviordaia pochva/ dlia smychki

krestianina i rabochego” (“Hard Money—Hard Ground/ For the Union of the Peasant

and the Worker).  Both poems celebrate the results of the reform by drawing comparisons

between then and now—the previous years of inflation and the present moment of

monetary stability.  The first poem describes a peasant’s life before the reform as being

always out of step with time: trying to buy something at the market, the peasant
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constantly confronts the fact that prices have gone up since the last time he was there.

The second poem resorts to metaphors of natural catastrophes, floods and earthquakes,

which intrude into any attempt at stable and equal exchange.  With the introduction of

“hard money” (tviordaia den’ga), the first poem suggests, peasants can be assured of the

stability of prices and of fair exchange; they thus can plan their household budget in

advance.  In the second poem, the trope of money’s “hardness” is expanded to signify the

stability of all patterns of everyday life, and especially of the relations between country

and city.

While the main opposition established by Maiakovskii’s poems is between the

times of inflation and those of monetary stability, the accompanying contrast can be

described as one of confusion versus transparency.  In the middle of the first poem,

Maiakovskii writes,

Pro eti den’gi i ob’iasniat’ nechego./ Vsio, chto nado dlia udobstva
chelovechiogo./ Trioshnitsa kak trioshnitsa, serebro kak serebro./
Khochesh’—pozvanivai, khochesh’— stav’ na rebro./ Teper’ chto serebro, chto
kaznacheiskii bilet—odinakovo obespecheny: raznitsy net (26-27).

There is nothing to explain about this money./ Everything humanity needs for its
own comfort./ Three rubles are just like three rubles, silver is just like silver./  If
you want, you can ring it; if you want, you can put it on its edge./ Now silver is
the same as a banknote—they are equally guaranteed: there is no difference.52

The poem repeats here, quite precisely, the basic premises of the reform: paper money

and silver coins are equal in their value because they are both guaranteed by gold.

Without pronouncing it explicitly, Maiakovskii alludes to gold (“odinakovo

obespecheny” [“equally guaranteed’]) as a universal equivalent which enables silver
                                                  
52 The translations of this and other quotes by Maiakovskii are my own.
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coins and paper banknotes be of an identical value.  Remarkably, the stability of

monetary value is celebrated in the poem as a stability—indeed, simplicity and

transparency—of meaning.  An attempt to explain the new currency produces nothing but

a tautological chain: three rubles are just like three rubles, silver is just like silver.  What

one sees or touches, in other words, is just what it is.  The only explanation of new

currency offered by the poet is the reference to money’s material qualities—“you can

ring it” or “put it on its edge, ” as if to suggest that it is this very materiality which returns

to words their semantic sufficiency.

The second poem demonstrates a similar conception of the reform.  The order of

the world shaken by monetary “earthquakes” is regained, just as meaning is given back to

words: the poem says that before the reform, “poluchalas’ ne smychka, a phrazy

prazdnye” (“There was no union [among peasants and workers], but only idle phrases”)

(30).  The sentence implies that monetary inflation depletes words of their meaning:

linguistic signs turn into empty signifiers.  With the restoration of hard currency, all

relations and representations solidify.  This solidification is intense: in the second half of

the poem, which describes the consequences of the reform, the word “hard” (tviordyi) is

repeated in every sentence.  Maiakovskii resorts here to one of his frequently used

techniques of the literalization of metaphor.  While “hard currency” in 1924 was

primarily a figurative, rather than literal, expression because there was no gold in

circulation,  Maiakovskii contextualizes the word “hard” in each subsequent line of the

poem in such a way as to make sure that “hard” indeed be understood as literally hard.53

                                                  
53 On the literalization of metaphor in Maiakovskii’s work see Edward J. Brown.
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Thus the poem ends with the words: “Tviordye den’gi—tviordaia pochva/ dlia delovoi,

nastoiiashcheii smychki” ( “Hard money—hard ground/ for an efficient, real union”)

(31).  Metaphoric “hard currency” is ultimately transformed into a literal “hard ground.”

Thus if the first poem insists on a transparency of meaning brought about by the

circulation of hard money, the second poem confirms this by successfully converting a

figurative expression into material reality.  While in “People,” the literalization of

metaphor (in Kolenkorov’s discussion of Belokopytov’s “changing skin” in terms of the

scientific theory of mimicry) functioned to set naturalist transparency, in Maiakovskii’s

poem, it acts to confirm the convertibility of signs, to establish and equivalency between

signifier and signified.

The figure of hard currency drew the attention not only of Maiakovskii; it is the

subject of another 1924 story by Zoshchenko, entitled “Tviordaia valiuta” (“Hard

Currency”).  In this story, Grigorii Ivanovich, Zoshchenko’s first-person narrator and the

protagonist, reflects on the impact of the monetary reform.  He sees hard currency as

inherent not only to an economy with stable monetary circulation, but also to an economy

from which money is largely excluded.  Such a position sounds paradoxical, but the

paradox belongs to the linguistic rather than economic realm: for Grigorii Ivanovich, the

meaning of “hard currency” is based above all on the hardness of the material from which

money, or its equivalent, is made.  Any hard, and potentially exchangeable object such as

a ring, cigarette case, or coin belongs to this category.  The meaning of the word “hard,”

in all its uses, is inherently connected to material fact.  Language,  in economic terms, is

convertible: hard is hard is hard.  Similarly, any soft object is identified by the narrator as
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soft currency; specifically, he speaks thus of both paper money and pants.  Similar to

Kolenkorov in Zoshchenko’s “People,” then, Grigorii Ivanovich sees language as

inherently “naturalistic”—signs correspond to things, as direct equivalents of the

material, visible, and true facts of reality.

Several critics have argued that Zoshchenko’s stories can be interpreted through

the trope of “unculturedness”—that is, through the stories’ protagonists’ inability to live

up to cultural expectations and their instinct to denigrate idealistic aspirations. 54

Zoshchenko’s heroes prefer materiality to spirituality, substance to form.  This

“unculturedness,” more broadly understood, is the protagonists’ inability to comprehend

and operate within the established symbolic norms of their culture.  Grigorii Ivanovich’s

“unculturedness” is undoubtedly central to “Hard Currency,” and is responsible for much

of the story’s comic effect.  I want to argue here, however, that the ultimate subject of

exploration in Zoshchenko’s narrative is not the protagonist’s ignorance, but language

itself.  Just as in “People,” two concepts of language are at stake: convertible, or

transparent, language—which is the premise of Grigorii Ivanovich’s actions—and

differential language as congealed in the metaphoric form of hard currency as Grigorii

Ivanovich fails to understand it.  Zoshchenko, with the help of his naïve narrator,

explores these two concepts of language through the prism of the currency that emerged

from the 1922-24 reform.

Grigorii Ivanovich’s confusion and speculations about forms of money present a

vision of the reform of 1922-24 as a semiotic turn, an event that explicitly parts signifier
                                                  
54 See for instance Iiurii Shcheglov’s “An Encyclopedia of Unculturedness: Zoshchenko: Stories of the
1920s and The Sky-Blue-Book.”
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from signified (that is, paper money from gold), as well as linguistic signs from the

reality to which they refer.  For the reform made the “hard” in “hard currency” truly

disembodied, equating it, in direct opposition to Zoshchenko’s protagonist, with the soft

materiality of paper money.  While the central goal of the reform was to establish a direct

correspondence between signifier (paper money) and signified (gold), Zoshchenko’s

story’s focus on the reform’s hard currency as primarily a metaphor betrays the failure of

these attempts.  The metaphor in “Hard Currency,” just as the metaphor of mimicry in

“People,” serves to emphasize the differential and abstract nature of language in contrast

to ideas of its convertibility and transparency.

The separation of signifier and signified around which the ironic effect of “Hard

Currency” is organized, is what Grigorii Ivanovich cannot comprehend.  His efforts are

directed towards neutralizing the semantic confusion brought about by this separation and

thus towards the return of convertible language.55  The mode in which these efforts take

place can be described as a process of systematic disfigurement and desymbolization.

Not only does Grigorii Ivanovich’s acceptance of any hard object as hard currency

deprive the word “hard” of its figurative meaning, but it also annuls the elevated

symbolic status of “currency”—that is, of the concept of the universal equivalent as such.

While currency comes to be a universal equivalent through symbolic (that is institutional,

national, or popular) acceptance, Grigorii Ivanovich insists that any object can turn into

                                                  
55 Grigorii Ivanovich’s confusion of linguistic meaning can be considered in terms of Paul de Man’s
differentiation between figurative and literal meaning.  As de Man writes, “[t]he same grammatical pattern
engenders two meanings that are mutually exclusive: the literal meaning asks for the concept whose
existence is denied by the figurative meaning” (9).   Similarly, Grigorii Ivanovich’s misfortunes occur
precisely because he confuses the figurative use of “hard” in “hard currency” with its literal meaning, and
thus his economic transactions go awry.
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proper currency just by the simple fact of being exchanged.  Thus immediate personal

engagement and sensual experience—rather than established symbolic norms—constitute

for him the rules of everyday life, including those regarding the operation of language

and money.  Instead of accepting abstract forms, he tries to make both language and

money material and transparent by means of his subjective will.

Disfigurement takes on even more significant role in the second part of the story

in which Grigorii Ivanovich tells how he “sold” a grand piano in a purely non-monetary

act of exchange.  After many unsuccessful attempts to sell the instrument in one piece,

Grigorii Ivanovich and his friends decide to sell it in separate parts: one person thus gets

a string, another pedals, and so forth.  Initially, the piano was sought to be exchanged for

butter (thus stressing the opposition of hard and soft currency in Grigorii Ivanovich’s

vision); however, it is never clear if butter was in fact ever received in exchange.

Grigorii Ivanovich ends his story with the sentence “Nichego, razbazarili” (“Everything

went fine—we squandered it”) which indicates both a happy end and the fact that nothing

was apparently ever received for the piano (1: 224).  Grigorii Ivanovich’s selling of the

instrument can thus be understood as a commercial exchange only in quotation marks: it

has the appearance of a commercial transaction, but nothing is in fact exchanged or sold.

Instead, the transaction leads to the piano’s deconstruction, or disfigurement, its

metamorphosis from a whole and useful object into separate and obsolete parts.

Zoshchenko’s tale of the grand piano curiously mirrors the description of another

wooden object, the table famously discussed by Karl Marx at the beginning of his

analysis of commodity fetishism in the first volume of Capital.  Marx writes:
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The form of wood, for instance, is altered if a table is made out of it.
Nevertheless, the table remains wood, and ordinary sensible thing.  But as soon as
it emerges as a commodity, it changes into a sensible-supersensible thing.  It not
only stands with its feet on the ground, but, in relation to all other commodities, it
stands on its head, and evolves out of its wooden head whims more wonderful
even than when of its own accord it began to dance (163-164).

Marx argues that the first transformation in the development of things—that from simple

wood into a table, for instance—does not pose any problems: it is transparent why and

how wood turns into a wooden table.  Despite the transformation of natural material into

a cultural form, the latter still appears “natural,” as an extension of human “brains and

muscles.”  The table does not have a value, and its meaning (just as the meaning of

simple wood) is sinnlich (sensible, or “appealing to the senses”).  Things change

dramatically when the second transformation—from the table as product into table as

commodity—takes place: nothing is clear, transparent, or natural any longer.  The table

as commodity turns into an enigmatic and contradictory object.  Indeed, to describe it,

Marx uses the oxymoron sinnlich-übersinnlich (sensible-supersensible): one can still

touch and feel the materiality of the table, but the totality of its meaning is now beyond

the senses.  As soon as the table gains value as a commodity, in other words, its meaning

changes and is no longer determined by sensory experience.

Marx’s use of figurative language in his discussion of the table is significant, as

he only resorts to it while talking about the table as a commodity, rather than as a

product.56  As a commodity, the table becomes anthropomorphic as its surface turns into a

                                                  
56 Marx’s writing in general, and the passage I quote in particular, has been the subject of close rhetorical
analysis.  See, for instance, Thomas Keenan, “The Point Is To (Ex)Change It: Reading Capital
Rhetorically.”
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“head” that, even if wooden, is capable of producing ideas.  Marx’s language erupts in

metaphor immediately after his turn to the discussion of commodities, as if suggesting

clear and sober language is not adequate for such discussion. Linguistic tropes in this

passage are used not merely for rhetorical effect, but to embody shifts in value itself:

figurative language parallels the fate of objects whose value has nothing to do with their

material qualities or specific use.  Exchange value is analogous to figurative speech: the

relation of both to what they evaluate or name is necessarily contingent.

Reading “Hard Currency” through the lens of Marx’s analysis, one can describe

Grigorii Ivanovich’s relationship to things and words as precisely sinnlich—he

understands objects through their appeal to his senses, above all hardness or softness of

material.  At the same time, his logic in selling the piano is an inverted mirror image of

Marx’s analysis of the commodity: the grand piano’s participation in exchange, and thus

its transformation from product into commodity, is simultaneously accompanied by its

reduction to the simplest elements, such as pedals or strings.  Through exchange, it

approaches its natural state of being as simple, unformed material.  Grigorii Ivanovich

thus works against Marxist logic: he engages in exchange, but in this process avoids

transforming the use object into pure exchange value.  The piano’s disfigurement, just as

that of figurative language, serves in the story as an escape from abstraction and

contingency, from the separation of meaning and value.57

                                                  
57 While Grigorii Ivanovich’s status as a simple-minded and most likely illiterate peasant could be taken as
an explanation for much of his confusion, his naiveté vis-à-vis money nevertheless remains exaggerated.
Indeed, most members of the Russian peasantry were familiar with money at the time, especially as the
rural economy had experienced unusual growth in the immediate pre-Revolutionary years .  See, for
instance, Esther Kingston-Mann and Timothy Mixter (94-97).
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Zoshchenko’s stories, Maiakovskii’s poems, and Marx’s economic analysis all

center on the same question: that of the relationship of “hard” materiality to “hard” value.

If Marx, in his discussion of the commodity fetishism that is fundamental to capitalist

exchange, sees a world in which the figurative takes over the literal, both Maiakovskii

and Zoshchenko imagine a world in which metaphor is rendered literal.  For both, this

literalization is rooted in relations of monetary exchange (the works of both are a

celebration, precisely, of “hard currency”), but stretches, ultimately, to include structures

of signification more broadly.

Viewing Money

The exploration of the relationship between monetary form and linguistic significance is

explicitly engaged in Zoshchenko’s story “Foma Nevernyi” (“The Doubting Thomas”).

The story tells of Foma Kriukov, who has not seen his son for three years and awaits a

letter from him.  Instead of the long expected letter, however, Foma receives from his son

a five-ruble note.  Foma goes to the post office in the city, and, after receiving the

banknote, is rather surprised.  He expected to see some “signs,” as he calls them, on its

face, but instead he sees an image of a peasant and concludes that the money must have

been forged.  The post office worker assures him of the opposite—that the money is real

and that peasants are now in power.  Excited, Foma wants to see for himself that such a

statement is true.  Assuming that if peasants are indeed in power nothing can prevent him

from crude public behavior, he proceeds to spit sunflower seeds inside the train station

and disrupt the work of a train station employee.  At the end of the story Foma is brought
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to the attention of a guard and has to fill out a protocol.  Vainly, Foma tries to present to

the guard the five-ruble note as a proof of his immunity to the guard’s authority.  Foma’s

own conclusion is that “they” had lied to him—peasants are, indeed, not in power.

Zoshchenko wrote this story towards the end of 1924, just a few months after a

five-ruble banknote guaranteed by gold was issued as part of the final stages of the

monetary reform.  The paradoxical turn of the story, however, is that the actual monetary

value of the banknote, five rubles, excites Zoshchenko’s protagonist’s imagination only

for a moment, and only before he actually sees the note.  Instead of monetary value, it is

the banknotes’ image of peasants at work that captivates Foma and motivates his actions

throughout the story.  Thus instead of using money and converting it into material goods,

Foma indulges in reading and interpretation and tries to “materialize” his own situation

into what, in his opinion, the banknote represents.  As in the stories discussed above,

money figures here not only as an economic, but above all a semiotic, object: the

materialization, or convertibility, of monetary signs is the focus of Zoshchenko’s

narrative.

To explore Zoshchenko’s story further, I want to address the question of Foma’s

investment in the banknote’s image that motivates its narrative: why does Foma become

so invested in the banknote’s image, and why does he believe that whatever is shown on

the note must be true?  The story itself offers a possible answer to these questions.  While

the perplexed Foma tries to understand why the banknote looks so different from what he

is used to, the post office worker comments: “Muzhik izobrazhion.… zamesto tsaria

izobrazhion” (The peasant is represented …instead of the tsar) (1: 228).  Realizing that
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the image of a peasant replaced that of the tsars, Foma thus understands that the power of

the latter has been shifted to the former.  He admits that he has heard of such a transfer of

power, but did not pay much attention to it.  It is only the “portrait, ”as he calls the image

on the banknote, that provides Foma with the confidence that peasants have indeed

gained power:  “No esli na dengakh portret… Neuzheli zhe ne vrut?” (“But if the portrait

is on the money…  It looks like they don’t lie?”) (1: 227).  The emphasis in the last quote

is “on the money” (“na den’gakh”), suggesting that money, unless forged, cannot

lie—whatever it represents must be true.  Money thus figures as a token not only of

commercial value, but above all, of truth.

The images of the tsars on paper money had been removed already by the

provisional government in power between the two 1917 Revolutions (from February

through October of that year).  The first banknotes with Soviet symbols were introduced

to the public in 1919; images of working class figures and peasants were added, at the

latest by 1923 (Figs. 5-6).58  Zoshchenko’s protagonist, however, is fascinated by a

banknote of 1924, acting as if he has not seen any of the previous banknotes with Soviet

regalia.  Foma’s consideration of this money as a token of truth, I want to argue here, is

rooted not simply in the equation of the image of the tsar and that of the peasant, but in

the similar monetary policies of imperial Russia and the post-Revolutionary Soviet

Republic by 1924, above all the guarantee of the currency of each by gold.

Paper money before 1914 was not only guaranteed by, but also convertible into

gold, just as the image of the tsar on Russian banknotes was a direct expression of his
                                                  
58 These images were named “The Soldier,” “The Worker,” and “The Peasant,” and were made after the
well-known and eponymous sculptures by Ivan Shadr, a prominent post-Revolutionary artist.
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power.  As an embodiment of a specific economic and semiotic structure, this money was

rooted in the direct equation of signifier and signified, the convertibility of one into the

other: a paper note could be exchanged for a bar of gold.  It is this notion of the sign,

reinforced by the reference to gold on the new money from 1924, that is ultimately

responsible for Foma’s misreading of the banknote in Zoshchenko’s “Foma Nevernyi.”

Although one cannot be entirely sure which historical banknote Foma supposedly

receives in the story, one can identify the single five-ruble note guaranteed by gold at the

time of the story’s composition.  Issued in February of 1924, the note features a central

image of two peasants sowing a field in their new tractor, topped with the statement “Five

Rubles in Gold” (Fig. 7).  The image represents not just peasants, but labor, the act of

planting.  Indeed, these peasants appear to be creating something from nothing, turning a

weed-strewn field into a model of agricultural order.  In doing so, they are moving away

from the viewer, into an open space. The note’s text, declaring “Five Rubles in Gold,” is

part of this same space—separated by neither border nor frame, it appears to hover in the

sky above these peasants, as if the dust from their efforts has collected into a miraculous

emanation.  Value, it appears to say—even that of gold—emerges directly from labor,

and the way to communicate this fact is through visual imagery.  Indeed, this image

occupies precisely the same space as the words on the chervonets note—the words which

tell us that the value of the banknote is rooted in gold (Fig 1).  While the chervonets

banknote, as I stressed in the previous section, is predominantly, even excessively,
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linguistic (though stressing the visual form of text in its use of capital letters), the five-

ruble banknote, in contrast, is uniquely pictorial.59

By stating that the note is “uniquely pictorial” I mean that the extensive, and

above all narrative, iconography of the image is singular in the history of post-

Revolutionary money.  This fact is evident if one compares Foma’s five-ruble note to

other representations of working class figures on post-Revolutionary notes (Figs. 5-6).

Such figures functioned commonly as static symbols, monumentalized and isolated from

any specific social context or narrative space.  The image on Foma’s banknote, by

contrast, is essentially realist: its space is that of the real world and it conveys a clear

narrative consisting of past, present and future.60  The reader of the bill sees not only the

actual moment of the tractor’s digging into the soil, but also what already has been

completed and what is still to be done.61

Yet the most significant aspect of the banknote’s pictorial realism is Foma’s

reference to the image as a “portrait”—a visual genre which, perhaps more than any

other, is, defined by the likeness of representation and referent.  Foma, indeed, considers

the “portrait” as something very special and very different from other signs.  One senses

this perspective already in his initial question after he sees the banknote—“Where are

                                                  
59 It should be noted that the reverse of the five-ruble bill included a text specifying the funds by which its
value was guaranteed, including gold, foreign reserves, state properties, etc.  Since only the banknote’s face
is of concern in Zoshchenko’s story,  it remains my sole focus here as well.
60 Another “narrative” image can be found on a three-ruble bill of the same issue as the five-ruble note
considered here.  It shows two workers reading a book, we can assume after a hard day of labor.  The
workers are represented realistically; however, they are taken out of their natural space and portrayed with
nothing save the banknote’s white background around them.  The image thus appears static, as opposed to
the tangible movement of the five-ruble note.
61 The term “realism” here is used not so much in accordance with the specific 19th century doctrine of that
name, but rather as a general term evoking the idea of a truthful and objective representation of reality.
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signs?” (“Znaki-to gde?”) (1: 227).  One does not know what kind of signs Foma asks

for—images, words, numbers, or maybe watermarks—but he obviously looks for

something he had previously seen on monetary notes, perhaps something signifying the

legality of the banknote’s circulation.  The mode in which the question is asked, its very

general reference to “signs” (znaki), betrays a sense of distance and disinterestedness.

While testifying to Foma’s literacy on how to read money, the question establishes a

strong contrast to his later emotional investment in the “portrait” on the banknote.  While

the signs appear to function for him as abstract symbols, the portrait acts on him as

something real and material, promoting a sense of recognition and identification.

The difference between abstract symbols and realist portrait might better be

understood through the prism of Lacan’s concepts of the symbolic and imaginary as

outlined in Chapter 1.  Foma’s remarks during his examination of the banknote make the

differentiation between these two registers evident.  The signs for Foma (the “znaki” he

asks about) remain just that—signs, products of a symbolic order, in which meaning is

generated by a symbolic structure within which Foma himself is an inherently alienated

subject, divided from himself.62  The image on the five-ruble note, in contrast, allows for

a direct identification of the sort Lacan would describe as belonging to the “imaginary”:

while looking at the “portrait” Foma experiences a sense of recognition, coherency and

integrity, a perfect harmony of his own experience and the symbolic object with which he

is confronted.  Not only does he recognize on the banknote the kind of work he is familiar

                                                  
62 Foma, in fact, registers his own alienation while constantly referring to “them”— nameless, unidentified
persons representative of a social system that produces signs from which he feels alienated and with which
he cannot identify.
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with, but the image itself offers him a ground on which to stand as if fused with the world

he sees there (it “sutures” him, in the language of film theory), greeted by a peasant who

looks back in return.

This identification, however, is more than just recognition; it results, above all, in

a position of authority within what Lacan calls the gaze.  Lacan has argued that “[w]hat

determines me [as a subject], at the most profound level, in the visible, is the gaze that is

outside” (1977, 106).  Yet looking at the image of the five-ruble note, Foma, we can

argue, not only sees “himself being seen” by the image,  but also, in his identification

with the peasant, sees himself seeing within or through it.  Indeed, the two peasants

represented on the five-ruble note control the visible field around them and exercise this

control through precisely their labor: they are positioned at approximately the center of

the image and their upright standing bodies look at the surrounding space from the height

of the tractor.  The two figures are geometrically reversed: while one is looking forward

the other is looking back, leaving nothing outside their field of vision.  The process of

working the (social) field here is simultaneously a process of structuring this same field,

as we see perfectly aligned beds of soil on the right side of the tractor.  It is through

identification with this controlling, structuring and productive vision that Foma assumes

his own sense of power.  In fact, Foma’s final “testing” of his newfound power betrays

just such an assumption: he shoves his head through the cashier’s window at the station

for no other reason, as he tells the angry cashier, than to observe the space usually closed

to general public view.
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Just as Kolenkorov and Grigorii Ivanovich believe in the transparency of the

linguistic sign, so Foma identifies with the image on his new five-ruble note.  All three

figures understand representational signs as convertible rather than differential elements.

In contrast to Zoshchenko’s other two stories, however, “Foma Nevernyi” privileges

image over language.  In addition to Foma’s fascination with the banknotes’ portrait

rather than its text, linguistic elements are downplayed elsewhere in the story.  Most

notably, at its outset, Foma waits for a letter from his son, a letter which never arrives.

Instead, he receives the five-ruble banknote, as we have seen, which comes to replace

writing, especially as Foma assumes from it that all is well with his son, eliminating the

very need for a written note.

With its tale of an imaginary identification between Foma and the world of the

banknote’s image, “Foma Nevernyi” responds to the cultural insistence on the

convertibility of the sign—on the equation of paper money and gold, linguistic sign and

material referent, portrait and subject.  Strikingly, while Zoshchenko’s  protagonist

explores the image of the banknote’s face, he fully ignores the reverse side of the bill,

which features the same text as the chervonets banknotes—one that declares the value of

the chervonets to be rooted in gold.  This text and the image of peasants are here two

sides of the same token and have parallel messages: they state that value is something

real and material, either located in gold, or naturally emerging from labor.  By focusing

on the imaginary identification between image and subject, the narrative suggests that the

identification between signifier and signified, as of paper and gold, is an imaginary

process altogether.
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For all its focus on the convertibility of the sign, the end of “Foma Nevernyi” can

indeed be understood as Foma’s realization that signs are in fact inconvertible and

necessarily abstract.  When Foma has to sign a protocol documenting his disruptive

behavior, he marks it with a cross, rather than an individual signature.  While the episode

hints at Foma’s illiteracy (not a surprising fact, as in 1924 at least half of the peasant

population still could not read or write, although Zoshchenko’s story explicitly indicates

that Foma at least could read63), it acquires also an additional meaning within the

narrative as a whole.  The most generic and impersonal sign of “x” substitutes here for a

signature, for what is seen as precisely the written equivalent of a portrait.  Foma, in a

desperate moment of disappointment, uses neither word nor image, but rather a pure

symbol to document his presence, after his attempts to present the five-ruble banknote as

evidence of his own power have proven fruitless.  Instead of the perfect recognition

existing between Foma and the banknote’s portrait, the “x” declares a fundamental rift

between Foma’s subjective experience and the cultural representation of this—for the

mark can refer to anyone or anything.

If at the beginning of the story money was a site of truth, by its end the banknote

has turned into a lie, the very embodiment of the inconvertibility of the sign.64  Foma is

                                                  
63 The 1926 census showed that 55 percent of the rural population was still illiterate, despite massive
attempts to restructure cultural and educational institutions throughout the country.  See Régine Robine,
“Popular Literature of the 1920s: Russian Peasants as Readers.”  Russia in the Era of NEP: Explorations in
Soviet Society and Culture, ed. Sheila Fitzpatrick, Alexander Rabinowitch, Richard Stites (253-267).
64 The anticipation of this, however, can be found already in the title of the story.  “Foma Nevernyi” can be
translated into English in two ways: figuratively, as “Doubting Thomas,” and literally, as “Wrong Foma,”
“False Foma,” or “Unfaithful Foma.”  It is important to note in this connection that for the former,
figurative, meaning, Russian offers another expression, “Foma Neveruiushchii,” with an active participle as
in the English “doubting Thomas.”  In using the non-active-participle form, Zoshchenko thus chooses
ambiguity rather than clarity.  Just as with “hard currency,” literal and figurative meanings here counter one
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not in power, the image on the five-ruble note does not speak to him as he initially

understood, and Foma’s signature, as a literal “crossing out,” declares the protagonist

himself as absent, putting itself in Foma’s place as a mark of his non-being.

Conclusion

In his 1923 examination of revolutionary phraseology, Grigorii Vinokur, a literary critic

and linguist associated with the formalist journal LEF, wrote:

almost all elements of our phraseology are worn-out cliches, faded coins (stiortye
piataki): you cannot understand their value.  They are the devalued money of
1917-1921: the stones on the roadway are crying out about the devaluation,
denomination of these banknotes.  It is impossible to grasp its specific gravity;
these words mean absolutely nothing.  If it would concern only the matter of
“euphony” or “beautiful” language—as probably some of us think—than it would
not be worth starting with this issue.  But the thing is, behind these words’
impoverishment (slovesnoe obnishchanie), behind this catastrophic fall of our
linguistic currency, which is absolutely inconvertible, a great social danger is
hidden (113).

While using money as a metaphor for a language that has lost its meaning, Vinokur’s

analysis does not explicitly argue that monetary value and linguistic meaning are

inextricably connected.  Nevertheless, his comparison of Soviet language and inflated

currency does not stand alone: together with the works of Zoshchenko, Maiakovskii and

others, Vinokur’s comments—and specifically, his attribution of a loss of linguistic

meaning to an erosion of material value and, as a result, to an inconvertibility of language

                                                                                                                                                      
another: while “doubting Foma” centers on the subject who by questioning meanings confirms his sense of
identity, the “doubted (wrong, unfaithful) Foma” turns this notion around, situating the protagonist’s
subjectivity as that which is itself questioned by representation.
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itself—bespeaks a widespread questioning of representation in Soviet culture of the time,

brought about by, and often seen through, monetary politics.

For although the economic reforms of 1922-24 produced a stable currency in the

chervonets, the symbolic instability resulting from the years of War Communism

continued, and was often figured in the literature of the period as a confusion or naiveté

concerning money: Foma’s over-investment in the image on his five-ruble note, Grigorii

Ivanovich’s insistence that hard currency must be literally hard, Maiakovskii’s

celebration of the materiality of silver coins.  Indeed, following the stabilization of the

chervonets by 1924, another set of economic debates arose as to how one could

distinguish Soviet money, as a product of socialism, from its Western counterparts.  The

terms of these discussions, focusing on the opposition of money’s form to money’s

content, can be seen as well in Soviet literary production of the late 1920s and early

1930s, which will be the subject of the following chapter.
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Chapter Three
Form’s Content, Content’s Form

Part One: Money and Not-Money: Economic Arguments Between 1928-1935

The years 1928-1935, often referred to as those of Stalin’s revolution “from above,”

transformed Soviet society from a chaotic and ideologically ill-defined construct to a

rigid Stalinist system built around a hegemonic political system, planned economy, and

strictly defined cultural norms.  Due to internal contradictions within the Soviet economy

in these years—above all, the need for an influx of investment capital coupled with

policies geared toward collectivizing the country's productivity under state

control—money could not be comfortably accommodated within the Stalinist system.

Although its economic role was thus severely limited (rationing cards, for instance, took

the place of currency for many basic transactions), money nevertheless continued to

circulate and be needed for economic development.

This ambiguous position came to be understood in economic arguments of the day

as one rooted in the antagonism between money’s content (its function within a strictly

socialist system of planned distribution) and money’s form (its market-like operation

structured through circulation and exchange and dictated by fluctuating cycles of supply

and demand).  Key figures in these discussions were Evgenii Preobrazhenskii, discussed
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already in chapter one, and Genrikh Kozlov, both of whom argued that money in socialist

society somehow managed to eclipse form altogether and function as pure content.  These

arguments will be the focus of this chapter’s first section, which will dissect the rhetoric

structuring Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov’s economic positions in order to establish a

framework for the literary analyses to follow in section two.  Focusing on texts by

Nikolai Liashko, Veniamin Kaverin, and, in particular, Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov, the

chapter’s second half will argue that literary works of the early Stalinist period often

engage with, and even complicate, the dialectic of monetary form and content as

discussed within economic debates of these years.  Beyond this, the chapter will contend,

such literary works demonstrate the broader relevance of these debates for probing the

nature of representation itself within the increasingly rigid Stalinist state.

 The Economic Policies of the First Five-Year Plan

The relative prosperity of the USSR in the mid-1920s—the result of the New Economic

Politics—began to fade around 1926-1927.  The reason for this decline, as economics

scholars largely agree, was the exhaustion of the agricultural sector, which had been

expected to provide a significant economic surplus and thus finance the necessary

development of the Soviet economy.  The peasants, increasingly in revolt against the

rigid collection of agricultural goods imposed on them by the Bolshevik government,

refused to give away their products without receiving an equivalent in factory-made

goods in return.  This, together with poor harvests in the second half of the 1920s,
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resulted in a massive food shortage starting around 1927 and continuing on and off for

many years to come.65

The government’s response to this crisis, however, was to continue its earlier

policies by imposing even more rigid coercive measures on peasants, notably, the

lowering of the price of grain and increasing of the price of goods delivered to the

countryside.  Although these measures improved grain collection and its export for a

short period of time, the situation remained very unstable.  This instability was expressed,

above all, in the massive discrepancies between official and private market prices.

According to Edward Hallett Carr and Robert Davies, food items were sold in private

markets at more than twice the price established by the government (269). In order to

avoid the threat of these discrepancies for the planned processes of industrial expansion,

one of the major efforts to transform the country towards a socialist economy involved

organizing collective farms and eliminating private trading in agricultural products.66

Along with the collectivization of the countryside, a rapid process of

industrialization defined the course of the Soviet Union’s development at this time.  With

the introduction of the First Five-Year Plan in 1928, the government attempted to

transform the backward, still primarily agricultural economy into a self-sufficient and

industrially and technologically advanced one.  Several main principles guided Soviet

economic organization in this period.  Above all, national economic planning was

                                                  
65 Alex F. Dolah and John E. Elliott, for instance, show that a reduction in grain prices of 20 percent, the
elimination of voting rights for rich peasants (kulaks) and raising of taxes on these same people, were
among the main reasons for the grain crisis.  “These measures created powerful incentives for peasants,
especially relatively rich ones, not to produce and market their products” (70).
66 As Dolah and Elliott demonstrate, in 1927 there were 14, 800 collective farms; by 1932, the number had
increased to 211,100 (77).
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heralded as the ultimate means of coordinating and unifying economic development, and

thus was privileged over the market economy.  Central planning was supposed to allocate

resources and distribute incomes equitably, thus helping to avoid economic fluctuations,

crises, and depressions.  State ownership of, and control over, the means of production

was deemed superior to any private property relations, and heavy industry preferable to

both light industry and agriculture.  Finally, investment rather than consumption was the

focus of economic planning, in order to facilitate the development of heavy industry.67

While the USSR's industrial development made an immense step forward

between 1928-1935, the effects of these measures on the consumer economy and on

everyday life, especially between the years 1929 and1933, were cruel.  An American

engineer visiting Moscow in 1930 described the impact of this rapid industrialization as

follows:

On the streets all the shops seemed to have disappeared.  Gone was the open
market,  Gone were the nepmen.  The government stores had showy, empty boxes
and other window dressing.  But the interior was devoid of goods (qtd. in
Fitzpatrick, 1999, 41).

There are many accounts of shocked Western observers during these years who were

hoping to see prosperity but instead confronted devastating poverty.  The government

response to the shortage of essential goods was to introduce a rationing system in order to

secure a minimal supply of necessary items, including food and clothes, for the

                                                  
67 This summary of the main features of the economic transformation brought about by the First Five-Year
Plan is indebted to Paul R. Gregory and Robert C. Stuart, Soviet and Post-Soviet Economic Structure and
Performance and Edward Hallett Carr and Robert Davies, Foundations of a Planned Economy, 1926-1929 .
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population.  Each worker received a number of “coupons” which assigned the name and

quantity of a product she or he was permitted to buy.

However, as Elena Osokina notes, the state rationing system could provide

workers with only very limited amounts of goods; they had to satisfy the rest of their

needs within the private sector of the economy, which, if not forbidden, was barely

tolerated by the government.68  Osokina documents that workers “bought 40 to 45 percent

of their fire wood, 20 percent of their leather shoes, 10 to 15 percent of their clothes and

soap and 7 percent of their coal at markets.  Only kerosene and cotton came almost

exclusively from the state” (2001, 92).  The markets of the private sector operated

through both barter and monetary exchange, although market prices generally were much

higher than those planned by the state.  The rationing system was also designed

specifically for people working exclusively within government-run enterprises and thus

excluded large segments of the country’s population.  For any disadvantaged segment of

society, the semi-illegal markets were the only place for obtaining any goods at all.

What role was money to play in such a dual economy, one part of which reduced

to a minimum the classic fluctuations of a market economy as diagnosed by Marx, but

inadvertently fostered its underbelly, a shadowy economy of barter and black markets

that operated on laws of supply and demand and scarcity?  The result of such duality was

that neither goods nor capital were circulating strictly officially. Neither productivity nor

a gross national product measured by collection of tolls, taxes, or tariffs existed to

                                                  
68 “Private sector” at the time meant not officially established private businesses, which were for the most
part forbidden , but very basic street trade activity—“street hawkers,” as Harry Greenwall, a traveler from
Britain, referred to them in his account Mirrors of Moscow, 35-38.
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produce revenue streams for the official economy.  Under these circumstances, the

relatively stable Soviet currency of 1924 could not survive for long because its value

could not be indexed to any national assets.  Since collectivization and industrialization

required investments that the country was unable to obtain, the gap was often closed by

printing more money and thus setting off further inflation cycles. The amount of paper

money being put into circulation continued to grow while trade was simultaneously

diminishing.  The rationing system did not provide the ground for successful turnover of

money.  It was mostly in the private sector where it continued to function as a traditional

means of circulation and exchange.  Instead of using devalued rubles, the private sector

started using gold, silver and foreign currency as a secure means of exchange.  As the

circulation of rubles continued to diminish a newly revived discussion of the

disappearance of money in socialism found its way into the Soviet press by at least

1930.69

However, money was far from disappearing.  It was indispensable not only for

small-scale private trade outside planned distribution, but also for special Soviet

“institutions” such as the chain of stores called Torgsin.  Founded in 1930 to support

foreigners who did not have any access to rationed food, the stores of this chain initially

sold a large variety of goods at very high prices, mostly for foreign currency.70  The

foreign currency, indexed to the productivity of other countries, provided the Soviets with

support for their currency. This support for Soviet rubles was soon augmented when

                                                  
69 See, for instance, Za industrializatsiiu, February 14, 1930.
70 One such store is brilliantly described at the end of Mikhail Bulgakov’s Master and Margarita, in a scene
in which two of the novel’s central figures poke fun at Soviet citizens shopping there.
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Torgsin opened its doors to Soviet citizens.  At  the height of the food shortage in 1930,

bread generated 54 percent of the store’s sales (Osokina, 1995, 95).  A few other stores,

targeting originally an “elite” consumer, became slowly a default option for any citizen

who could acquire any funds to spend there.  If money’s role within Soviet culture was

limited, it was not due to planned changes within the category of money; rather, its

changing status was the result of the unintended and unforeseen insufficiencies of

socialist economic development.  The praised and promoted disappearance of money at

the time pointed to the disappearance of the deficient ruble rather than the diminishing of

currency’s significance altogether.

As the economic situation progressively improved between 1933 and 1935, the

price gap between rationed goods and the goods of Torgsin and other similar institutions

slowly narrowed, and by the time the rationing system was abolished in 1935, the price

gap was nearly eliminated.  By the mid-1930s, the Soviet Union was once again a society

in which money played a prominent official role.  Although prices were determined by

the planned economy rather than by market relations, the society was far from the ideals

of impecunious communism, and “money consciousness” was encouraged by the

government.  This shift in government policy is notably evident in the abolishment of the

“equal wages policy” that was replaced by a system of monetary rewards and higher

wages based on workers' productivity.71

                                                  
71 An excellent discussion of consumer culture of the mid 1930s, including wage policies of the Stalinist
government, is to be found in Jukka Gronow (Caviar with Champagne: Common Luxury and the Ideals of
the Good Life in Stalin’s Russia).
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Money’s Form and Content

Overall, money in the years between 1928 and 1935 had become an ambiguous

phenomenon: its overt value was disappearing due to inflation, shortage of consumer

goods and rationing, but it was simultaneously needed for economic development, both

as investment capital and as a medium for the exchange of goods for services.  This

continued importance of money allowed Western observers, as well as some Soviet

political and economic analysts, to see Soviet money as no different from its historical

predecessors; the economists Lev Leont'iev and Elizaveta Khmel’nitskaia, for instance,

argued that “the same arch-bourgeois (arkhiburzhuaznaia) category of money serves as a

technical means in the process of socialist economic construction” (qtd. in Kozlov, 114).

With their reference to the “arch-bourgeois category of money,” Leont’iev and

Khmel’nitskaia clearly mean to say that Soviet money is at its core precisely the same as

in capitalism, and that variations posed in monetary circulation by the planned economy

are no more than minor deviations from the traditional category of money.

Such conclusions, uncomfortable for a society eager to define itself against

capitalist values and symbolic forms, facilitated a discussion of what exactly money was

to be in a socialist economy.  Thus, in 1930, Preobrazhenskii argued that Soviet money

was in the process of “some original transformation into a new formation that is money in

the usual sense of the word, and simultaneously, is not” (63).  This transformation,

Preobrazhenskii suggested, was to be brought about by the planned economy, which, in

contrast to the irrational, fluctuating forces of the market, “tamed the chaotic operation of

money and, altering the system of monetary distribution, divorced Soviet currency from
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international monetary value and capitalist monetary laws” (64).  This divorce was

ostensibly managed through the designation of currency as quasi-certificates—or, as

Genrikh Kozlov termed them, “nominal counting entities” (nominal’nye shchiotnye

edinitsy)—which had the exact same external appearance as traditional money, but whose

real “essence” was fundamentally different because it did not allow for market fluctuation

based on surplus value or fetishisms (Kozlov, 120).72  Ostensibly, then, Soviet “money”

did not signify in the same way as money found in capitalist economies.

Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov, among others, systematically trace the changing

nature of socialist money in regard to all dominant monetary functions: as a commodity,

as general equivalent and measure of value, and as a means of circulation and exchange.

In each of these, they identify elements of Soviet money that can no longer be

categorized as strictly “monetary.”  What is particularly noteworthy in their arguments is

how they discuss such self-negation with regard to socialist money—that is, how they

distinguish money from money-like “not-money.”  Consider Kozlov, for instance, in

regard to money as a commodity and form of value:

The presence of value relations evidences that collective relations are not fully
rationalized yet; therefore the “labor coupons” within the planned economy of the
transitional period have an irrational form, disguised under the costume of value,
and are incapable of immediately expressing labor.  [They] are thus formally
money, but essentially, nominal counting entities (p. 121).

Or Kozlov again, in regard to money as a means of circulation:

                                                  
72 The practice of “counting entities” can be observed in Russia today as well: stores which sell expensive
Western items price them in abstract units which reflect their actual price in Dollars or Euros.  Because
pricing in foreign currency is illegal and the ruble has continued to fluctuate excessively, such “abstract
counting unities” serve as a non-monetary price designation.
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In the socialized sector we deal not with the process of circulation, but with the
process of almost direct distribution […] The allegedly real process of circulation
remains in the relation between the socialized and the private sector, but only in
its form—its essence is different. […]  The process of circulation, as the process
of changing forms, is transformed within [socialist] society into the process of
distribution—only in its form does it remain the process of exchange (p. 126).

Or Preobrazhenskii in regard to money’s non-circulation:

Money [in the sector of socialized labor] does not circulate, which means that this
is not money in the usual sense of the word, but only formally money (p. 80-81).

The list of available quotes in this vein is extensive. The construction “formally it

is money, but really it is not” was widespread in Soviet economic thought in the early

1930s.  In Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov’s arguments specifically, money is viewed as

possessing an “inner essence,” “nature,” or “content” that is understood as a natural, even

genetic category.  In contrast to this “content,” monetary form—both the way money

looks as an object and operates within a structure of exchange—is entirely dismissed as

something insignificant for the perception and understanding of what Soviet currency is.

Indeed, the form of socialist money is constantly labeled by Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov

as “just mimicry,” “make-up,” or even “ape-like imitation” of bourgeois currency:

The external form [of money] is always just a mimicry which allows, however, a
calmer development of new relations (Kozlov, 120).

Our currency’s external imitation of capitalist paper money confuses many people
who work in the area of currency politics (Preobrazhenskii, 65).

The content of socialist money appears in these texts as always original, natural, and true.

The form, in contrast, is simulative, artificial, and deceptive.
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As Fredric Jameson points out, the categories of form and content are aesthetic in

origin (328).  Soviet economists’ attempts in the early Stalinist years to describe socialist

money within the framework of these concepts thus imbricates their analysis within

broader cultural and aesthetic debates of the period.  As has been frequently discussed,

Soviet discourse on artistic production in the 1930s celebrated content and denounced

form.  Indeed, the chief cultural project of the day could be understood as that of

somehow escaping form to realize a realm of pure, undiluted content.  As Mikhail

Iampolskii has argued, “[t]he main charge leveled against the formalists was that they

subjected the highly diverse reality around them to certain formal imperatives; form thus

began to emerge as a dominant limiting factor relative to both the fullness of life and the

production of art.  Everyone was talking about “overcoming form”’ (Iampolskii, 166-67).

Similarly, Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov argue for the primary significance of socialist

money’s “living” content, in contrast to the empty formal processes of exchange and

circulation characterizing money in the capitalist system.73

The analysis of money through the categories of content and form within Marxist

economics presents a certain paradox, as Marx’s theories see the nature of money

residing in precisely its formal—that is, symbolic—function.74  In Marx’s genealogy of

the form of value in Capital, money emerges as the result of the “mysterious
                                                  
73 This analogy does not mean that the form of money and that of artistic practices accused of formalism
seek, or accomplish, the same thing.  The opposite is rather true—formalist art generally aims to
defamiliarize common perceptions and objects, while money’s formal role as a token of exchange value is
rooted in an erasure of difference.  The connection between the two betrays, however, cultural uncertainties
about forms of representation more generally, be they in the realm of economics or other cultural spheres.
74 Although the category of monetary content has been widely used in both economic and cultural analysis,
it usually refers to the actual material of which money is made—for instance, gold, silver or paper.
Preobrazhenskii, Kozlov and other economists of the early 1930s understand under “monetary content”
money’s specific role within the socialist system of planned distribution.
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phenomenon” of equivalence, on which exchange value itself is founded (Marx, 139).

Money is the effect, actual body, and objectified form of the abstraction that is necessary

for the act of exchange.  As long as exchange continues to take place in a socialist

economy—and it does, even if only “formally,” as Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov  assert —

money in its established form will be its most natural expression.  The insistence on

money’s essential content and the differentiation of this from functions fulfilled by

money’s form would rightly change the category of money altogether without clarifying

the economic or social implications of that change.

But besides such complications within strictly monetary theories, these arguments

raise questions of semiotic value as well.  As a sign, socialist money is described as

fundamentally conflicted; although a uniform material object, it is otherwise presented as

a non-entity—its signifier (exchange value) fully at odds with its signified (purchasing

power).  What its form represents—that is, the contingency of market value—does not

exist, or is, at the very least, on the verge of disappearance.  At the same time, the

signified—money’s nature or content—is itself not properly representable, entirely

lacking a true expressive form.  Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov’s theories consider money

as an embodiment of the fissure between what they assign to “real” processes and what

appears to be representational forms, and in so doing raise a number of questions.  If the

real value of a monetary sign is produced in the realm of monetary content, how to

account then for the value produced in the realm of monetary form, and how do these

relate to one another?  If the “content” lacks representation, how can it, and its meaning,

be accessible?  If exchange still functions as the most visible and operational
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constituency of everyday life—economic and otherwise—how can its effects, meaning,

and values be dismissed from social significance?

The literary works by Nikolai Liashko, Veniamin Kaverin, and Il’ia Il’f and

Evgenii Petrov explored in the following section illustrate particular answers to these

questions by focusing on money not only as an economic, but also a textual,

phenomenon.  In doing so, these works allow for a better understanding of the operation

of both money and linguistic signs in Soviet culture of the early Stalinist period.  As I

will argue, Liashko, Kaverin, and Il’f and Petrov portray both money and written text as

structured by the opposition of form and content—and in this, establish both

correspondences and points of contention with both Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov.
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Part Two: Language and the Problem of Formal Exchange

As discussed above, the relationship between form and content was a central issue in

Soviet culture of the late 1920s and 1930s, playing an essential role in the emergence and

formation of cultural norms in the 1930s, both aesthetic and otherwise.  Inquiries into the

nature of the form/content relationship included examination of both literary and

everyday language, focusing in particular on the function of language in the realization of

socialist, or communist, aspirations. 75   Such an understanding—and, ideally, control—of

the production of meaning was seen as necessary to establish rigid norms and structures

in Soviet society.76  A central question was thus if language—to follow Marx—should be

understood as part of a superstructure that would ‘organically’ change with the transition

to a socialist mode of production, or as something that required direct institutional

transformation by the state and its institutions. 77

While contemporary scholarship has extensively discussed these linguistic

concerns, focusing in particular on how such criteria as class, ethnicity, and political

views affected the perception, understanding and production of language, money has not

played a significant role in such analyses.  Money, however, permeates the literature of

the period and is closely intertwined with the operation of language in text after text: it is

identified as itself a kind text, serves as a guide to interpretation, and participates in and

                                                  
75 In addition to to Mikhail Iampolskii’s article “Censorship as a Triumph of Life” mentioned above, a good
discussion of the attack on formalism—centered around Dmitri Shostakovich’s opera Lady Macbeth—is
that of Sheila Fitzpatrick’s The Cultural Front.
76 One of the best discussions of the proliferation of linguistic theories throughout the 1920s and 1930s is in
Katerina Clark’s Petersburg, Crucible of Cultural Revolution.
77 The former position was argued by the prominent Soviet linguist Nikolai Marr, who contended that
evolution in language is determined by the evolution of economics.  See, for instance, his 1927
Yafeticheskaia teoriia: programma obshchego kursa ob iazyke.
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often disrupts the production of textual meaning.  Specifically, money’s occupation of

these roles is often framed in literary works of the period in terms of the opposition

between monetary form and content, echoing the economic discussions of

Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov.  Focusing on three literary works of the late 1920s and early

1930s—Nikolai Liashko’s fairy tale “Rubles,” Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov’s novel The

Golden Calf, and Veniamin Kaverin’s novel Fulfillment of Desires—this section

contends that these works’ echoing of contemporary monetary discourse is not just

symptomatic, but critical.  Instead of simply dismissing the circulation and exchange of

signs as “just formal” and thus insignificant—as do Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov in their

discussions of money—the literary works discussed in this section examine the

syntagmatic and contingent operations of representation as an expression of “essential

content.”  While these works do consider the possibility of eliminating formal operations

from the process of socialist signification altogether, they also probe the possibility of

literally incorporating circulation and exchange; that is, of fusing these with the specific

bodies and materials involved in economic and linguistic transactions alike.

Humanized Money: Nikolai Liashko’s “Rubles”

Nikolai Liashko, a fierce advocate of socialist realism and prominent figure within early

Soviet literary history, explicitly engages the relationship of monetary form and content

in socialism in his short fairy tale “Rubles” (“Rubli”).  Written in 1928, the story is set in

an undetermined, but clearly pre-Revolutionary time period and narrated in a dark and

somewhat mystical manner.  It tells of a certain slesar’ (metal worker) who, after
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disagreeing with his factory leaders, is dismissed from work.  Having gained a bad

reputation because of this incident, he searches for another job, but nobody agrees to hire

him.  Hungry and sleepless, with no money to support his family, the slesar’ wonders

through the streets until somebody’s “hand,” as the story tells us, lures him into a

cafeteria.  The hand, as it turns out, belongs to a borodach (a “bearded man”) who offers

the slesar’ a good meal.  As soon as the latter satisfies his hunger, the borodach starts

talking to him as if he has known about the slesar’s situation for a long time. He offers

him some money and adds that the slesar’ need not pay it back.  Rather, he suggests, the

metal worker should use this money to improve his economic condition and then, as soon

as he has any extra money, give it to another worker in real need.  Such circulation of

money from worker to worker, the borodach tells the slesar’, establishes a brotherhood

between all of them and empowers them against the oppressors.  The slesar’, after

leaving the cafeteria, follows the borodach’s advice: he uses the money to improve his

family’s economic situation, finds a job, and, as soon as he has extra money, gives it to a

fellow worker with the same instructions.

Similar to the economic arguments of Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov, money is

traditional money in Liashko’s tale, and, at the same time, it is not.  It looks and

circulates in the same manner as capitalist money—it buys and sells. Yet its meaning and

value, as the tale tries to establish, is determined not through strictly economic structures

of formal exchange and circulation.  Rather, money functions as simply a surface under

which processes take place that are foreign, and even contradictory, to what capitalist

money in Marxist theory is understood to be. Money does not operate as a commodity. It
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is neither possessed nor containable. Instead, it has become a vehicle for disseminating

productivity.  The concluding sentences of the fairly tale read as follows:

I poshli rubli dal’she po svetu guliat’. Khodiat oni, perekatyvaiutsia s mozolei na
mozoli, i s kazhdykh ruk vkhodit v nikh teplo.  Mozhet za more perekinulis’ i tam
svetiat i greiut kosterkom.  I nikto ne v silakh pogasit’ etot kosterok (476).

And so the rubles continue walking throughout the world.  They roll from one
calloused hand to the next, and receive warmth from each of these hands.  Perhaps
they have spread to the other side of the ocean and shine there, and heat through
their little fire.  And nobody is capable of liquidating this fire.78

Two tropes accompany this description of new, not-capitalist, money: light and warmth.

In money’s equation with “fire,” it even figures as an organic element, a primary element

of the natural world.  Instead of being a means of oppression, money turns into the very

agent of enlightenment.  Instead of being the embodiment of alienation—an element with

no use value or substance—money here acquires material personification: it “walks” and

maintains the warmth gleaned when it is transmitted from one user to another.  Instead of

impeding human relations, money’s circulation serves as the very means for

intersubjective experience. Stylistically, Liashko deemphasizes the concept of money as a

commodity possessed by individuals by avoiding any proper names: readers encounter

only a “metal worker,” a “bearded man,” or a “wife,” what can be understood as

prototypically new figures of Soviet consciousness.

Liashko’s story reverses the genesis of money’s value as traditionally understood,

seeing this not as a product of abstract processes of exchange, but rather as a material,

natural, and even bodily substance. Money, in Liashko’s tale, is not alone in its natural

                                                  
78 Translations of this and other quotes from Liashko’s fairy tale are my own.
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essence, however.  For language as well must be materialized and literally embodied to

be true and meaningful.  During the conversation between the borodach and slesar’, for

instance, the borodach convinces the slesar’ that neither a passport nor proper name can

provide the latter a true understanding of who he, the borodach, actually is.  Instead, he

offers the slesar’ his hand—“vsia v treshchinakh, v mozol’nykh bugrakh” (“full of cracks

and blisters”)—which is supposed to provide a much better source for understanding the

borodach’s identity.  And when the slesar’ takes a pen to write down the borodach’s

address, the latter laughs and responds that the slesar’ might not be able to pronounce his

address properly.  Thus any attempt of the slesar’ to position the bearded man through

representational signs proves fruitless.  Just as the meaning and value of money among

the workers is generated through sharing the “warmth” of their hands rather than any

abstract process of exchange, so the true meaning of the sign cannot be separated and

abstracted from the material body—the borodach’s calloused hands.  Meaning presents

itself through materialized signs produced by nothing other than the body’s own labor.

Linguistic signs within the narrative, however, cannot be entirely eliminated.  A

certain “word”—determined in the story as “rabochee slovo” (“a worker’s word”) gains

an immense significance in the process of monetary materialization and humanization.

The borodach tells the slesar’ that he himself was earlier in a similar situation until yet

another worker gave him money and saved him from absolute poverty.  That money,

however, was not a gift: in return, the worker took from the borodach a “worker’s word.”

The Slesar’, as the borodach makes clear, should also give him such a word, as well as

ask for it in return when he later helps another worker.  “The worker’s word”—almost
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always italicized by the author himself—is defined as something “indestructible”

(nerushimoe), something which cannot be made “dirty” (izgadit’), or uttered without true

intent (vybrosit’ na veter).

In these ways the fairy tale implies that the “worker’s word” is immune to

linguistic abstractions of “capitalist” language; it is, indeed, opposed in “Rubles” to

linguistic signs as generally used—to the signs, for instance, which appear in a passport

or written address.  The word, pronounced by the worker in a direct encounter and not

mediated through written signs, gains the same semantic value as the “calloused hands”

of the bearded man.  Both are produced by the body itself, are inseparable from it; as

such they are fundamentally different from the system of reproduction—or

representation—to which traditional linguistic signs and money are considered to belong.

If one cannot entirely eliminate linguistic signs, Liashko seems to suggest, one has to

resignify their operation and eliminate their contingency.

Liashko wrote his story before the economic debates between Preobrazhenskii,

Kozlov and others began, and thus could not have been aware of the specifics of their

arguments.  The fairy tale is written, however, within the same discursive environment:

the economic discrepancies of 1930 were already emerging by 1928, as was the question

of how to express ostensibly true and stable socialist contents through fluctuating and

contingent signs.  In his hopeful tale of workers’ organization against their oppressors,

Liashko rejects current forms of representation (to which both money and language were

central) and suggests a new socialist semiotic.  Circulation and exchange in his fairy tale

act as the very basis for social interaction and unity, serving as the actual form where the
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“content” of socialist processes can be named and realized.  In this new semiotic,

however, exchange functions as the very act of presentation and production, original to

and rooted in the physical bodies of those who exchange.79  Only with such embodiment,

the story suggests, can socialist “content” can be formed and become truly meaningful.

The question remains, however, how much the author himself believed in the

proposal of his story.  Does the fact that he chose the genre of the fairy tale suggest that

he himself considered his vision of properly socialist signs no more than utopian?

Games, Linguistic and Economic: Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov’s The Golden Calf

In the last section of Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov’s 1931 satirical novel The Golden Calf,

Ostap Bender, the novel’s protagonist, finds himself in the possession of one million

rubles, the acquisition of which had been the goal of his efforts throughout the story. He

is eager to start his new life as a Soviet millionaire.  To his own surprise, however, he

discovers that money within the newly established socialist order of the Soviet Union has

lost its previous meaning, operating on premises fundamentally different from those he

had expected or known before.  Traveling through a series of nearly utopian socialist

landscapes in the final pages of the novel, Ostap realizes that even if money still has

some significance within the new society, it is only as public property designated for
                                                  
79 Liashko’s monetary and linguistic exchange appears to function more as ritual than simple economic
activity (especially because it is described in a somewhat mythical manner).  As such, it is comparable to
exchange in the culture of the Narrinyeri people as discussed by Géza Róheim.  The exchange of goods
within Narrinyeri culture was preceded by the exchange of the remains of a child’s umbilical cord.
Commercial exchange was thus spiritually and symbolically connected to the exchange of parts of the body
proper, as a truly intersubjective, non-alienating experience.  In its insistence on the incorporation of bodily
presence within monetary and linguistic exchange, Liashko’s fairy tale attempts to return to a similar kind
of economic symbolization.  If the return to a barter economy—without alienating money—is not possible,
then money itself should turn into a body.
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collective use: he can stay in a hotel only if he is part of a professional organization; build

a house only if it will be used by a collective, and so on.  As private capital, the value of a

million rubles hardly exceeds its worth as mere paper.

Viktor Shklovskii notes in his 1934 review of Il’f and Petrov’s novel in

Literaturnaia Gazeta however, that the writers obviously exaggerated the diminishing

significance of money in Soviet society of the 1930s (3).  Indeed, the novel’s authors

themselves appear to be aware that money was an important part of everyday life in the

Soviet Union at the time: in the first two sections of the novel, money as both material

object and symbolic term operates in all-too-familiar capitalist ways: characters receive

money for their labor, objects wear prices, and commodities are bought and sold

according to the strictures of supply and demand.

Experience with traditional circulation of money in his everyday environment

fails to prepare Ostap for his own fate as a millionaire in the Soviet Union.  Although in

the earlier sections of the novel he had appeared to be a strikingly brilliant reader and

interpreter of people, texts, and objects, Ostap fails to apprehend the changing role and

place of money in socialism.  By focusing on Ostap’s difficulties when faced with the

task of spending his piles of newfound wealth, the novel most straightforwardly appears

to be stating that the nature of money in socialism is different from its role within

capitalism.  In socialism, the meaning and value of currency is determined not by external

appearance or by processes of exchange, but rather by an inner, invisible essence, brought

forth through new structures of socialist economics and politics.
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Portraying the illusions caused by the presence of money in socialism, The

Golden Calf appears to convey a message similar to what Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov

were simultaneously arguing—that similarities between the circulation and exchange of

Soviet currency to those of its capitalist counterparts were irrelevant to its value.

However, the formal operations of circulation and exchange are far from insignificant in

Il’f and Petrov’s narrative.  For Ostap has accumulated his money through verbal

manipulation, and thus the story implicitly equates the value of money with the operation

of language. In this sense, despite the ostensibly affirmative ending to the novel, the

narrative as a whole asks how, and whether, the formal and abstract circulation of signs

can be appropriated in socialist culture.

Money, as noted above, permeates the novel’s narrative in diverse ways: as a

traditional form of value, linguistic trope, aesthetic object, and as a heavy but

meaningless weight.  Most frequently, however, it enters the narrative in exchange for

language, in Ostap’s production and trading of texts for profit. Examples of his frequently

dubious commercial enterprises abound.  At the beginning of the novel, Ostap assumes

the identity of the son of a late revolutionary hero, Lieutenant Schmidt, and tells fictitious

stories from his and his “father’s” life in order to extract money from a small-town

government official; later in the novel, Ostap provides American travelers with a recipe

for homemade vodka, for which they have desperately been looking, and receives in

exchange two hundred rubles; at another moment, he sells for forty rubles a list of words

and expressions which, combined in an infinite number of ways, serves as a

compositional device for a Soviet journalist with writer’s block.  Acting as Ostap’s most
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consistent source of money, language operates in the novel as a true commodity: texts

become meaningful only when they can be bought and sold, their meaning thus explicitly

rooted in exchange.  In addition, Ostap frequently employs artifice to inflate the demand

for his textual products.

Ostap’s ultimate goal, to acquire a million rubles, is achieved through textual

exchange as well.  Approximately midway through the novel, in the chapter

“Kommandor tantsuet tango” [“The Commander Dances a Tango”],  Ostap composes the

biography of Aleksandr Koreiko, a millionaire from whom Ostap is determined to extort

one million rubles.  The biography Ostap writes includes a description of how Koreiko

acquired his wealth though illegal business activities after the Revolution.  This

biography becomes the very means by which Ostap himself receives one million rubles,

as he sells his text to Koreiko later in the novel for just this amount.  Ostap’s text is based

on documentary materials gathered through extensive research.  But the reader of Il’f and

Petrov’s novel does not get a chance to read what precisely Ostap writes about Koreiko;

rather, he or she is faced with a detailed description of how Ostap arrives at the final

outcome of his biographical text.  By concentrating on the form of Ostap’s text at the

exclusion of its content, the authors of the novel are occupied with the same question as

the economists Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov: how these categories relate to one another,

and how value emerges between them.  In contrast to the economists’ argument that

formal operations are insignificant for monetary value, however, the value of linguistic

text in Koreiko’s biography is presented as emerging purely through the formal

manipulation of abstract signs rather than the coordination of meaningful contents.
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The description of Ostap’s composition of Koreiko’s biography is presented

through the extended metaphor of a card game, which has the sense of being excessive,

even unnecessary.80  The reader knows that Ostap possesses a series of documents and

assumes that they themselves are sufficient to prove that Koreiko possesses large

amounts of money.  Yet Ostap has to engage in an exhaustive process of interpretation

and composition, presented as a lengthy process of arranging and manipulating symbolic

signs (cards) rather than meaningful contents, in order to achieve his goal.  The purpose

of this episode appears to be to assert that the content of the fragmentary documents

telling of Koreiko’s life becomes meaningful only when constellated into the proper

form.  Content itself, this passage suggests, is secondary to the formal operations through

which  a winning hand emerges.

The final lines describing Ostap’s writing efforts are represented as an apotheosis

of hermeneutic mastery and pervaded by a sense of totality.  Narrated with the help of

various kinds of documents, including photographs, “Aleksandr Ivanovich Koreiko’s

complete life lay inside the folder” (252). The chapter not only does not question the

possibility of narrating a “complete life,” but, quite the opposite, insists that everything

fit, with no detail excluded or misunderstood (“vsio neiasnoe stalo iasnym”—“everything

unclear became clear”).  The transformation of Koreiko’s life into a text is given as a

totality of meaning where content, while shaped by linguistic form, dissolves in it, the

two becoming indistinguishable from one another.

                                                  
80 Indeed, as an excessive fragment, it is even left out of John H. C. Richardson’s 1961 translation of the
novel.
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As he has done with many other texts in the novel, Ostap sells Koreiko’s

biography  for money.  Yet money’s role in the production of this text is more significant

than the price paid for it: it functions as a governing logic of the composition itself.  Only

because Ostap knows in advance that Koreiko does possess money can he organize the

biographical text in a way that is meaningful and actually true.  Neither content nor form

in itself, money works in the “Kommandor tantsuet tango” chapter as a connective tissue

between the two, a necessary element without which the passage of content into form

would not be possible.  Thus if The Golden Calf is about a search for money, it also

designates explicitly where this money is to be found: in the formal motivation and

structure of signs themselves. combination of the actual body of signification, the

forming principle of texts and their representations.  The position of money in

“Kommandor tantsuet tango” merges signifier and signified, allowing meaning

(Koreiko's life story) to come into being, and enabling Ostap’s text to emerge as a

complete, enclosed whole.

At the same time, the chapter’s claim for the absolute merger of content and form,

and thus for a totality of meaning, falls short: Ostap’s composition of his biographical

text is represented through the metaphor of a card game and its rather shallow symbolic

operation, in which no substance, matter, or content partake.  Card games operate

precisely with the variable play of a set system of signifiers, with no further meaning

beyond that achieved through syntagmatic relations and exchanges between them.  Based

on economic principles of the exchange, collection and manipulation of abstract markers

of value, the game enabling Ostap’s compositional process can be considered a micro-
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economy in itself.  Without specifying what “card game” Ostap plays in writing

Koreiko’s biography, the fragment concentrates on Ostap’s attempts to make the most

profitable connections between the cards without regard to any fixed meaning.

Since the acquisition of money serves here as the ultimate goal of Ostap’s play,

the production of value is thus figured as a matter of exclusively formal exchange.  As a

substitute for writing, furthermore, the metaphor of the card game posits the latter as a

matter of the same economic processes: the fragments of Koreiko’s biography (the

content) turn into abstract signifiers; the ultimate meaning of the text is produced through

their formal exchange.  “Kommandor tantsuet tango” in fact positions such exchange as a

central narrative force and source of meaning within the structure of the novel as a whole,

for which  the chapter serves as a culminating moment.

This portrayal of monetary value as a matter of purely formal exchange is

striking, particularly as it is accompanied by a parallel tale that proposes just the opposite.

For in the same chapter, Ostap’s less sophisticated companions Balaganov and

Panikovskii search for money inside two heavy iron exercise weights stolen from

Koreiko’s apartment.  In contrast to Ostap’s location of wealth in textual play, Balaganov

and Panikovskii are convinced that Koreiko’s money is to be found in sheer matter—in

what they assume are golden blocks painted black to look like iron.  The couple, of

course, ends up empty-handed: exercise weights are just that—exercise weights; their

external form declares their inner nature.  While Panikovskii and Balaganov search for

money in some invisible content hidden behind what they think is simply a deceptive

surface, Ostap successfully locates money in nothing other than an external “shell”
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itself—that is, in the formal manipulation, rather than “essential content,” of Koreiko’s

biography.

 The very explicit propositions of the “Kommandor tantsuet tango” chapter

challenge dominant economic thought in the Soviet Union at the time.  If Preobrazhenskii

and Kozlov, as we have seen, insist on the separation of monetary form from monetary

content—insisting that value is an essential matter of specific planning rather than a

formal product of exchange—the novel’s chapter, by fusing monetary function with

textual organization, argues precisely the opposite: that monetary content and form are

inseparable; that the former has no meaning, or value, without the latter; and that

money’s final form is a natural, rather than “imitative,” expression of its content.  The

chapter shows that the circulation and exchange of signs cannot be ignored—they remain

constitutive to how meaning and value come to being.

The chapter “Kommandor tantsuet tango” can be considered as a self-reflexive

moment of the novel: just as the chapter is about writing a story, a biography, focusing on

its subject’s acquisition of his wealth, so The Golden Calf itself is about a search for, and

the eventual acquisition of, money.  If “Kommandor tantsuet tango” proposes that

money’s cultural significance is rooted in formal exchange, how does this proposal

correspond to the function of money as portrayed in the novel more generally?  That

question is particularly relevant in light of the story’s final section, which focuses, once

again, on the insignificance of money within socialism.  Indeed, the concluding pages of

the novel—which tell of Ostap’s, as well as money’s, ultimate defeat by the socialist
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system—emphasize specifically the content of both money and language, and do this by

reversing many of the narrative’s earlier metaphoric and economic exchanges.

The first sentences of the novel’s last chapter read: “Strannyi chelovek shiol

nochiiu v pridnestrovskikh plavniakh.  On byl ogromen i besformenno tolst.  (“A strange-

looking man was walking one night near the river Dnestr flats.  He was huge and

formlessly fat”) (376).  Ostap’s strange appearance here—for it is he to whom these

sentences refer—is caused by the fact that his body is covered by layers of various

valuables, including foreign currency, jewelry, cigarette cases, and an expansive fur coat.

He has received all of these items in exchange for his million rubles while preparing his

escape from the Soviet Union, in order to lead the life of a “real” millionaire.  Stressing

the weight of Ostap’s various newfound possessions, the chapter continues a trope

already established in the preceding chapters, in which Ostap’s useless million rubles

were lugged around in a suitcase whose heaviness was repeatedly invoked, and

particularly the limitations this placed on Ostap himself.  Likewise, money in the novel’s

final chapter is presented as a severely limiting weight—as static, indeed stultifying,

material content, in explicit contrast to the abstract formal play of “Kommandor tantsuet

tango.”

This description of Ostap’s body as formless is particularly noteworthy in relation

to another discussion of the protagonist’s appearance near the novel’s beginning.  Shortly

after having met his companion-to-be Balaganov, Ostap declares that he would need at

least five hundred thousand rubles to fulfill his (Ostap’s) desires.  Balaganov, while

responding to Ostap with a joke, suddenly stops short, stunned by the expression on
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Ostap’s face.  The following sentence then reads: ”Pered nim sidel atlet s tochionym,

slovno vybitom na monete litsom” (“An athlete was sitting in front of him with a chiseled

face, as if impressed on a coin.”) (85).  One of the first descriptions of Ostap’s

appearance, this sentence is effected through a rhetorical figure, a simile, the content of

which is money. Despite the drastic difference in Ostap’s appearance between the novel’s

beginning and end, then, the same object—money—is central in both cases: in the first,

as the form his face takes; in the latter as the cause of his body’s very formlessness.

Yet it is not simply money that defines Ostap’s external appearance at the outset

and closure of the novel, but, more significantly, the operation of language itself.  While

the first description of Ostap’s face is figurative—his face looked “as if impressed on a

coin”—that of the novel’s conclusion is not just literal, but, to a certain extent, literalized:

his appearance is not compared to money in a fictional manner of “as if,” but directly

equated, even identified, with money, as the valuables in which he encloses himself

become his second “skin.”  Thus, if the content of both linguistic constructions is the

same—that Ostap’s body is somehow signified through money—their form is

fundamentally different.  This difference can be understood as one not just of figurative

versus literal, but rather figurative versus non-figurative, with the latter functioning as

specifically a negation of the former.  Linguistic content is set here against linguistic

form—straightforward description against evocative simile—and thus replicates

oppositions of monetary form and content present throughout the novel.

Such materialization of previously figurative language is not alone in the last

chapter.  A number of previously employed metaphoric expressions, also frequently
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associated with Ostap’s being, are materialized at the end, their original meaning mutated

if not negated entirely. For instance, Ostap’s intentions to extort Koreiko’s money are

expressed through a metaphor of undressing in the novel’s first part (“seichas ia budu ego

razdevat’”—“now I will begin undressing him”), while at the end Ostap is literally

undressed of his possessions by the Romanian border patrol.  Early in the novel, “liod

tronulsia” (“ice has broken”) functioned as a signature phrase of Ostap to describe his

enthusiastic progress in his affairs; in the novel’s final chapter, his life is endangered

when he finds himself standing on a frozen river the surface of which is literally

breaking.  And if Ostap frequently mentioned that wealth would be brought to him on a

“blue-rimmed plate” (“tarelka s goluboi koiomkoi”), by the novel’s close, this

expectation is materialized in a massive golden plate that hangs uncomfortably over the

protagonist’s chest and severely limits his movement.

Even the metaphoric composition of Koreiko’s biography is replicated in this

final chapter in a strangely materialized way: many of the valuables attached to Ostap’s

body carry inscriptions and dedications to people to whom they were given as presents.

These objects themselves are thus traces, or fragments, of various people’s biographies.

If exchange was central in “Kommandor tantsuet tango” to the completion of

biographical narrative, however, it is entirely eliminated in this last chapter.  Although

textual fragments (the inscriptions mentioned above) are united in the actual body of

Ostap, they are not composed as a meaningful whole, do not relate to one another, nor do

they pass beyond their own fragmentariness.  Material objects, linguistic text and Ostap’s

own body, rather, despite being united as a single entity, appear as a grotesquely
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decomposing mass—“formless,” as the narrative tells us.  This is in explicit contrast to

“Kommandor tantsuet tango,” which similarly revolved around text and money, though

stressing the formal operation of the latter rather than its material constitution.  If in that

earlier chapter, however, money as formal operation had provided the structure for an

integrated and logical text (and life) in the form of Koreiko’s biography, here, as

materialized “content,” it produces precisely the opposite—a formless body and a

fragmented collection of meaningless textual bits.

Ostap’s production of value and meaning is opposed here to the authors’ own.  In

replacing the economy of formal exchange of “Kommandor tantsuet tango,” the economy

of The Golden Calf’s last chapter figures an annihilation of this earlier system.  Just as

Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov argued that the nature of socialist economics would

somehow efface the significance of money’s formal operation, so the language of the

novel’s end effaces the meaning of previous metaphoric transactions.81  However, the

meaning of these final pages leaves some ambiguity.  One of the chapter’s first words,

“formless,” alludes not only to a disappearance of form in the place of “natural” content,

but also, of course, to such notions as “unclear,” “ill-defined,” and “unrecognizable”—to

a destruction of legible meaning altogether.  In addition, the reversal of previous

metaphoric exchanges is itself a formal linguistic operation, demonstrating precisely the

fact that Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov seek to repress: that the most “material” of content

is indivisible from its operation as form.

                                                  
81 In fact, Ostap’s description at the beginning of the final chapter literally effaces him: covered with a
hood, his face, with its previously very distinct features, has become unidentifiable: before the narrator
names him, Ostap is referred to as a “strange man” or simply a “man,” emphasizing his newfound
indistinction.
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Money as Manuscript: Veniamin Kaverin’s Fulfillment of Desires

Veniamin Kaverin’s novel Fulfillment of Desires (Ispolneniie Zhelanii) explores the

problem of the content/form opposition by considering linguistic texts within an

economic framework.  The novel was published between 1934 and 1939; the author,

however, started working on it during the last years of the previous decade, and the

events described in it take place in the late 1920s and early 1930s.  The novel, written in

the genre of a Bildungsroman, recounts the maturing of two friends—Nikolai

Trubachevskii and Ivan Kartashikhin—whose adult lives as university students coincide

with the emergence of socialist culture under the First Five-Year Plan.  Trubachevskii,

who studies history and literature in the “Department of Material Culture” at Leningrad

University, works as an assistant researcher in the private archive of Sergei Ivanovich

Bauer, a well-known professor of history.  Much of the narrative is dedicated to

Trubachevskii’s study of archival materials, especially his attempts to decipher a coded

manuscript by Aleksandr Pushkin.  Other parts of the novel tell of illegal machinations

around the documents from Bauer’s archive.

The manuscripts in Kaverin’s novel, just as Ostap’s texts in The Golden Calf, are

not only objects to be read and interpreted, but also products to be bought and sold.  They

are thus sources of both textual meaning and economic value.  The novel concentrates on

both of these components by exploring the semiotic structure of the manuscripts—how

the signs in them are read and understood—as well as the place of these manuscripts

within a broader economic structure of circulation and exchange.  The novel as a whole is
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framed by episodes in which rare manuscripts are being traded.  The beginning of

Fulfillment of Desires, for instance, describes how Nevorozhin, the novel’s central

negative figure because of his refusal to accept socialist norms, attempts to sell Aleksandr

Pushkin’s original manuscript to a private book business.  The end of the novel focuses

again on Nevorozhin selling other manuscripts stolen from Bauer’s archive right before

his  attempts to escape from the Soviet Union.

These economic transactions of exchange at the beginning and end of the novel

take place outside of proper socialist economic structures, exemplifying the continued

importance of the black market and private businesses barely tolerated by the government

at the time.  The manuscripts’ value here emerges exclusively through the capitalist logic

of supply and demand; they themselves are handled in these episodes as commodities,

their meaning subsumed by their exchange value.  The entire archive of Sergei Bauer is

considered by Nevorozhin and his circle as a form of economic capital: it is referred to in

the novel as “invaluable,” or alternatively priced by Nevorozhin at “four hundred

thousand” in an undetermined currency.  The manuscripts in these episodes are part of

the formal transactions of circulation and exchange that were disregarded by

Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov as irrelevant in a socialist economy.

More strikingly, the manuscripts in the novel are not only commodities with

exchange value, but identified as money itself.  Towards the end of the novel the narrator

states:

na nikh [manuscripty] byl mezhdunardnyi spros i pritom postoiannyi, ne
boiashchiisia. . .  nikakikh ekonomicheskikh krizisov. . .  oba—prodavets i
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pokupatel’ ponimali, chto pis’ma Napoleona ili Robespiera sami po sebe byli
ustoichivoi valiutoi (477).

international demand for these manuscripts was continuous, unaffected […] by
any economic crises. […]  Both the vendor and the buyer understood that the
letters of Napoleon and Robespierre were themselves the most stable currency.82

What allows an object to function as currency—indeed, as a special currency that is

immune to any economic fluctuations, more immune than even gold itself?83  The

reference to “economic crises” in the quote above suggests that, while writing these lines,

Kaverin most probably had in mind the economic upheavals of the early 20th century not

only in Russia, but throughout Europe and the United States as well.  The dissolution of

the gold standard and cycles of massive inflation and depression resulted in the popular

perception that value—even that of gold—was a symbolic construction, not inherent to

the object in which it is seen to reside, and therefore subject to erratic economic

fluctuations.  As scholars have argued, such “dematerialization” of value affected not

only the understanding of economic processes per se, but caused a reassessment of

broader cultural norms, structures and hierarchies.84  If the value of money itself was

purely symbolic, as the economic developments of the early 20th century appeared to

demonstrate, how could any other value have greater validity?

Kaverin’s novel makes clear that the special status of the manuscripts’ worth

emerges from their being not just texts, but unique material objects.  Thus in the novel’s

                                                  
82 Translation of this and following quotes from Kaverin’s novel are my own.
83 See Marc Shell, Money, Language and Thought  (5-23).
84 In regard to German inflation of 1914-1923, for instance, Bernd Widdig has written: “’[t]he soiling of
what has been held holy,’ the shattering of deeply embedded values, the reactions of mistrust, cynicism,
and the feeling of betrayal left marks on German culture and on individual biographies that cut much
deeper than the measurable economic consequences of inflation” (11-12).
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first chapter, a vendor of antiquary books who is tempted to buy from Nevorozhin

Aleksandr Pushkin’s original manuscript, says that the manuscript already has been

published and thus cannot be valued as highly as Nevorozhin suggests.  Nevorozhin, in

turn, responds that this specific manuscript has not been known or published before (of

which the vendor, the narrator makes clear, is perfectly aware) and is thus of high value.

The first chapter of the novel states explicitly that the manuscript is an original,

authentic, and aesthetic object and that precisely these features comprise its significance

and economic power.  Such a portrayal of manuscripts is perhaps best understood through

Walter Benjamin’s discussion of the work of art as having a "unique existence in a

particular place" (253), as opposed to the multiple copies made possible by modern

reproductive technologies. The dialogue between Nevorozhin and the book vendor

establishes a similar opposition.  The meaning of the original manuscript consists of

much more than its text, while its printed and circulated reproduction reduces its

significance to just the written text.  Reproduced signs, detached from their original

material source, loose their original meaning and possess limited economic value.

Significantly, though, Kaverin envisions original manuscripts as the very embodiment of

fixed value, and in this sense they appear to be the very opposite of the bourgeois form of

money.  Just as Benjamin argues that it would be impossible to talk about an “original

photograph,” it would be similarly impossible to talk about “original” money, especially

in the 20th century.  Money exists only as a reproduced object and circulates as an abstract

and essentially worthless piece of paper.  Like rare manuscripts, its value is independent

of productive and material circumstances and is measured exclusively by market forces.
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By portraying manuscripts as a form of currency, the novel searches for ways to

reformulate the notion of value altogether.  This objective is even more evident in the

novel’s parts, all of which examine closely the production of the manuscripts’ textual

meaning.  These parts focus mostly on the essential material of the manuscripts,

including idiosyncrasies of the author’s handwriting, as well as the materiality and

watermarks of paper on which the text is written.  To understand such manuscripts, the

narrator assumes, would require more than just a line-by-line reading of the text; instead,

it would have to include the elements that do not belong to linguistics proper.

Vot pered nami zaputannyi, peremarannyi chernovik: slovo nagromozhdenno na
slovo, odna stroka nadpisana nad drugoi, i obe zachiorknuty, kak by v
nereshitel’nosti ili volnenii.  Poprobuite ulozhit’ vstavku v razorvannyi,
besporiadochnyi tekst.  B polnom besporiadke lezhat pered vami nachatye i
broshennye frazy, stroki, v kotorykh ostavlenny probely, yslovnye, pochti
stenograficheskiie znaki, zameniiushchie slova (252).

In front of us is a confusing, marked-up draft: word piled upon word, line written
upon line, and both crossed out, as if by indecision or emotional excitement.  Try
to put in an insertion in a disordered text that is ripped apart.  Phrases—started
and abandoned—lie in front of you; lines full of empty blanks; conventional,
almost stenographic signs which replace words.

Eto byl pocherk energicheski sil’nyi, lishionny sniskhoditel’nosti, polnyi smysla i
v to zhe vremia intimnyi i nebrezhnyi […]—pocherk, kotoryi tselaia armiia
tekstologov izuchaet vot uzhe okolo sta let, slichaia kazhduiu bukvu, vzveshiviaia
kazhdoe zacheriknutoe slovo. . . (214).

This handwriting was energetically stylish, lacking any condescension, full of
sense, and at the same time intimate and careless—the handwriting which a whole
army of textologists has studied for about one hundred years comparing each
letter, weighing each crossed-out word.

Skol’ko raz, zaputavshis’ sredi vodianykh znakov . . .  Trubachevskii gotov bylo
ostavit’ rabotu (253).
How many times, entangled in watermarks. . .  Trubachevskii was ready to leave
this work.
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The trope of disorder and confusion repeatedly accompanies the description of

manuscripts.  They are presented in the novel as a chaotic collection of signs, as well as

not-signs: “probely” (“empty spaces”) figure here as no less important parts of the text

than words themselves.  Archival text appears as a “raw” content in which words, phrases

and other signs do not constellate into a meaningful whole.  To uncover its meaning is the

task of the researcher and is described as a movement from disorder to order.  The

process of reading a manuscript is also compared to a chess game “that was interrupted

by a knock of the chess board, [as if] all the figures were mixed, and one would have to

restore the position through accidentally left traces.”  If economy literally means

“managing the household in its entirety,” the concept is readily applicable to the

interpretation of these manuscripts: no detail in them is insignificant for the

understanding of their final meaning.85

In its focus on the organization of disrupted fragments into a meaningful whole,

Fulfillment of Desires is surprisingly similar to The Golden Calf.  The process of reading

and interpreting the manuscripts is even referred to in Kaverin’s novel as a “game of

chance” (azartnoe delo), reminding the reader of the metaphor of the card game in Il’f’

and Petrov’s novel.  However, the explicitly abstract rearrangement of signs as

encountered in the composition of Koreiko’s biography is far from enough to understand

the meaning of manuscripts in Kaverin’s narrative.  Quite the opposite, one has to engage

                                                  
85 Marc Shell argues that “economy” has been an important category for literary theory since Aristotle.  The
category has been fundamental for discussion of literature focusing on problems of production, distribution,
and relations within the literary work.  “Order” or “ordering,” Shell shows, were also used originally as
synonyms for economy. Shell, The Economy of Literature (89-112).
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with the object as a whole: Bauer himself, for instance, is described at one moment in the

novel as smelling the paper of the manuscript in order to determine its origin; or, at

another place, the narrator notes that the researchers of Pushkin’s manuscripts could not

understand their meaning until they sorted through the different “ages” of Pushkin’s

handwriting.  Similar to in Liashko’s fairy tale, signs in manuscripts are seen as an

extension of the body itself, inseparable from it.  Without the body the researcher has

only abstract letters, words, and phrases that are never enough to understand the meaning

of a text. Consequently, Trubachevskii is unsuccessful when he tries to decode Pushkin’s

verses by purely linguistic means such as making a formal rearrangement of lines or

matching end rhymes.86

Fulfillment of Desires repeatedly points to the material dimension of the sign:

social history and individual psychology are not conveyed by the text through horizontal,

syntagmatic relations between linguistic signs, but rather through the vertical relation

between these and the material circumstances of production.  In this sense language as an

immanent system of meaning is no longer the anchor for these manuscripts' significance.

For this reason, although texts in both The Golden Calf and Fulfillment of Desires are

identified with money and economic processes more generally, the implication of these

                                                  
86 Trubachevskii ultimately decodes the verses, but through specifically non-linguistic means: he
experiences a series of sudden “illuminations” which provide him with the key to the code.  All of these
illuminations are of non-linguistic nature.  These start with Trubachevskii’s dream in which he stands
silently at a black board with chalk experiencing some sort of linguistic paralysis; then continue during his
observation of Leningrad’s cityscape; return again when he watches a silent(!) movie; and finally overcome
him when he confronts the face of Sergei Kirov (the head of Leningrad’s communist party in the early
1930s) at a May 1st demonstration.  In these moments, the novel invokes the psychic processes of
Trubachevskii’s sexual maturation as part of his total, euphoric “identification” with the society of the First
Five-Year Plan.  In all of these, language is explicitly absent, suggesting that the culmination of
Trubachevskii’s immersion in, and experience of, socialism could not be expressed through linguistic signs.
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identifications is very different.  The economy of Koreiko’s biography in The Golden

Calf consists of the rearrangement of abstract signs and appears as a structure of purely

formal exchange; the economy of the text in Kaverin’s novel, by contrast, is rooted in an

understanding of the material conditions of these signs’ production, in which the formal

rearrangement of signs is seen as an organic, or natural, expression of the texts’ material

contents.

Kaverin’s novel uses the same object to function as “money” and as “unique

object”: concepts that are usually set in opposition are here fused.  Like Preobrazhenskii

and Kozlov, Fulfillment of Desires thus suggests that true and fixed value resides in

essential contents; but in contrast to the economists, the novel does not support the

absolute separation of content from form.  Rather, like Liashko’s “Rubles,” Fulfillment of

Desires attempts to reformulate the formal operations of circulation and exchange by

considering them not as purely abstract processes, but rather as original producers of

meaning itself.

Kaverin, however, does not entirely resolve the contradiction between content and

form.  Within non-socialist economic structures (which, as discussed in the previous

chapter, were a necessary element of socialist economics in the early Soviet state), the

exchange value of manuscripts still has nothing to do with essential material content, but

is determined exclusively by capitalist market relations.  As if aware of this subversion,

Kaverin arrests many of the transactions in which manuscripts are traded.  Indeed, the

entire archive of Sergei Bauer ultimately escapes sale, and, remaining intact, is given as a

present to the university library by Bauer himself.  Gift, rather than exchange, constitutes
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one of the final gestures of the novel, eliminating any possibility of further trading of the

manuscripts.  If the micro-economics of manuscripts as described within the novel

establish a natural, non-contradictory relationship between essential contents—such as

the materiality of paper and the specifics of individual handwriting—and linguistic forms,

the macro-economics of the novel suggest that circulation and exchange cannot be

brought into correspondence with the idea of intrinsic content and material essence.

Rather, they will always be connected to abstract and contingent forms of value, their

elimination essential before any “living” socialist content could ever be fully realized.

Conclusion: Objects Outside of Exchange?

This chapter has traced the analogy between, and interdependence of, monetary and

linguistic thought in the Soviet Union between 1928 and 1935, paying particular attention

to the relationship of form and content central to both.  While economists such as

Preobrazhenskii and Kozlov argued that Soviet money was fundamentally different from

its capitalist counterpart by virtue of the opposition between essential socialist content

and abstract capitalist form, this opposition, as I have indicated, was problematically

equivocal.  Concomitant literary works by Liashko, Kaverin, and Il’f and Petrov

complicate the suppositions of such economic thought by suggesting that value is never a

function of content or form alone, but is necessarily a product of both.  Writing at a time

when the circulation and exchange of money according to capitalist laws of supply and

demand was still essential to socialist economic progress (despite much theorizing to the
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contrary), these authors imagined how non-socialist forms might be appropriated for

socialist content.

By consistently exchanging money for language, and even identifying money

with language, the literary texts considered in this chapter examine the problem of

monetary value as central not only to economics, but to the production and use of

language as well.  Above all, they address the problem of semiotic contingency by

rooting the significance of both money and linguistic texts in specific bodies and concrete

material circumstances, as observed in particular in “Rubles” and Fulfillment of Desires.

Similarly, all three works imagine a step beyond the process of exchange altogether, be it

economic or textual.  This is perhaps best exemplified in the literalization of metaphor at

the close of The Golden Calf, in which the structure of difference and substitution that

characterizes metaphor is transformed into the direct equation of literal description.

The three narratives examined here are only a few among many responses to the

ambiguity of money in the developing Soviet economy of the late 1920s and early 1930s.

To end, let me briefly refer to two other relevant texts of this period, one by the socialist

realist writer Konstantin Fedin, the other by the Suprematist painter Kazimir Malevich.

In the middle of Fedin’s novel The Rape of Europe (1930-35), the Dutch businessman

Phillip, during his visit to a small village in the northern part of Russia, encounters an old

church keeper Nikodim, from whom he asks to buy an icon.  Nikodim responds with a

question: how could one possibly sell a sacred object?  Yet, after a few minutes of

silence, Nikodim further responds that the icon could, however, be exchanged.  Phillip

then asks what the church keeper would like to exchange it for, to which Nikodim rapidly
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responds, “What do you mean “what for?” For money…” (341-342).  In this ironic

twist—in a narrative all about the contrasts between socialist and capitalist

economies—Fedin states that there is no value beyond, or outside of, monetary exchange.

Even a sacred object such as an icon—understood, precisely, as not-commodity—is

implicated in this fact.

Questions of economic value are central to the writing of Malevich as well.  But

in contrast to Fedin, Malevich argues that there is value outside of processes of economic

exchange and that this is to be found in the form of aesthetic objects.  In his 1928 article

“Painting and the Problem of Architecture,” Malevich juxtaposes aesthetic production

and economic relations, arguing that only the former can be considered in terms of stable,

unchanging value.  “[T]he unchanging values of forms of art is the only thing that

continues to be valued regardless of changes in economic conditions” (13).  This situation

exists, as Malevich writes, because the form of art is rooted in an “invariable forming

element.”  In contrast, “[t]he political and academic economists have not yet managed to

find an economic objective element to form relations” (13).  “Forming element” emerges

as a central concept in this article by Malevich, and it is  the (in)variability and

objectivity of this that produces the possibility of stable value.

All of the artists, writers and economists discussed in this chapter were writing of

economies and values at precisely the same time, the late 1920s and early 1930s, and in

the same place, the young Soviet Union.  Encompassing the spheres of political economy

and both the literary and visual arts, these figures shared a concern with the function of

form and content in the production of meaning, be it monetary, linguistic, or visual.
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Following the chaotic conditions of War Communism and the brief stability fostered by

NEP in the mid-1920s, the early Stalinist period sought to overcome emerging

contradictions of Soviet culture by celebrating content in opposition to form, situating the

former as a liberation from, or move beyond, the latter.  At its root, this celebration of

content in opposition to form was motivated by a specific conception of representation

and value itself, as contemporary economists’ attempts to rethink the operation of money

within socialism make clear.  If monetary thinkers of the time sought a simple solution to

the question of what constituted specifically socialist value, however, the literary works

of Liashko, Kaverin, and Il’f and Petrov all suggest that this question demanded far more

complicated answers than economists were prepared to supply.
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Conclusion

The argument of this dissertation has been twofold.

First, I have contended that questions of monetary policy were central to the

project of creating a new, distinctly socialist culture in Russia in the two decades

following the 1917 Revolution.  From the elimination of money as general equivalent of

value during the War Communism period (1917-1920), to the monetary reform of 1922-

24 and the government’s establishment of a new form of gold standard, to attempts to

rethink the relationship of monetary form and content during the first Five-Year Plan

from 1929-1933: all of these developments, as my dissertation illustrates, were

fundamental to the vast program of cultural reinvention that accompanied the birth of the

Soviet state.

Second, this dissertation has argued that monetary developments between 1917-

1935 permeate Russian literature during these same years. Narratives were written about

money and its dissolution, monetary metaphors proliferated, and, with surprising

frequency, money and texts were equated with or established as parallel to one another.
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Such elements were not simply reflections of concomitant economic events, but rather

products of—and critical engagements with—the deep-rooted cultural logic of which

these economic developments were a part.

More particularly, the dissertation demonstrates that these two argumentative

strands are inseparable from one another.  Money, as a paradigmatic token of value,

became a prime object for the systematic rethinking of cultural significance that

characterized the early post-Revolutionary period.  The rigorous and often contradictory

analyses of money that emerged from this process were, at their root, interrogations of the

nature of value itself.  Accordingly, money was seized upon by writers not just as a

curious detail of contemporary life, but as a textual element through which to explore

changing structures of meaning tout court—to examine signs, texts, and subjects during

an era in which the nature of all three was rapidly, even violently, changing. Money

affected the ways writers thought about representation and the operation of the sign, just

as ideas of signification and representation informed economists’ thinking about

monetary matters.  Money and literature, this dissertation proposes, were read through

and crucial to one another in the immediate post-Revolutionary years—and thus need to

be examined today not as isolated events, but as interdependent discursive phenomena

equally engaged with the project of defining the nature of value in the new Soviet state.

Such integrated analysis, the dissertation has further demonstrated, provides

crucial insight into broader aesthetic, political, and psychic developments in Russia

between 1917-1935—above all, into the contested formation of both individual and

cultural identity during these years.  While scholars have engaged these issues by
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focusing on either literary or economic developments during this period in Russian

history, no one has examined them with the interdisciplinary focus and theoretical

attention of this dissertation.  By examining early Soviet economic and literary

developments together and setting them in dialogue with the theoretically nuanced

studies of money and literature by Jean-Joseph Goux and Marc Shell—and, particularly,

by extending Goux’s and Shell’s sophisticated applications of Lacan and Marx to the

specific context of post-Revolutionary Russia—my argument establishes new ground for

exploring the range of social, economic, and literary experience in the nascent Soviet

state.

The dissertation’s analysis is rooted in the close reading of specific literary texts,

motivated by the conviction that such focused examination is indispensable for

understanding the complexities of broader cultural developments and conflicts.  As I

argue in chapter one, for instance, the symbolic instability characterizing the War

Communism years, and particularly the function of money (and its proposed elimination)

within this, is nowhere clearer than in the narrative twists and tropological play of

Mikhail Bulgakov’s 1923 novella Diaboliad.  Bulgakov portrays a culture in which

symbolic systems have broken down and subjectivity itself is under duress, and

establishes money’s disappearance as a central engine for both developments.  In Isaak

Babel’s brief but extremely rich short story “Guy de Maupassant,” as the chapter further

illustrates, a similar set of issues is at play: exploring the structures of language,

significance, and identity through a dual focus on linguistic and economic exchange,

Babel reveals the contradictions and fallacies of the utopian desire to eliminate general
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equivalents of value, a central project of Soviet culture in the years he was writing his

story.

Similarly, as I demonstrate in the dissertation’s second chapter, the cultural stakes

of the Soviet monetary reform of 1922-24, and particularly its reintroduction of a

modified gold standard, permeates the 1920s work of Mikhail Zoshchenko and Vladimir

Maiakovskii.  In the texts of both authors, a frequent focus on the genesis of monetary

worth in specific material qualities (hardness of matter, for instance, evincing the

hardness of a currency) betrays a widespread longing for—and simultaneously, a

recognition of the impossibility of—the “guarantee” of signification itself within Russian

culture at the time.  While money and language are the chief focus for both writers, their

concern with representation and value ultimately encompasses the very nature of

meaning itself in an emerging socialist culture driven by utopian ideals.

Finally, my third chapter argues that the constellation of issues around the

problematic categories of form and content—the relationship between which came to be

the central aesthetic and monetary concern of Soviet culture by the late 1920s—is

crystallized in a series of literary works written between 1928-1935 by Nikolai Liashko,

Veniamin Kaverin, and Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov.  The texts that I examine by all four

writers repeatedly conflate money and language, examining the operation of both as a

constant negotiation between content and form and figurative and literal meaning.  Both

echoing and critically engaging the terms of contemporary economic discourse in their

narrative trajectories and rhetorical play, the two novels and one fairy tale examined in

my final chapter reveal the emerging cultural contradictions of the expanding Stalinist
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state—above all, its inability to come to terms with the essential place of form in

economic and aesthetic matters alike.

The dissertation, in both its literary and historical analysis, has broad implications

for our understanding of the socio-historical conditions of early post-Revolutionary

Russia.  Above all, my analysis demonstrates the central importance of a growing desire

to control the operation of the sign—encompassing money, language, and ultimately

representation itself—within early Soviet political, economic, and cultural life.  In tracing

the chaotic and often self-contradictory attempts to dictate money’s nature and

significance according to newly developing political imperatives, my argument illustrates

that such control could never be fully realized—for the manner in which signs are

perceived and understood can never be succumbed entirely to a political power, as much

of the literature of the period demonstrates.  Money, of course, was not the only kind of

sign seen as a challenge to emerging doctrine regarding representation within socialism.

Language, as a complex system in which meaning emerges through both differential

relations and an infinite number of subjective and socio-political factors, similarly

escapes reduction to a single motivation or “essence.” While early Soviet society sought

to control both money and language—to limit and determine the ways that both come to

mean—these attempts were ultimately fruitless. Signs, be they linguistic or economic,

function according to subjective, social, and political logics that can never be fully

dismantled nor fully controlled.

While this dissertation is the first study to explore the significance of post-

Revolutionary monetary developments in Russia within such a wide-ranging cultural
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framework, it should not be the last.  Rather, a central goal of my argument has been to

demonstrate the richness of possibilities for further interdisciplinary study of money and

its broader discursive effects, within both post-Revolutionary Russia and in other times

and places.  Within the Soviet context, money continued to be an uncomfortable subject

for years following the period covered in these pages.  At the beginning of the 1960s, for

instance, a new Communist Party program announced that the “present generation will be

living in communism,” for which the elimination of money remained a central goal.  A

concomitant economic reform in 1961 shifted the prices of consumer goods so that what

had previously cost 100 Rubles would henceforth cost ten, the idea being that such a

reduction could continue until prices simply disappeared and money was deemed

unnecessary.  Even as aspirations for communism’s imminent arrival died out with the

Prague Spring of 1968, the Soviet popular imagination never stopped awaiting the arrival

of the perfect society with a moneyless economy, despite dire economic stagnation in the

1970s and 1980s.  Indeed, money continued to exist as an embodied contradiction during

these years: just as in any capitalist system, more money was desired, but simultaneously,

money’s decrease and even elimination was sought.  How this paradoxical position

played out in diverse areas of cultural life, particularly with regards to changing notions

of representation and identity, remains to be fully explored.

The broad cultural significance of money is perhaps even more resonant in

contemporary Russia.  Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the country has witnessed

a series of monetary upheavals similar to, if much less dramatic than, those of the early

post-Revolutionary years—from massive inflation, to the growth of elementary barter
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exchange, to the invasion of the American dollar as a major currency and credit cards as a

form of payment.  All of these developments have played a role in shifting notions of

representation and identity, calling into question accepted social signs and structures and

above all the material basis of value itself; for how can it make sense that a nation’s

previously rock-solid currency can lose its value in a single day, while wallet-sized

plastic cards are suddenly endless fonts of wealth?

Interactions between economics and literature have in fact attracted increasing

interest in American academia in the last decade, a development to which the present

study hopes to add.87  Marc Osteen and Martha Woodmansee’s 1999 volume New

Economic Criticism, a volume of collected essays suggesting directions for both the

economic reading of literature and the literary reading of economics, played a seminal

role in this development.  Questions explored by the volume include those of how

economic and literary markets work together and can be seen to resemble one another;

how economic practices and theories play a role in the construction of subjectivity; and in

what ways literary production can help to shape economic practices of specific periods.

Most significantly, Osteen and Woodmansee’s collection attempts to view the

relationship between economics and literature not as one of simple reflection—in which

literature is secondary to and dependant on economic relations—but as one of complex

and multifaceted interdependence.
                                                  
87 This is particularly true within Slavic Studies, which has seen a number of publications, symposia, and
conference panels and roundtable discussions on the subject of economics and literature in recent years.
These include a special 2002 volume of the Russian literary journal Novoe literaturnoe obozreniie (New
Literary Review), numerous sessions at recent annual meetings of the AAASS (American Association for
Advanced Studies of Slavic Languages) and AATSEEL (American Association of Teachers of East
European Languages), and the 2004 conference “Critical Exchanges” at Northwester University, from
which a volume of essays (including sections of this dissertation) is forthcoming.
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As recent studies have demonstrated, the “literary” analysis of economic

arguments, focusing on the ways economics functions as a form of narrative that employs

various rhetorical devices to promote its ostensibly scientific positions, is a particularly

rich field for further study.  The economist Donald (Deirdre) McCloskey’s important

1985 book The Rhetoric of Economics provided an initial impetus for such analyses,

arguing that economic arguments are rooted in the use of metaphors, tales and other

rhetorical devices that are above all literary, rather than scientific, in nature.  Although

McCloskey’s study was strongly resisted by economists claiming the discipline’s basis in

unquestioning objectivity and rational choice, her argument provides the groundwork for

further “literary” rethinking of economic discourse.

Ultimately, such thinking of modern economics and literature through one another

reaches back much further than either McCloskey or Osteen and Woodmansee.  As Marx

observed a century and a half ago, money is a form of sign: it “expresses” and “signifies.”

Expanding on Marx’s insight, Marc Shell has written that “money and language are

complementary or competing systems of tropic production and exchange”(1982, 180).

While this dissertation has aimed to explore the repercussions of these claims within the

specific context of post-Revolutionary Russia, the mutual, and often competing, semiotic

operation of money and language remains a fundamental topic for the study of global

modernity in all its manifestations.
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Figures

Figure 1

One Chervonets Note, 1922.
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Figure 2

500 Ruble Note, 1912.
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Figure 3

Three Chervonets Note, 1924.
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Figure 4

One Chervonets Gold Coin, 1923.
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Figure 5

15,000 Ruble Note, 1923.
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Figure 6

25,000 Ruble Note, 1923.
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Figure 7

Five Ruble Note, 1924.
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